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Abstract 

The aim of this research is to improve mouse-based point-and-click target acquisition by 

users with cerebral palsy (CP), which is a common physical disorder among new-borns as 

well as youths and adults. Youths with cerebral palsy encounter difficulties accessing 

computers due to the spastic hand movement.  

A total of 46 participants with CP took part in three stages of the point-and-click 

experiments conducted to understand the following: 1) effect of degree of impairment on 

cursor control (29 participants); 2) a development of a model of movement time (MT) (the 

time required to travel from home object to the target object) (11 participants); and 3) 

testing of an algorithm to simplify these tasks (six participants).  

The MT showed high variability across different degrees of impairment. Therefore, it was 

deemed necessary to develop a model that explains the variability in MT which cannot be 

explained by Fitts‟s law which expresses a linear relationship between MT (dependent 

variable) and index of difficulty (ID) (independent variable). The developed model extends 

the independent variable to include a system factor, movement amplitude and human 

factors including erroneous click, number of sub-movements (NS), number of slip-offs 

(NSO), curvature index (CI), and average speed (AS). This model suggested that the CI 

had influenced MT variability, so therefore the CI was the basis of an algorithm including 

dynamic control-display (C-D) gain adjustment.  

The model imitates the movement described by the initial optimized impulse model; the 

movement is composed of two phases of sub-movements (rapid primary and slow 

secondary). First, a rapid primary movement is constructed towards the target. If the 

movement attains the target, then the task is completed. On the other hand, if the 

movement lands outside the target, a slower corrective movement is required. This process 
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carries on until the target is attained. The primary goal of the task is to reach the target as 

fast as possible; thus, in an ideal scenario, the subject should perform a single high-velocity 

movement towards the target. In an ideal case, the independent variables of the developed 

model are only movement amplitude and AS.  

The algorithm aims to enhance the performance of point-and-click tasks by a dynamic 

adjustment of C-D gain. The algorithm showed better performance in primary sub-

movement compared to default Windows mode (the C-D gain is set as 10) but it negated 

the performance in secondary sub-movements.  

A summary of the research contributions includes: 1) an understanding of target acquisition 

performance depending on degree of impairment; 2) development of software that collects 

information about point-and-click tasks; 3) development of a non-linear model that explains 

the high variability of MT during point-and-click computer tasks; and 4) an algorithm that 

uses dynamic C-D gain adjustments to enhance a primary sub-movement (but still needs 

altering to enhance secondary sub-movements).  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This aim of this thesis is to develop and examine an algorithm to enhance the performance 

of mouse-based point-and-click computer tasks conducted by youths with motion 

impairments.  

This chapter is composed of four sections: the background and need for the study, the 

research questions and hypotheses, the thesis structure and the definition of terms.  

1.1. BACKGROUND AND NEED FOR THE 

STUDY 

The flourish of human-machine interaction (such as smartphones and tablets) in the last 

few decades has accelerated the productivity and completion of work, education, and other 

daily life activities for a large portion of the world‟s population. However, there are a few 

groups who lack access to these products and computers due to motion impairment 

difficulties. In this research, the difficulty of computer access by youths with cerebral palsy 

is addressed to try to assist them in obtaining full and easy access to computers without 

any problems.  

1.1.1. Cerebral palsy  

 
“Cerebral palsy (CP) describes a group of disorders of the development of movement and posture, 

causing activity limitation that is attributed to non-progressive disturbances that occurred in the 

developing fetal or infant brain. The motor disorders of cerebral palsy are often accompanied by 

disturbances of sensation, cognition, communication, perception, and/or behaviour, and/or by a 

seizure disorder” [1, 2]. 
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Cerebral palsy (CP) is a motor disorder widely distributed among children and adults [3] . It 

is a comprehensive term involving a group of physical disorders of movement and/or 

posture. The traditional classification is based on a distributional pattern of affected limbs 

and abnormal muscle tone [4]. The CP sub-types are spasticity, ataxia, dyskinesia, and 

mixed (combination of one or more of spastic, ataxic, and dyskinetic CP) [1, 4, 5]. People 

with spastic CP are hypertonic (high muscle tone) and have stiff muscles. Ataxia is caused 

by damage in the cerebellum, the brain‟s main centre of balance; people with ataxia are 

hypotonic (low muscle tone) and experience unsteady walking and balance problems [6]. 

Dyskinesia is caused by damage to the basal ganglia of the brain, the brain‟s main 

message interpreter between the movement centre and spinal cord; people with dyskinesia 

experience involuntary movements [6, 7]. The topographical CP sub-types [8] are 

monoplegia (only one limb is affected), hemiplegia (one side of the body is affected, either 

left or right), diplegia (lower limbs are affected, and upper limbs are not affected or have 

minor effects), triplegia (three limbs are affected, two arms and one leg or two legs and one 

arm), and quadriplegia (all four limbs are affected). Before 2002, the proportion of 

individuals with CP per 1000 births was believed to be 2–2.5 cases [3], but 2002 reports 

indicated that the proportion increased to around 3.1 cases per 1000 births [3].  

Until recently, the functional limitations as a result of CP were difficult to classify due to the 

heterogeneity among individuals. In line with the World Health Organization‟s International 

Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health, the Manual Ability Classification System 

(MACS) has been developed for youths with CP [9]. MACS is a 5 level classification (I, II, 

III, IV, and V) used to categorise the ability of the upper limbs in children with CP. The 

impairment severity varies from MACS I (easy and successful handling of objects) to MACS 

V (inability to handle objects and required help to conduct simple movements and activities) 

(see Table 1-1 for the classifications). Previous research in the lab suggests that only 
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people at levels MACS I, II, and III tend to access computers using a mouse, although level 

IV access can be achieved [10].  

Table 1-1 Definitions of the five MACS levels [9] 

 

MACS Level 

 

 

 

I 

 

Handles objects easily and successfully 

 

II 

 

Handles most objects, but with somewhat 

reduced quality and/or speed of 

achievement 

 

III 

 

Handles objects with difficulty; needs help to 

prepare and/or modify activities 

 

IV 

 

Handles a limited selection of easily 

managed 

objects in adapted situations 

 

V 

 

Does not handle objects and has severely 

limited ability to perform even simple actions 
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1.1.2. Human-computer interface (HCI) design 

Three major components are required to build a sophisticated computer system; namely, 

interaction methods, interaction devices, and interface design [11]. A variety of interaction 

methods and devices have been developed to improve physical access to computers. They 

range from accessibility options within the operating system to enhance input devices such 

as joysticks, trackballs, touch screens, gesture recognition, and speech recognition 

software [12]. However, the use of assistive technology for better computer access 

encounters barriers. These vary from insufficient funding, lack of staff training, and negative 

attitudes at school [13], while the main barrier in the home environment is cost [14]. 

According to the study of Davies et al. [15] on youths with upper limb impairments caused 

by CP, most youths with this condition prefer the typical mouse to access computers, either 

by hand for cursor movement with finger clicks for target selection or by enhanced target 

acquisition methods such as a combination of foot and toe clicking. This study also 

mentioned that only a small group of youths with CP use assistive technologies, although a 

large group is aware of existing technologies, and a number of youths with CP have used 

the assistive devices and technologies in the past. The study concluded that there are two 

reasons for the decision made by the youths with CP to return to using a standard or 

modified mouse. First, the lack of provided assistive technology in educational settings [16]. 

Second, the youths with CP are not restricted to using computers in one location; they use 

computers in different places, including friends‟ homes and the public library, where the 

existence of assistive technology to access computers is rare. Therefore, the most 

pragmatic decision is to use a standard mouse at all locations.  

This thesis is an extension of research conducted at the University of Auckland to develop 

a set of requirements for computer interfaces that allow youths with physical disabilities 

(e.g. upper limb disability) to effectively access computers. This research is stage 

structured; the first stage was a systematic review of the technology developed and 
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commonly used by youths with CP [12]. Then a study conducted by Davies et al. [10] 

assessed the technology used by youths with CP in Auckland and Toronto. This study 

found that youths with CP tend to use a standard mouse to access computers at different 

locations. This is followed by identifying the important requirements and features of HCI 

design [17].  

This thesis research is seeking to understand the cursor movements of youths with CP and 

then develop an algorithm to enhance the use of point-and-click computer tasks for them. 

 

1.2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND 

HYPOTHESES  

The overarching question is can an algorithm that enhances the point-and-click computer 

tasks for youths with CP be developed? To answer this question, sub-questions and 

hypotheses are proposed. These sub-questions are sequentially structured; each question 

is proposed based on the findings from a previous question. These sub-questions are 

numbered according to the order they are addressed in the text. Hypotheses are also 

provided for each.  

Question 3.1. When developing a model of human-computer motion, which rapidity 

and accuracy features correlate best with the index of difficulty (ID) of a point-and-

click task and MACS level? 

Hypothesis 3.1.1: Movement time (MT) is the only rapidity measure correlated with ID and 

MACS level for both typically developed (TD) users and youths with CP. With respect to 

accuracy, the trajectory distance (TRD) best correlates with both the ID and MACS level.  

Smits-Englesman et al. [18] found that MT for both individuals with congenital spastic 

hemiplegia (CSH) and TD youths is correlated with the ID. They also explained the delay in 
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MT due to the deficiency in force control causing high variability in the force output signals 

with CSH. Therefore, an involuntary movement causes a high TRD towards the target.  

 

Question 3.2. How much of a role does the degree of impairment affect the path 

measures? 

Hypothesis 3.2.1: As the impairment level increases, the movement time will increase, 

while the average speed decreases. This will also result in a greater number of 

acceleration-to-deceleration cycles.  

Smits-Englesman et al. [18] found that the MT for individuals with CSH is significantly 

higher than those TD by 80%.  

 

Hypothesis 3.2.2: As the impairment level increases, the reaction time increases.  

Smits-Englesman et al. [18] found that the RT for individuals with CSH is significantly 

higher than those TD by 60%.  

 

Hypothesis 3.2.3: As the impairment level increases, the average error rate increases. 

Smits-Englesman et al. [18] studied the relation between the ID and end points (accuracy) 

and found that the end point was not dependent on the ID. The average error rates of TD 

users and individuals with CSH are 10.9% and 21.3%, respectively. 

 

Question 3.3. Does the new proposed linearity index (LI) correlate with rapidity and 

accuracy path measures better than the curvature index (CI)?  

Hypothesis 3.3.1: LI will be better correlated with the MACS level and ID than CI for both 

TD users and users with CP. 
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Keates et al. [19] found that motion-impaired users deviate widely from the intended path 

(larger values of CI) in comparison with TD users. They also found that the path deviation 

differs widely within the motion-impaired group (degree of impairment is not classified, only 

the type of impairment). 

 

Question 3.4. Do participants with CP target the same position as TD participants?  

Hypothesis 3.4.1: Individuals with CP will target the inside edge of the second half of the 

target, away from the centre, while TD participants tend to target the inside edge of the first 

half, away from the centre.  

In this research, the effect of impairment on end point distribution for better understanding 

of pointing accuracy is investigated. Targeting for individuals with impairments will likely 

result in the shortest distance. The end-point distribution becomes a key issue for finger 

touch input due to the inaccurate finger input, especially when the target width becomes 

smaller [20]. Analysis using Fitts‟s law assumes a normal distribution of end points and an 

effective width is created. The idea of effective width is to adjust the size of the target 

during the analysis phase to account for the fact that only a portion of the target is used in 

the point and click trials. If the error rate is higher than 4%, the size of the target effectively 

increases for analysis purposes because the position of the end point is beyond the target. 

However, the movement amplitude does not change.  

 

The questions above are addressed in chapter 3 (“The effects of impairment severity on 

cursor control for youths with cerebral palsy”). 

After better understanding movement features of youths with CP, a platform called Cursor 

Trajectory Analyser (CTA) (discussed in detail in chapter 4) was developed. The CTA is 

used to conduct the experiments to answer questions in the next chapters.  
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Question 5.1. Does the incorporation of the human effect with the system effect 

(either ID or movement amplitude) provide a more robust model of predicting 

movement time? 

A similar concept to the SH-model development is used.  

Hypothesis 5.1.1: The proposed model explains the movement time variability and 

provides a better prediction of movement time than the traditional Fitts’s law and SH-model.  

 

This question is addressed in chapter 5 (“A nonlinear model for pointing task evaluation 

based on both system and human effect”). 

Question 6.1. Does the proposed algorithm enhance the performance of point-and-

click tasks conducted by youths with CP? 

The conventional speed performance is evaluated by movement time, and the conventional 

accuracy performance is evaluated by error rate. 

Hypothesis 6.1.1: The proposed algorithm will increase the average speed and decrease 

the movement time and average error rate. 

This question is addressed in chapter 6 (“A dynamic adjustment of control-display gain 

based on curvature index”). 

1.3. THESIS STRUCTURE  

Chapter 2 presents a literature review of human motor models, path evaluation measures 

(rapidity and accuracy), and pointing facilitation techniques. 

Chapter 3 presents a study of point-and-click computer tasks conducted by both TD users 

and youths with CP. It also presents new accuracy measures. 

Chapter 4 provides the software design and implementation to carry out point-and-click 

computer tasks, and analysis of data using path evaluation measures.  
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Chapter 5 presents the development of a non-linear model for point-and-click computers, 

including both system and human effects.  

Chapter 6 provides algorithm development for enhancing point-and-click computer tasks 

based on the largest contributor of human effects to the movement time (MT) model in 

chapter 5.  

Chapter 7 summarizes all the sub-questions to answer the main research question and 

provides a future direction of where research should be carried out. 

 

A flowchart of the research path progression is presented in Fig. 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1 Thesis progression flowchart 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL 

FRAMEWORK 

The use of computers is an important part of human interaction in education, work, and 

entertainment. Therefore, it is important to provide equal computer access to both TD 

youths and youths with motion impairment. The research aim is to develop an algorithm for 

point-and-click tasks using a standard mouse for youths with motion impairment caused by 

CP, a common physical disorder among the different types of motion impairment; it has an 

incidence of 3.1 per 1000 births [3]. Since 33 (94%) of 35 youths with CP who were MACS I 

and II use the standard mouse and keyboard to access computers [10], there is a need to 

enhance the performance of a mouse for point-and-click computer tasks. 

To achieve a better understanding of possible directions that can be considered in 

designing and developing practical techniques for better facilitation of “point-and-click” and 

“drag and drop” tasks, it is very important to understand cursor movement through the three 

fundamental motor control models that explain the emergence of Fitts‟s law in a graphical 

user interface. In addition, understanding human movement reveals insights about sources 

of movement differences among people, devices, conditions, and impairment levels. 

Understanding movement differences will assist in providing solutions to improve user 

interfaces to meet the actual abilities of users with CP.  

This chapter is composed of three main sections: theoretical frameworks that describe 

target acquisition using “point and click” tasks and how these apply to both TD individuals 

and individuals with CP; path evaluation measures used in evaluating point-and-click tasks; 

and pointing facilitation techniques that improve the performance of point-and-click 

computer tasks such as Angle Mouse and PointAssist. 
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2.1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

“Point-and-click” computer tasks are described as rapid goal-directed movements as they 

are required to reach targets as fast as possible. Rapid goal-directed movements are 

categorized by two models: the iterative correction model which is the basis of Fitts‟s law 

[21]; and the impulse variability model (the ballistic movement) [22-24]. The iterative 

correction model and the impulse variability model have been combined and augmented to 

produce the optimized initial impulse model, which provides insights about the cursor 

movement conducted by youths with CP. It incorporates the time and travelled distance of 

primary and secondary sub-movement [19, 25-27]. It also incorporates the average number 

of secondary sub-movements. In general, it provides a better visualization of the movement 

conducted by youths with CP. A detailed discussion of the three models and types of 

pointing tasks are presented in the following sub-sections. 

2.1.1. The iterative correction model 

The iterative correction model describes spatially constrained movements where 

participants are required to reach the target with width, W, placed at distance, A, as fast as 

possible. The measured movement time is used as a reflection of task performance; it is a 

time minimization task [23]. The iterative correction model is based on closed-loop 

feedback control. It describes the whole movement as a series of discrete sub-movements; 

each sub-movement is produced by the user to get closer to the target object. The trigger 

of sub-movement production is based on the feedback that the target has not yet attained.  

2.1.2. The impulse variability model 

The impulse variability model describes temporally constrained movement; participants are 

required to reach towards the target for a specified movement time, creating a time-

matching movement task [24]. The goal of this task is to get as close as possible to the 
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target within the time constraints. The impulse variability movement is based on the initial 

impulses produced by the muscles. It describes the movement as ballistic limb flinging 

towards the target; the last part of movement decelerates smoothly within the target vicinity.  

However, these two models cannot be independently applied to all pointing movements. 

They have been integrated into the optimized initial impulse model [28], which is a hybrid of 

the two models.  

2.1.3. The optimized initial impulse model 

The optimized initial impulse model describes the movement by two phases of sub-

movements (rapid primary and slow secondary). First, a rapid primary movement is 

constructed towards the target. If the movement attains the target, then the task is 

completed. On the other hand, if the movement lands outside the target, a slower corrective 

movement is required. This process carries on until the target is attained. The primary goal 

of the task is to reach the target as fast as possible; thus, in an ideal scenario, the subject 

should perform a single high-velocity movement towards the target. In reality, the ideal 

scenario seldom occurs as the initial movement undershoots or overshoots the target in 

most cases. The optimized initial impulse model shows that the standard deviation (S) of 

the end points of any movement increases with the movement distance (D), and decreases 

with its movement time (T):  

   (
 

 
)  

(2.1) 

where K is a constant. 

The standard deviation formula indicates that long distance movement with short duration 

would cause a higher standard deviation; hence the probability of acquiring the target will 

be low. Moreover, the width of the target affects cursor movement, possibly during the 
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planning and performing of initial large and rapid movement, but definitely when the user is 

coasting towards the target under closed-loop feedback control [24, 27, 28].  

 

 
Figure 2.1 Left: Types of sub-movement; Right: Illustration of optimized initial impulse 

model: (a) ideal case, (b) overshoot, (c) undershoot [40] 
 

2.1.4. Point-and-click tasks (tapping tasks) 

The types of point-and-click tasks are discrete tapping, reciprocal tapping and multi-

directional. The trial of a discrete tapping task involves unidirectional movement from the 

starting point within the home object to within the target object, whereas a serial (reciprocal) 

tapping task is a bi-directional movement between the two objects; the movement trial 

starts and ends within the home object. Another variation is a multi-directional tapping task 

with multi-directional movement between targets arranged in a circular manner. It is used to 

control the effect of directions on the pointing device‟s performance, which is limited by a 

single movement in the one-dimensional Fitts‟s paradigm, which is used to test Fitts‟s law 

for rapid movement during point-and-click tasks. 

2.1.5. Fitts’s law 

Fitts‟s law (1954) [21] expresses the relationship between three parameters: movement 

time (dependent variable, MT); movement amplitude (independent variable, A); and target 

size (independent variable, W) for rapid goal-directed (aimed) movements. The movement 

http://www.google.co.nz/search?hl=en&client=firefox-a&hs=EOc&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&sa=X&ei=1pK4TpG3M4XMrQfzqczABg&ved=0CB8QBSgA&q=unidirectional&spell=1
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amplitude is the distance of a straight line from the centre of the start vicinity to the centre 

of the target object. The index of difficulty (ID) decreases with the increase of target size 

and increases with the increase of amplitude of target from the start point. Fitts‟s law is 

given by:  

          

        (
  

 
)  

(2.2) 

where a and b are empirically-determined constants and ID is the index of difficulty. The 

slope, b, indicates the sensitivity of the motor system to change the index of task difficulty.  

Soukoreff and Mackenzie [29] argued that Fitts‟s law is applied to movements where 

pauses mid-trial do not exist (pauses violate the requirement that movements be rapid). 

Another impracticality is that the movement time data have to be normally distributed (by 

removing distance or time outliers beyond three standard deviations from the average of 

movement distance or time) [29]. Motion-impaired users experience instability of 

movement; therefore, the existence of a pause component is expected. In addition, Fitts‟s 

law takes into account only certain system effects (SEs) (target width and movement 

amplitude) while neglecting the effects of human behaviour such as erroneous clicks [30], 

which significantly influences movement characteristics of motion-impaired users [25, 26]. 

Fitts‟s law is often used in HCI design to evaluate the performance of pointing and dragging 

tasks using different devices such as trackballs, styluses, joysticks, and touch screens. The 

main two applications of Fitts‟s law in the HCI area are as follows: (1) predictive model of 

movement time (movement time is the main speed measure of “point-and-click” 

performance) (Equation 2.2); and (2) derivation of pointing devices‟ throughput (TP) 

measure (pointing devices performance evaluator) (Equation 2.3) [31]. 
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As a performance evaluator, the HCI researcher uses Fitts‟s law as a comparison and 

evaluation tool of pointing devices. Instead of predicting movement time (as the dependent 

variable), the movement time is used to drive TP measure to evaluate different pointing 

devices [31]. Throughput (TP), in bits per second, is a combined measure of speed and 

accuracy response, given by the following: 

           
   

  
 

(2.3) 

Shannon formulation 

A common representation of Fitts‟s law is the Shannon formulation with effective width 

calculated based on the standard deviations of end points or using the error rate assuming 

the movement end points are normally distributed [29] (the error rate is defined as the 

percentage of error clicks within a block of trials). The effective width is equal to the original 

width when 96% of the end points fall within the target width while moving “as fast as 

possible.” As fast as possible” means that there are no pauses; therefore, the movement 

time is normally-distributed. [29]. If the error rate is greater than 4%, the effective width is 

greater than the original width and vice versa. The effective width is computed by 4.133 

SD, where SD is the standard deviation of end points coordinates. The Shannon 

formulation of the ID for Fitts‟s law is given by Equation 2.4: 

       (
 

 
  ) 

(2.4) 

The adherence to Fitts‟s law by TD youths has been successfully documented as a design 

tool for human-computer interaction [32]. However, the applicability of Fitts‟s law to cursor 

movement conducted by motion-impaired users has been uncertain.  
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2.1.6. Ballistic factor 

One study by Gan and Hoffmann (1988) [33] explained that movements might obey the 

ballistic factor (the impulse variability model). The ballistic movement is the rapid controlled 

movement where the visual feedback for movement path guidance is absent, conversely to 

Fitts‟s law, which is only applicable to visually controlled movement.  

Gan and Hofmann 1988 [33] indicated that Fitts‟s law might not adhere for tasks with low 

IDs, suggesting Fitts‟s law only applies for a visually controlled movement with IDs equal to 

or greater than 3. The ballistic movement time is given by the following: 

    √   

      (2.5) 

where MT is the movement time, K is a constant and A is the movement amplitude to the 

target. Further information of mathematical derivation and concepts of ballistic factor is 

presented in [18, 33]. The next section discusses the common movement models for 

youths with CP. 

2.1.7. Fitts’s law and ballistic movement adherence by youths with 

CP 

Some researchers reported the inapplicability of Fitts‟s law to the movement time data 

acquired from some special user groups; motion-impaired users, such as individuals with 

cerebral palsy [34], or individuals who are older [35].  

Some motion-impaired users have spastic movement which results in error rates beyond 

4%, and experience longer pauses during movement correction; therefore, the spatially 

constrained movement theory might not be obeyed. Moreover, Fitts‟s law is a visually 

guided model that adheres for IDs greater than 3. Gan and Hoffmann [33] stated that for an 

ID less than 3, the movement is non-visually guided movement (ballistic movement).  
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In a study of 22 children (aged 5–16 years) with CSH (task ID ranged from 2–4 bits/s), 

Smith-Englesman et al. [18] found that children with this condition adhere to Fitts‟s law in 

visually guided tapping tasks (the average error rate of TD users and individuals with CSH 

is 10.9% and 21.3%, respectively). However, in an earlier study of eight participants (aged 

28–60 years) with CP (seven with moderate to severe spastic quadriplegia and one with 

mild CP), Gump et al. [34] found that adults with CSH did not adhere to Fitts‟s law (task ID 

ranged from 2.19–6.00 bits/s), but they obeyed the ballistic factor. Unusually, Gump et al. 

[34] found that one of the participants adhered to both Fitts‟s law and the ballistic factor law. 

They observed that the subject had more difficulty with the nearer targets (in the middle of 

the board). However, these authors explained that non-compliance with Fitts‟s law might be 

caused by visual problems, especially severely impaired participants who may not have 

used their visual input to control their movement.  

2.1.8. System-human (SH) model 

Wobbrock et al. [36] attempted to reverse Fitts‟s law to develop an error model for the 

“point-and-click” computer tasks conducted by TD users [36, 37]. They concluded that the 

error prediction model based on reversed Fitts‟s law provides strong similarity between the 

observed and predicted error rates in experimentally controlled movement times. Fitts‟s law 

has been augmented to provide a better picture of humans‟ motor tasks. Probability of 

success,    (1-error rate) has been added as an independent variable in Fitts‟s law to 

establish the system-human model (SH-model). The SH-model is an example of an 

augmented Fitts‟s law that includes both the system effect,    , and human effect,    , [30]. 

The SH-model equation is given by the following:  
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        (
 

 
    )

        (
 

  
)

   
   

   

 

(2.6) 

where a, b, and c are constants determined by linear regression,   is an estimated 

parameter by the minimum Akaike information criterion (AIC),1 n is the total number of 

clicks inside the target, and m is the total number of trials (click attempts). 

Fitts‟s law, ballistic movement and the SH-model use target width, movement amplitude 

and error rate (1-success rate) to provide information about cursor movement towards the 

target. The SH-model uses the error rate information as an additional independent variable 

to provide better prediction of movement time, especially for users with motion impairment 

as they produce higher ER than TD users [18]. 

However, this information does not capture any difficulty experienced during mid-cursor 

movement. Therefore, many researchers have proposed different path evaluation 

measures to understand cursor movement during point-and-click tasks.  

2.2. PATH EVALUATION MEASURES 

The complete path trajectory occurs when an individual starts at a home target and moves 

towards a final target. To analyze the complete path trajectory, the concept of the optimized 

initial impulse model (a hybrid of the iterative correction model and impulse variability 

model) was applied, which describes the movement by a primary sub-movement towards 

the target and secondary sub-movements to correct the movement and reach the target. 

                                                           
1.Detailed discussion in chapter 5. 
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Therefore, the complete path trajectory is a combination of sub-movements separated by 

pauses; the initial sub-movement (primary) is generally high velocity with the rest of the 

sub-movements (secondary) being slower [25, 28, 38]. Path evaluation measures are 

needed to help with identifying the kinematic differences (such as speed and distance 

travelled by primary sub-movement) of cursor movements conducted by different 

categories of people: TD, elderly, and motion-impaired (youths with CP in this case). 

Uncovering the kinematic differences will assist in improving the point-and-click interaction 

design for youths with CP. This will help overcome or reduce the difficulty level 

encountered by the youths with CP during the point-and-click task.  

For example, Hourcade et al. [39-41] have conducted sub-movement analysis to examine 

trajectory features of cursor movement by individuals with motor control deficits, including 

young children whose motor control mechanisms are not sophisticated, and older adults 

who have difficulties with motor control tasks due to decreased muscle, cognitive, and 

perceptual responses. Their study helped in developing PointAssist (discussed in detail 

later).  

Hwang et al. [25] studied six motion-impaired users using sub-movement analysis and 

found high variability among task completion times, limiting the application of these data to 

the development of a usable algorithm.  

In this case, a literature review of path evaluation measures was conducted to collect all 

path evaluation measures of trajectories used in the last three decades for both or either 

TD and motion-impaired users. These measures were categorized under rapidity and 

accuracy measures. 

2.2.1. Rapidity measures  

Rapidity measures are defined as those based on time samples. They are calculated based 

on the first- or higher-order difference or summation of time samples. An example of first-
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order difference of time samples is movement time. A second-order difference of time 

samples is speed. The collected rapidity measures are as follows:  

Movement time (MT): The time interval from a mouse click on the home block to a mouse 

click inside the target block [27, 42]. 

Reaction time (RT): The time difference between the first mouse click and the onset of 

mouse cursor movement [43]. 

Verification time (VT): The time difference from the end of the last sub-movement (e.g. 

the cursor stopped moving) to the end of the trial [25]. A prolonged verification time 

indicates problems executing the selection portion of the task. Moreover, higher verification 

time and RT might identify uncontrollable muscle activity at the beginning (RT) or end 

(verification time) of the movement task.  

Number of zero-acceleration (ZA) phases: A count of the number of zero-crossings in 

the acceleration function (acceleration versus time graph). It indicates the steadiness of 

speed [43]. 

Number of acceleration-to-deceleration and deceleration-to-acceleration cycles 

(ADC): A count of the number of accelerative-decelerative phases and decelerative-

accelerative phases without considering zero-crossings in the acceleration function [43]. 

Fluctuation of acceleration/deceleration is a sign of instability of cursor movements 

approaching a target. The high frequency of acceleration/deceleration cycles reveals the 

rapid increase and decrease of speed.  

Average speed: The average value of speed samples within a given trial. It is expected 

that the degree of impairment has an influence on AS. The unit is pixels/millisecond [44]. 

Maximum speed (MS): The maximum value of speed samples within a given trial. It is 

expected that the degree of impairment has an influence on MS. The unit is 

pixels/millisecond. 
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Mean pause duration: The average duration of the pauses within a trial. A high number of 

pauses in each trial and/or long pause duration will increase the task completion time. It is 

expected that mean pause duration increases with the rise in MACS impairment level [25]. 

Percentage of trials containing pauses: Some users move the mouse smoothly without 

any pauses between sub-movements [25]. A larger percentage of trials containing pauses 

suggests difficulties in information processing of movement planning and execution towards 

the target, which accounts for large movement time. It is expected that a higher degree of 

CP impairment is associated with a higher percentage of trials containing pauses.  

Number of pauses: A count of the number of pauses in each trial. It is argued that 

movement planning and movement execution are not simultaneous processes. Lantzy [45] 

found that many children with cortical visual impairment tend to look and reach the target 

asynchronously.  

An increase in the number of pauses is indicative of the asynchronous relationship between 

movement planning and movement execution. A very high number of pauses may point out 

difficulty in visual feedback. It may also explain the non-linear relationship between task 

completion time and distance [25].  

Number of sub-movements (NS): The number of discrete movements separated by 

pauses defined as a zero cursor speed within a trial. It is unit-free. A high number of sub-

movements indicate more movement correction, resulting in an increase in movement time. 

Hwang et al. [25, 26] found that TD users completed 90% of point-and-click trials in less 

than seven sub-movements, while 90% of trials of motion-impaired users required more 

than seven sub-movements. In this experiment, the definition of a pause was 

conservatively set to a cursor speed of zero because it is difficult to specifically define a 

sub-movement [46]. Number of pauses and number of sub-movement are the same [25]. 

Number of sub-movements following final target entry (SMFFTE): A count of the 

number of sub-movement occurrences once the cursor enters the final target area. A high 

http://www.afb.org/store/Pages/ShoppingCart/Browsebyresult.aspx?ContributorID=211
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number of SMFFTE and an associated long verification time may provide insights into 

selection difficulties [25]. 

Number of slip-offs (target re-entry): A slip-off is defined as the sub-movement that 

starts inside the target and ends outside the target (see Fig. 2.2). Note that this means the 

cursor had stopped inside the target before moving away. The number of slip-offs is a 

count of the number of in-out target sub-movements within a trial [25]. It is unit-free. Hwang 

et al. [25, 26] found that TD users rarely slip off, and motion-impaired users slip off more 

frequently than TD users. 

 

Figure 2.2 Target re-entry 

 

Sub-movement with a maximum peak speed: An index of the sub-movement in each 

trial that has a peak speed that surpasses other sub-movement speeds [25].  

Primary sub-movement time (PST): The time interval between initial cursor movement 

and first cursor pause. The unit is milliseconds [28]. 

Secondary sub-movement time (SST): The total time of secondary sub-movements from 

the first primary sub-movement pause until the target click. The unit is milliseconds [28]. 

Temporal components: An analysis of different components of the total task completion 

time. The trial is composed of three sub-components: (1) time spent inside the desired 

target; (2) time spent inside the distracter if there is one; and (3) time spent outside any 

targets [47]. 

Minimum jerk: The mean square root of the sum of the squared jerk value. Jerk value is 

the derivative of acceleration and is inversely proportional to the smoothness scale. A 

smaller minimum jerk value indicates a smoother trajectory [48]:  
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√∑   

(2.7) 

where n is the number of samples. 

Peak speed: The maximum value of a sample‟s speed. It may reveal the influence of the 

ID on speed [49].  

Time-to-peak speed: The time interval from the beginning of movement until reaching the 

peak speed [49]. Peak speed and time-to-peak speed represent a map of peak speed 

along the time axis for each MACS level. They both might identify the effect of MACS-level 

spastic movement on the robustness of a user‟s ability to move the cursor towards the 

target. It is expected that the increase of impairment degree results in a non-linear trend of 

peak speed and time-to-peak speed map and, therefore, less robustness in the user 

navigation.  

 

The above collected rapidity measures provide an information summary of cursor 

movement based on time calculation which is half the picture of the point-and-click task‟s 

performance. The various rapidity measures provided information about cursor movement 

difficulties in different phases such as the beginning of movement, the primary sub-

movement, the secondary sub-movements, and the sub-movements within the target 

objects. The other half is accuracy measures which provide an information summary of 

cursor movement based on cursor trajectory coordination.  

2.2.2. Accuracy measures 

In addition to rapidity measures, accuracy measures are defined based on trajectory x and 

y samples. They are calculated based on the first- or higher-order difference or summation 

of x, y, or both trajectory samples. The collected accuracy measures are as follows:  
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Trajectory distance (TRD): The distance sum of the algebraic distances from each point 

(i) to the next point (i+1) [50]. The distance between two subsequent points is given by the 

following:  

  √       
         

  

 (2.8) 

Curvature index (CI): The ratio of the total distance travelled to the straight-line distance 

between the start and end points [51]. A value of “1” indicates the cursor path follows a 

straight line toward the target, and a larger value shows increasing deviations [27]. It is 

expected that involuntary movement in an unintended direction increases as the degree of 

impairment increases; therefore, the distance travelled and hence the movement time 

increases [19]. It is unit-free. 

Ratio of start-end position amplitude to start-target centre amplitude (A’/A): This 

conveys information about the relationship between the size of the target and the clicking 

position. If the A‟/A is greater than 1, the clicking point is on the remote half of the target to 

the starting position and vice versa if A‟/A is less than 1. The relationship is expected to be 

inversely proportional between the target size and A‟/A [27]. 

Number of erroneous clicks (EC): The number of non-target clicks within a trial. Non-

target clicks require movement correction; therefore, movement time is expected to 

increase as the number of non-target clicks increases. This number is unit-free. 

Error rate: The percentage of trials in which the participants do not click on the target on 

the first attempt for a given movement amplitude and width combination [29]. 

Perpendicular error: The distance difference between the sub-movement‟s end point and 

the instantaneous task axis (ITA) measured in a direction perpendicular to the ITA (see Fig. 

2.3). The value quantifies how far the cursor movement drifts away from the ITA [25]. 
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Coincident error: The distance difference between the sub-movement‟s end point and the 

target‟s centre measured in a direction parallel to the ITA (see Fig. 2.3). The value 

quantifies how far the cursor movement drifts away from the target [25]. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Perpendicular error versus coincident error [25]  

 

Cursor distance travelled away from the target: The total distance travelled by the 

cursor in a direction away from the target (opposite direction (OD) to the target position). It 

indicates the robustness of a user‟s ability to move the cursor towards the target; a lower 

value of opposite-direction distance is associated with higher robustness [27]. 

Overshoot (TRD beyond the target object): Occurs when the cursor moves farther than 

the desired direction of motion than was necessary. Opposite-direction movement and 

overshoot might indicate uncontrollable muscle activity at the beginning and end of the 

movement.  

Overshoot rate (OSR): The percentage of trials that involved overshoot movement within 

the A*W combination [52]. A higher percentage of trials with overshoot is associated with 

higher MACS impairment level [25]. The overshoot is detected once the cursor travels 

further than a perpendicular line to the task axis drawn at the far side of the target relative 

to the home.  
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Primary sub-movement distance (PSD): The distance travelled between initial cursor 

movement and first cursor pause. The unit is pixels [28]. 

Secondary sub-movement distance (SSD): The total distance travelled by secondary 

sub-movements from the first primary sub-movement pause until the target click. The unit is 

pixels [28]. 

Counter-productive sub-movements (sub-movements that do not allow the user to 

move closer to the target): They occur when the cursor moves in the opposite direction of 

the target. In counter-productive sub-movements, the coincident error will be negative and 

have a larger magnitude than the sub-movement‟s initial distance from the target. A high 

number of counter-productive sub-movements might occur as a result of difficulties in vision 

feedback, instability of cursor movement, or involuntary movement [25]. 

The angular error: The angular difference between the target centre point and the end 

clicking point from the starting point [50]. The angular error,   , is given by the following: 

       [
     

      
]   

     (2.9) 

M1: Slope of start-end position line 

M2: Slope of start-target centre line 

Trajectory dispersion: Defined as the sum of the areas of polygons whose boundaries 

include the line created by the cursor and the line of the optimal trajectory (i.e. a straight 

line between the starting point and the clicking point). The trajectory dispersion indicates 

the cursor deviation from the optimal trajectory [50]. 

Spatial distribution of cursor movement (distribution of the distance travelled for a 

range of radii from the target): The spatial distribution of cursor movement is defined as 

the cursor distance travelled in different area segments. The segments may be divided into 

ring-shaped bands centred on the target [53] (see Fig. 2.4). In addition, it indicates the 
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locations of cursor control difficulties. Therefore, it would assist in differentiating between 

difficulties of target selection versus those of navigation to the target. 

 

Figure 2.4 Spatial distribution of cursor movement 

 

Distribution of distance travelled for a range of cursor speeds: Indicates the total 

distance travelled while moving at a specified speed. It might help in identifying the 

occurrences of spastic movement, which often result in high-speed movements.  

Distribution of the distance travelled for a range of curvatures: Indicates the total 

distance travelled at a particular radius of curvature. It illustrates how highly curved a path 

is. In the straight-path case, the curvature radius is infinity, which represents 100% of the 

TRD distribution [27]. 
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Angular distribution (AD): AD is a count of the number of trajectory samples occurring in 

a specified degree segment about the task axis (see Fig. 2.5). It reveals how much 

deviation occurs between the trajectory and the target centre. It also expresses how far the 

cursor travels within a single trial [47]. 

 

Figure 2.5 Sample points along a cursor path [47] 

 

Angular deviation: Indicates the spread of angles (see Fig. 2.5) [52]. It is given by the 

following: 

   √
∑    

  
   

   
  

 (2.10) 

where n is the number of angles. 

Target-axis crossing: The number of times that a cursor crosses the task axis. The task 

axis line is the straight line from the start to the target centre (see Fig. 2.6). A high number 

of target-axis crossings reveals problems with the navigation towards the target [42]. 

 

Figure 2.6 Target-axis crossing 
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Movement directional change (MDC): A movement direction change occurs when the 

tangent to the cursor path is parallel to the task axis (see Fig. 2.7). A high number of MDC 

reveals difficulties with cursor stability [42]. 

 

Figure 2.7 Movement directional changes 

 

Orthogonal directional change (ODC): An orthogonal direction change occurs when the 

tangent to the cursor path is perpendicular to the task axis (see Fig. 2.8). A high number of 

ODC also reveals difficulties with cursor stability [42]. 

 

Figure 2.8 Orthogonal directional changes 

 

Movement variability (MV): The absolute difference between the sample cursor points 

and the task axis (see Fig. 2.9). This feature discloses how much deviation occurs between 

the trajectory axis and the task axis. A high MV value indicates that the trajectory deviates 

largely from the task axis and vice versa [42]. The MV is given by the following:  

   √
∑      ̅   

   

   
  

 (2.11) 

where Yi is the trajectory sample, Y  is the task axis sample and n is the samples number.  
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Figure 2.9 Movement variability 

 

Movement error: The average of the absolute difference between the sample cursor 

points from the task axis [42]. The movement error is given by the following: 

   
|    ̅|

 
  

 (2.12) 

where Yi is the trajectory sample, Y  is the task axis sample and n is the samples number. 

Movement offset (MO): The overall mean distances of the cursor sample points from the 

task axis. Unlike the movement error, movement offset is relative to the cursor points‟ 

positions, whether the points are above or below the task axis [42]. 

 

The various accuracy measures provide information about cursor movement difficulties in 

different phases such as the beginning of movement, the primary sub-movement, the 

secondary sub-movements, and the sub-movements within the target objects. However, 

the collected accuracy measures lack combined smoothness and direction indication 

measures. Therefore, four new accuracy measures that examine smoothness and 

movement direction measures are proposed in this research.  
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2.3. NEW ACCURACY MEASURES PROPOSED 

While the rapidity and accuracy measures listed above can account for normal function, 

four additional measures were proposed to better describe the motion by the participants 

included in this study, individuals with CP. These measures are based on the time record of 

the cursor movement vector. Previous work done by Murata [54] uses the cursor movement 

samples as prediction techniques for target icons. The cursor movement sample is 

characterized by the end point and the point     the movement. The angle,    , between the 

instantaneous movement vector and the centre of the target,     is computed at each time   . 

Likewise, the process is performed for every target on the screen. A cumulative sum of     

for every target is computed; therefore, the desired target is predicted by the minimum 

value of the cumulative sum.  

As with the work done by Murata, this research takes the discrete time intervals and 

proposes additional measures that may better describe the trajectories of those with limited 

motion. The importance of proposed measures is the ability to control and vary the angles 

for path evaluation, such as monitoring the effect of spasm on movement towards target. 

 

2.3.1. Linearity index (LI) 

LI is a count of the number of zero angular differences between a point (i) to the next point 

(i + 1). To normalize and compare with other trials, the count is divided by the total number 

of trajectory points within a trial. This can be expressed as follows: 

        [
       
       

]   
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}   
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(2.13) 

where Yi is the Y-axis trajectory sample, Xi is the X-axis trajectory sample, θi is the 

trajectory sample angle, R is a range of angular deviation, C is a conditional Boolean value 

of difference between two subsequent angles, and N is the total number of trajectory 

points. The LI value ranges from 0 (non-linear line) to 1 (a line that is highly linear and 

smooth). The difference between the LI and the CI is that the LI is based on angle 

differences, and the curvature is based on distance calculation. Although the LI is very 

sensitive to any small change in trajectory direction, it has the advantage of being able to 

assist in predicting the next trajectory point. A high LI correlates strongly with the ability to 

predict the next point. Moreover, LI is a good performance evaluation tool among different 

pointing devices.  

A combination of both curvature and linearity indices in experiments conveys information 

about the map of the trajectory. For example, if a target is placed at 45 degrees, different 

scenarios of movement appear, but there are two main scenarios (see Fig. 2.10): (a) the 

participant moves the cursor up vertically and then horizontally or vice versa; and (b) the 

participant moves the cursor diagonally to the target. In scenario (a), the CI is large 

compared to scenario (b), and the LI could be small or large. The LI value can be 

determined by the angle difference in both scenarios, for example, in scenario (a) the 

cursor travels horizontally straight and vertically straight but in scenario (b) it moves 

diagonally but not smoothly straight. The LI value will therefore be larger in scenario (b) 

than (a) and vice versa when the cursor travels straight diagonally but not straight 

horizontally and vertically (scenario (a). To examine the difference between scenarios, for 

example, if the CI is large, the LI will help to assist in visualizing the cursor trajectory along 

with the vertical component, horizontal component, and diagonal component indices. 
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In addition, variation in linearity angles can present a better definition of movement 

smoothness. The angle difference between two subsequent samples is not restricted to 

zero to define the smoothness of movement; it can be within a reasonable range.  

 

 
Figure 2.10 Different trajectory scenarios of cursor movement 

 

2.3.2. Index of vertical component (IVC) 

IVC is a count of the number of (90º ± R) and (270º ±R) angles between each subsequent 

point, where R is a range of angular deviation. The count number is divided by the number 

of trajectory points to allow for normalization and comparison with other trajectories. The 

index provides clear information about the portion of vertical components in the path. 

Scenario (d) contains a large portion of IVC. 

 

2.3.3. Index of horizontal component (IHC) 

IHC is a count of the number of (0º ±R) and (180º ± R) angles between each subsequent 

point, where R is a range of angular deviation. The count number is divided by the number 

of trajectory points for normalization and allows for comparison with other trajectories. The 
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index provides clear information about the portion of the horizontal component in the path. 

Scenario (e) contains a large portion of IHC. 

 

2.3.4. Index of diagonal component (IDC) 

IDC is a count of the number of (45º ± R), (135º ± R), (225º ± R), and (315º ± R) angles‟ 

degrees between each subsequent point, where R is a range of angular deviation. The 

count number is divided by the number of trajectory points for normalization and 

comparison with other trajectories. The index provides clear information about the portion 

of the diagonal component in the path. Scenario (b) contains a large portion of IDC. 

Scenario (c) is a combination of IVC and IDC. 

These new proposed measures provide information about the trajectory map during the 

target approach. They might be included in the development of new software to allow for 

target zones or prediction algorithms. The range of angular deviation, R, is excluded in this 

research; therefore, R equals 0.  

2.4. CRITICAL EVALUATION OF PATH 

MEASURES 

Phillips and Triggs [43] studied the cursor trajectories in terms of an accelerative phase and 

a decelerative phase of motion. The switch between the two phases occurs at the peak 

velocity. The underlying principle of this method depends mainly on the existence of a fast 

“primary” sub-movement, which is defined as the first long rapid movement within the 

vicinity of the target. However, the non-systematic behaviour of cursor movement produced 

by motion-impaired people may not create an identifiable “primary” sub-movement [25]. 

Phillips and Triggs [43] summarized two possible paths moving towards the target: 
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overshooting and uncertainties in the initial cursor trajectory (away from the target). 

Ketcham et al. [49] studied the peak velocity, time-to-peak velocity, and the distance 

travelled by the primary sub-movement. The main drawback of these measures is the 

assumption that the first primary sub-movement is dominant in the overall movement. 

Movements might contain rapid sub-movements with peak velocity similar to the first 

primary sub-movement (the velocity profile contains multiple bell-shaped movements).  

Baccino and Kennedy [50] proposed the summation of polygon areas along the trajectory 

path to identify the deviation of trajectory path from the start-end line. This is called the 

trajectory dispersion, which is is a complex method to calculate deviation of the cursor 

trajectory. The complexity of producing a formula that fits properly to find the intersection 

points between the path trajectory and start-end position line makes it difficult and 

inefficient in terms of time to calculate the area of polygons. 

The underlying idea of seven accuracy path measures proposed by Mackenzie et al. [42] 

was based on a static task axis between the home and target central points. However, 

there is a possibility that the task axis changes with each sub-movement. The movement 

contains a group of sub-movements separated by pauses and change of path direction 

angle [26]. Therefore, new evaluation measures as proposed are required that consider the 

dynamic nature of the task axis to identify the nature of cursor movement [25]. 

2.5. POINTING FACILITATION TECHNIQUES 

Techniques to facilitate more accurate pointing during computer tasks have been 

developed to promote the performance of mouse use for “point-and-click” computer tasks 

by different population categories (children, elderly, and motion-impaired individuals). 

These techniques are categorized as target-aware (requires knowledge of target locations 
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and dimensions) and target-agnostic (requires no knowledge of target locations and 

dimensions).  

2.5.1. How a standard mouse works 

The point-and-click computer task is a coupled process between the mouse and the screen 

pointer (cursor). The operating system translates the two-dimensional surface movement 

detected by a mouse into a pointer on a screen display. The operating system scales the 

travelled mouse displacement using a transfer function to allow faster pointer velocity using 

control-display (C-D) gain (discussed in detail later within this chapter). 

2.5.2.  Target-aware techniques 

Examples of target-aware techniques are as follows: 

Sticky icons: Slower cursor movement inside target area [55]. The slower cursor 

movement is achieved by the reduction of C-D gain. Decreasing the C-D gain magnifies the 

effective target size in comparison with the travelling cursor speed.  

Semantic pointing: The concept of semantic pointing originated from difficulty of 

movement performance in the motor space (physical world). Semantic pointing is defined 

as the expansion of the target in motor space, but not in visual space [56]. The motor space 

expansion is implemented by dynamically adapting the C-D gain to reduce both target 

distance and the required accuracy to attain it. When the cursor is far from any potential 

target, the C-D gain is set in the low motor space scale mode and vice versa when the 

cursor is close enough to any potential target. In the low motor space scale mode, the 

movement to attain the target and the target size are both small. On the other hand, with 

high motor space scale mode, the distance to attain the target is longer but with reduced 

accuracy required to attain the target. The motor space in C-D gain is controlled by the 

distance travelled by pointing device (setting high C-D gain means lower motor space scale 
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mode). The dynamic adjustment of C-D gain in semantic pointing can be implemented as a 

non-linear function of motor displacement. 

Bubble cursor: The expansion of the cursor area when the cursor gets closer to the target 

[57]. The bubble cursor algorithm is based on calculating two main metrics for each target; 

intersecting distance and containment distance. The intersecting distance is the shortest 

distance between the bubble cursor centre to any point on the target border. The 

containment distance is the longest distance from the bubble cursor centre to any point on 

the target border. This algorithm is designed to dynamically adjust the cursor size during 

the cursor movement to ensure that the bubble cursor will possibly completely intersect 

with the closest target and not with the second closest target.  

Expanding target: the expansion of target area when cursor gets closer to the target [58-

61]. The expanding target concept is based on the visual dynamic size adjustment as the 

cursor approaches the target.  

Object pointing: The cursor travels between valid targets and never travels in empty 

spaces between targets [62]. The object pointing method contains an extra cursor called 

the “timorous” cursor, which never travels in empty spaces between valid targets. The 

object pointing algorithm analyzes the kinematics of the “timorous” cursor once it leaves a 

valid target to identify the direction of “timorous” cursor movement and make it jump to the 

first valid target located in that same direction.  

Ninja cursors: This approach implements multiple virtual cursors to reduce the target 

distance without implementing a prediction algorithm. The virtual cursors travel 

synchronously mapped by the mouse movement. The user can select a target with one of 

the nearest virtual cursor to it. To avoid simultaneous pointing to multiple targets by two or 

more virtual cursors, a waiting queue algorithm is applied [63]. 
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Motor magnifier: when the circular cursor area is clicked, the targets under it activate, and 

the C-D gain is reduced, while if the circular cursor area is clicked in an undesired area, it 

can be cancelled by clicking outside the activated circular area [64]. 

Motor-visual magnifier: Similar to the motor magnifier, but in addition the targets within an 

activated area are visually expanded [64]. 

Click-and-cross: A circular overlay of targets is displayed under the cursor area when it is 

clicked, then the desired target is clicked once the cursor crosses it outwards of the circle 

and stops. However, if the cursor crosses an undesired target, it can be cancelled by 

returning the cursor inside the circle without stopping the cursor [64, 65].  

Cross-and-cross: Similar to click-and-cross except that an arc of activation is used rather 

than a circular overlay of targets [64, 65].  

Target prediction algorithm: Another approach was proposed to expand targets by 

predicting where users attempt to point [59, 61, 66]. Hwang et al. [67] investigated the 

effect of proxy targets on pointing task performance. The proxy target technique aims to 

reduce the target amplitude by bringing the target closer to the cursor. As the user starts 

moving, a virtual target appears at a point close to the cursor. The prediction method for 

target expansion and proxy target is based on analysis of the primary sub-movement. The 

prediction method also requires the knowledge of the target position. However, the two 

algorithms will not work if the primary sub-movement towards the target is not accurate. For 

instance, an initial sub-movement moves in the opposite direction, away from the target. 

The prediction algorithm also might not work properly with older people [49, 68, 69]. For 

example, Ketcham et al. [49] found that older people did not increase the relative distance 

of primary sub-movement when the target size was increased. Similarly, they did not scale 

movement velocities to the same magnitude compared to young people when the 

movement amplitude was increased. These two findings suggested slower and more 

variable and uncontrollable movements (inaccurate primary sub-movement) by older 
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people. Furthermore, Lyons, et al. [68] studied the involvement of vision in rapid goal-

directed movement by younger and older people. They found that older people need vision 

feedback to adjust movement towards the target as the primary sub-movement was not 

accurate. Their result was based on a higher fluctuation of acceleration-deceleration cycles 

exhibited by older people than younger people after the peak velocity. They also found that 

these fluctuations increase as the ID increases. In addition, Pratt et al. [69] found that older 

people travel slower in primary sub-movements than secondary sub-movements (longer 

movement time spent in primary sub-movements than secondary sub-movements). This is 

unlike younger people, who travel 70% of the total movement distance in primary sub-

movements, although both younger and older people travel equal distances.  

The simple target-aware approach is enlarging the target when the cursor gets closer to the 

target (bubble target). However, enlarged targets or cursors hinder the visual display of 

content space and other targets. Also, this approach might not function well for small 

targets for a particular user. Target-agnostic techniques may be used.  

2.5.3. Target-agnostic techniques 

Common examples of target-agnostic techniques are Angle Mouse [52] and PointAssist 

[39, 40]. The target-agnostic techniques are fundamentally based on the C-D gain. 

Control-display (C-D) gain 

C-D gain is an algebraically unitless coefficient defined as the ratio of the pointing cursor 

velocity to the pointing device velocity. The C-D gain becomes 1 when the distance and 

speed of both the pointing cursor and device are equal, but the C-D gain becomes greater 

than 1 if the pointing cursor travels farther and faster than the pointing device and vice 

versa when the pointing cursor travels shorter and slower than the pointing device [70]. The 

C-D gain is given by the following:  
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 (2.14) 

where V is the movement velocity. 

It is believed that the 1-20 integers in "pointer speed" under the Windows mouse setting to 

be the C-D gain but the integer is not only the C-D gain as above and includes an 

additional (undocumented) transfer function. Wobbrok et al. [52] investigated the transfer 

function of C-D gain and established the slider-to-gain mapping. Casiez and Roussel [71] 

also investigated the transfer function of C-D gain using an electronic device called 

EchoMouse and a toolkit called libpointing. They computed the transfer function of C-D 

gain based on the displacement of input device and the empirical hardware parameters 

(such as the display resolution and frequency). The C-D gain transfer function is different 

among operating systems: Windows, OS X and Xorg. In this research, the static C-D gain 

(pointer speed) is 10. Also, the enhanced pointer precision mode is disabled. Fig. 2.11 

shows that the pointer speed (C-D gain in this research) and unchecked enhanced pointer 

precision mode.  

 

Figure 2.11 Pointer speed slider 

 

The C-D gain is usually embedded in the Fitts‟s law equation. Furthermore, the C-D gain 

dynamically increases/decreases to adapt to the increase/decrease of control device 

velocity. The dynamic C-D gain change is inspired by the hybrid optimized initial impulse 

motor control model. High C-D gain reduces the motor distance during the primary sub-
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movement, and low C-D gain enlarges the target size during the secondary corrective sub-

movements. Johnsgard (1994) proposed an equation (Equation 2.15) to model his results 

of the inverse relationship between movement time and C-D gain. 

           (
 

 
 

 

   
  ) 

(2.15) 

Successful models of dynamic C-D gain adjustment have been introduced such as: 

McGuffin and Balakrishnan‟s (2002) way of expanding targets [61]; Grossman and 

Balakrishnan‟s (2005) bubble cursor [57]; and Blanch, Guiard, and Beaudouin-Lafon‟s 

(2004) semantic pointing [56]. Each of these dynamically adjusts motor space to decrease 

the target distance, enlarge the width, or both. 

On the other hand, Jellinek and Card (1990) [72] argue that there is no term for static C-D 

gain in Fitts‟s law. Their argument is based on the fact that Fitts‟s law was originally 

established for movement of physical objects, where C-D gain is always equal to 1. 

Furthermore, the C-D gain for a particular device could be found by considering each C-D 

gain level with different values of a and b coefficients. However, the inclusion of dynamic C-

D gain in Fitts‟s law when performing tests with a pointing device is necessary to promote 

the performance of the pointing task.  

We provide a detailed discussion of several target-agnostic techniques, which are (1) Angle 

Mouse [52], (2) Dynamic Mouse Speed [73], (3) PointAssist [39, 40], and (5) artificial neural 

network (ANN) [74].  

Angle Mouse 

Wobbrock et al. [52] proposed an algorithm to dynamically adjust the C-D gain based on 

the deviation of angles sampled during movement.  
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This algorithm was fundamentally based on a collection of angles between each of two 

subsequent points. The C-D gain remained high if the angular deviation (Equation 2.10) 

was low. The algorithm did not require knowledge of the target location and dimensions, 

eliminating the effect of distracter targets (target on the way). In a study of 16 people, of 

whom eight were are motion-impaired users, the Angle Mouse algorithm improved pointing 

performance of throughput by 10.3% over the Windows default setting of the mouse and 

11.0% over sticky icons. However, the Angle Mouse throughput was not significantly 

different from the Windows default setting and sticky icons for TD users.  

Dynamic mouse speed (DMS)  

Tang and Lee (2007) [73] proposed a DMS design whereby mouse cursor speed (C-D 

gain) changes dynamically once it goes above or below four pre-determined speed level 

thresholds. The DMS algorithm is based on the number of travelled pixels within the 

interval between mouse interruptions. If the travelled speed value is greater or lower than a 

pre-determined threshold, the system calls a particular function to change the pointer 

speed. The pointer speed is the C-D gain, which ranges from 1 (slowest) to 20 (fastest).  

The investigation of DMS efficiency was conducted through two separate experiments. The 

aim of the first experiment was to find the optimal combination of different thresholds for 

pointing tasks under a controlled environment. The optimal threshold combination was 

experimentally found based on three independent variables: (1) two levels of target 

distance (300 pixels and 900 pixels); (2) eight levels of target directions (0, 45, 90, 135, 

180, 225, 270, 315); and (3) seven levels of speed thresholds. Each threshold combination 

was composed of four components labelled by cursor speed and C-D gain (first two speed 

thresholds are for acceleration and the last speed thresholds are for deceleration). If the 

cursor reaches a particular speed, the C-D gain is set to the pre-determined value. The 

performance evaluation parameters were the total movement time and travelled distance.  
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Each participant completed 14 test blocks where each test block was a combination of 

target distance and seven levels of speed threshold combinations. Each test block was 

composed of 160 trials divided evenly for each of the eight directions of movement. 

The second experiment used the optimal threshold combination. The purpose of the 

second experiment was to compare the DMS efficiency against built-in Windows settings. 

The independent variables of the second experiment were cursor moving distance (nine 

levels ranging from 100 pixels up to 900 pixels with a level difference of 100 pixels) and 

movement direction. The dependent variable (performance measure) was the total 

movement time.  

Overall, the DMS setting surpassed built-in Windows settings significantly for longer moving 

distance (900 pixels) than for shorter moving distance (300 pixels). The best threshold level 

combination was (cursor speed (pixels/seconds): C-D gain) 500:14, 1000:16, 800:14, 

300:12. DMS did not function well for all directions; for some directions, especially short 

moving distance, the performance of built-in Windows settings exceeded DMS 

performance.  

PointAssist 

Hourcade et al. [39, 40] developed an algorithm known as PointAssist to increase accuracy 

when completing computer tasks. PointAssist enhances the accuracy measures by 

analyzing the features of sub-movements to detect when the user experiences pointing 

difficulty. PointAssist triggers a precision mode that slows the speed of the cursor to 

enhance the accuracy measures [39].  

PointAssist identifies the start of a sub-movement by one or more of the following: direction 

change, negative to positive acceleration change, or minimum absolute value when the 

acceleration is negative. The direction change occurs when two successive mouse motions 

fall into different quadrants of the total four quadrants: right (315° to 45°), left (135° to 
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225°), up (45° to 135°), or down (225° to 315°) (0° points straight to the right with angles 

increasing in value counter-clockwise). A change of direction is triggered when two mouse 

motions fall into different quadrants. Each sub-movement requires movement of at least 

four pixels for at least 50 milliseconds with a minimum speed of 0.02 pixels/millisecond to 

confirm a possible sub-movement. The precision mode is activated upon detecting 

consecutive slow short sub-movement travel less than 24 pixels with a maximum speed 

less than 0.08 pixels/millisecond. A precision mode decreases the cursor speed (C-D gain) 

set by the operating system to half.  

PointAssist also runs as a background process alongside the operating software; it does 

not change the visual display or interrupt the graphical interface. It also does not require the 

knowledge of target positions. Furthermore, it is invulnerable to targets clustering and 

targets in the way. Hourcade et al. [39] assessed the efficiency of PointAssist with 20 older 

adults ranging from 66 to 88 years old. The study showed that the elderly gain better 

accuracy performance by using the PointAssist algorithm than “enhanced pointer precision” 

mode in Windows XP. 

In a study with 30 children aged four years old [40], the PointAssist improved the accuracy 

rate of point-and-click tasks compared to without it. The accuracy rate achieved using 

PointAssist was 92% compared to 79% without it for the smallest targets tested (16 pixels).  

The C-D gain has been controlled by Angle Mouse and PointAssist to increase the 

performance of cursor movement during pointing tasks. However, any increment of C-D will 

be generally a speed advantage over accuracy (speed-accuracy trade-off). Providing a 

dynamic algorithm that balances the speed-accuracy trade-off will certainly promote the 

performance of the pointing tasks. If the dynamic algorithm does not balance the speed-

accuracy trade-off, it will worsen the performance of both speed and accuracy of pointing 

tasks.  
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Artificial neural network (ANN) 

Ang and Riviere [74] proposed an algorithm based on an ANN to promote assistive human-

computer interfaces for individuals with multiple sclerosis (MS). They used a trained 

cascade-correlation neural network with Kalman filtering to test off-line data collected from 

11 participants with MS.  

The training process was simply designed by dividing the screen into eight zones. For each 

zone, the two-dimensional cursor trajectories network was divided into two one-dimensional 

networks for each X and Y direction, respectively. Thus, there were 16 networks in total. 

Each network had 15 input nodes and one output node. The input to each network was a 

moving window of 15 pixels through the data in the time series. For this training method, 

the forward differences of the cursor velocities were used rather than position coordinates 

to ensure the training process was independent of the start position. Moreover, the training 

targets were the forward difference of the phase-compensated low-passed cursor 

trajectories. The output node of each network produced the forward difference of the error-

compensated motion (see Fig. 2.12).  

The data within a radius of 10 pixels from the starting point were removed to cancel the 

synchronization mismatch between the data collection and the test participants. After 

starting from the 10 pixel radius, windows of 15 pixels were analyzed using the maximum 

likelihood criterion to estimate the most probable zone. The cursor position of the 15th point 

was calculated by summing the network outputs of the first 14 cursor points (see Fig. 2.13).  

This cascade-correlation neural network reduced the time required to reach targets by an 

average of 31.8%. Cascade-correlation learning architecture is an adaptive approach that 

allows for removing a variety of non-linear involuntary movements; therefore, the cursor 

trajectories become more controllable.  
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Figure 2.12 Training method based on forward differences [74] 
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Figure 2.13 The assistive model based on an artificial neural network [74] 

 

Pointer wrapping  

This approach allows the cursor to wrap around the screen edge as it re-appears on the 

opposite side, for example, the cursor enters from the left side once it leaves out the right 

side, and the same occurs for the upper and lower sides of the screen [75]. Quinn et al. [75] 

studied both ninja cursors and pointer wrapping and found their performance in point-and-

click tasks are outperformed by the traditional pointing techniques (system default mode). 
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2.5.4. Review of pointing facilitation techniques 

Many pointing facilitation techniques require the knowledge of target locations and 

dimensions. It can be used to enhance the performance of point-and-click tasks in motor 

and visual spaces. However, the prediction does not always predict the intended target.  

Angle Mouse, DMS, and PointAssist are target-agnostic algorithms that do not require the 

knowledge of target locations and dimensions. They can be used to enhance the 

performance of point-and-click tasks in motor spaces by dynamic adjustments of C-D gain.  

Our research aim is to develop an algorithm that improves the execution of point-and-click 

computer tasks for youths with CP who are primarily motor-disabled; youths with spastic 

and involuntary movements. Therefore, the focus will be on motor space.  

The ANN is an aspect of pointing facilitating techniques that was used as a filter to smooth 

out the cursor movement for youths with multiple sclerosis. ANN can be applied to perform 

a complex non-linear relationship between independent and dependent variables requiring 

less formal statistical training (ANN can also be self-learning). However, ANN is an 

empirically-based algorithm that requires precollected data for training. Furthermore, it acts 

as a black box without providing an explicit relationship between input and output. It is also 

computationally expensive in terms of resources and processing time [76]. As a result, this 

route was not taken in this thesis. 

To start a research journey, data collection and analysis to investigate the effect of 

impairment level on the cursor control is necessary. The next chapter provides a better 

understanding of the effect of impairment severity on the rapidity and accuracy measures.  
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3. THE EFFECTS OF IMPAIRMENT SEVERITY ON 

CURSOR CONTROL FOR YOUTHS WITH 

CEREBRAL PALSY 

The work within this chapter has been published in the following papers:  

1. ―Using cursor measures to investigate the effects of impairment severity on cursor 

control for youths with cerebral palsy‖. International Journal of Human Computer 

Studies, 2014. 72(3): pp. 349–357. 

2. ―A cross-sectional study examining computer tasks completion by youths with 

cerebral palsy across the MACS levels‖. Developmental Medicine & Child Neurology  

As mentioned in the literature review, researchers investigated the impairment effect on 

cursor control for different types of motor disorders; this sutdy further investigates the 

impairment severity on cursor control for youths with CP classified by MACS level using 

selected path evaluation measures. The measures can be broken down into two categories 

of measurement: (a) rapidity measures; and (b) accuracy measures. The rapidity measures 

are movement time, reaction time (RT), number of zero-acceleration (ZA) phases, number 

of acceleration-to-deceleration and deceleration-to-acceleration cycles (ADC, and average 

speed (AS). The accuracy measures are trajectory distance (TRD), curvature index (CI), 

ratio of start-end position amplitude to start-target centre amplitude (A‟/A), and error rate 

(ER). In addition, the four new accuracy measures proposed in the literature review will be 

used to evaluate the performance of cursor movement. 

To achieve a better understanding of human performance in point-and-click computer tasks 

by youths with CP, a set of questions and hypotheses has been presented.  

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/10715819/72/3
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The rest of this chapter is composed of six sections: questions and hypotheses, 

participants, computer task test, results, discussion, and conclusions. 

3.1. QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES  

The overarching research question is as follows: can an algorithm to assist users with 

motion impairment due to CP to more easily access computers be developed? The first 

step in answering this question is to gather information on how to describe cursor 

trajectories when using a computer mouse. For this chapter, the research questions are as 

follows:  

Question 3.1. When developing a model of human-computer motion, which rapidity 

and accuracy features correlate best with the index of difficulty (ID) of a point-and-

click task and MACS level? 

Hypothesis 3.1.1: Movement time (MT) is the only rapidity measure correlated with ID and 

MACS level for both typically developed (TD) users and youths with CP. With respect to 

accuracy, the trajectory distance (TRD) best correlates with both the ID and MACS level.  

Smits-Englesman et al. [18] found that MT for both individuals with CSH and TD youths is 

correlated with ID. They also explained the delay in MT by participants with CSH being due 

to a deficiency in force control causing high variability in force output signals. Therefore, an 

involuntary movement causes high TRD towards the target.  

 

Question 3.2. How much of a role does the degree of impairment affect the path 

measures? 

Hypothesis 3.2.1: As the impairment level increases, the movement time will increase 

while the average speed decreases. This will also result in a greater number of 

acceleration-to-deceleration cycles. 
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Smits-Englesman [18] found that the movement time for individuals with CSH is 

significantly higher than those of TD participants by 80%.  

Hypothesis 3.2.2: As the impairment level increases, the reaction time increases. 

Smits-Englesman [18] found that the RT for individuals with CSH is significantly higher than 

those TD by 60%.  

Hypothesis 3.2.3: As the impairment level increases, the average error rate increases. 

Smits-Englesman [18] studied the relation between the ID and end points (accuracy); she 

found that the end point was not dependent on the ID. The average error rate of TD users 

and individuals with CSH are 10.9% and 21.3%, respectively. 

 

Question 3.3. Does the new proposed linearity index (LI) correlate with rapidity and 

accuracy path measures better than the curvature index (CI)?  

Hypothesis 3.3.1: LI will be better correlated with the MACS level and ID than CI for both 

TD users and users with CP. 

Keates et al. [19] found that the motion-impaired users deviate widely from the intended 

path (larger values of CI) in comparison with TD users. They also found that the path 

deviation differs widely within the motion-impaired group (degree of impairment is not 

classified, only the type of impairment). 

 

Question 3.4. Do participants with CP target the same position as TD participants?  

Hypothesis 3.4.1: Individuals with CP will target the inside edge of the second half, away 

from the centre, while TD participants tend to target the inside edge of the first half, away 

from the centre.  

In this research, the effect of impairment on end point distribution for better understanding 

of pointing accuracy is investigated. Targeting for individuals with impairments will likely 

result in the shortest distance. The end-point distribution becomes a key issue for finger 
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touch input due to the inaccurate finger input, especially when the target width becomes 

smaller [20]. Analysis using Fitts‟s law assumes a normal distribution of end points and an 

effective width is created. The idea of effective width is to adjust the size of the target 

during the analysis phase to account for the fact that only a portion of the target is used in 

the point and click trials. If the ER is higher than 4%, the size of the target effectively 

increases for analysis purposes because the position of the end point is beyond the target. 

However, the movement amplitude does not change.  

 

3.2. PARTICIPANTS 

Twenty-nine participants with bilateral CP were recruited from rehabilitation centres in 

Auckland, New Zealand, and Toronto, Canada. Each participant with CP self-reported 

MACS scores. The distribution of MACS levels is shown in Table 3-1. There is a bias in the 

number of individuals across MACS levels. MACS level I participants are often hemiplegic 

and Smits Englesman et al.[18] have already shown that Fitts‟s law applies to these 

participants. This thesis research sought to evaluate individuals who were diplegic to 

determine whether the same model can be applied. Also, participants at MACS levels III 

and IV tend not to use a mouse to access computers. Twelve TD users were recruited as 

control participants.  

 

Table 3-1 Number of individuals versus MACS levels 

MACS level Number of individuals 

TD 12 

I 3 

II 14 

III 9 

IV 3 
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This study was approved by both the Northern X Regional Ethics Committee in Auckland, 

New Zealand, and the Bloorview Research Ethics Board in Toronto, Canada. The protocol 

for the study underwent a scientific review by an external examiner to determine its benefit 

to participants who have CP. This review was submitted to the ethics board that determined 

the efficacy of the study. The inclusion criteria for the study were that participants had to 

have a diagnosis of CP, be between 13 and 25 years of age, and be comfortable accessing 

computers with the one-handed use of a computer mouse. 

3.3. COMPUTER TASK TEST 

A bi-directional discrete tapping task indicated by the International Standards Organization 

guidelines to evaluate computer task performance (ISO 9241-9) was undertaken to 

evaluate cursor movement between two targets of different sizes using a program called 

Movement Time Evaluator (MTE) [77]. MTE is a Java-based platform that is interactively 

configurable. It provides experimental cursor trajectory data and path evaluation measures 

and exports the results to Excel sheets and XML format files for further data statistical 

analysis. It also provides the opportunity to conduct the experiment by distance (where the 

researcher and subject do not have to be in the same physical location). It has other 

features such as data visualization of single and multiple data blocks and spatial variability 

of cursor end points. MTE does not acquire sub-movement components.  

The participant used a computer provided by the researcher and a standard mouse. For 

each trial, the participant positioned the cursor on a “home” target located in the centre of 

the screen. Upon clicking the mouse button, the “home” target disappeared, and another 

“final” target appeared. The participant moved the cursor to within the “final” target and 

clicked the mouse button. The trial ends when the participant hits inside the target. This 

target disappeared and the “home” target re-appeared. All trajectory movement was 
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recorded at a frequency of 100 Hz (10 milliseconds). The location of the final target was 

randomized such that it appeared in each direction (0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°) from the 

“home” target a total of five times for each block of 20 trials. Each participant completed 

four blocks of 20 trials (A-B-A-B) with IDs of 1.6 (80 × 80 pixels) and 2.2 (30 × 30 pixels), 

which was counter-balanced among participants. This gave a total of 10 trials per 

participant per direction for each target size. This was followed by an additional four blocks 

(C-D-C-D) with IDs of 1.9 (46 × 46 pixels) and 2.5 (22 × 22 pixels) (also counter-balanced). 

The movement amplitude was 100 pixels. The ID change was manipulated by the target 

width.  

The experiments ran on Windows XP Home Edition laptop (Gateway 4525GZ Notebook) 

with an operating mouse. The screen resolution is 1024 x 768 pixels (15 inch). The mouse 

model was a Lenovo M/N: LXH-MOAFUO USB (PN 25007694).The C-D gain was set 10. A 

Visual Studio C# code was developed to analyze the trajectories based on the path 

evaluation measures. Fig. 3.1 shows the trajectories of all trials for one block of trials (20 

trials). Although this figure displays all trajectories, the trajectory lines were not visible to 

the user during the trials; only the start and end boxes were visible. 

 
Figure 3.1 Trajectory plot (80 x 80 pixels) 
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3.4. RESULTS  

A multi-variate analysis was performed using JMP software on the means and the standard 

deviations of the collected path measures to find differences among the MACS levels, IDs, 

and path measures. As discussed, the path measures included the following rapidity 

measures: movement time (MT), AS, RT, ADC), number of zero-acceleration (ZA) phases, 

and AS (Table 3-2). The following accuracy measures were included as well: TRD, LI, 

index of vertical component (IVC), index of horizontal component (IHC), index of diagonal 

component (IDC) (Table 3-3), CI, and ratio of start-end position amplitude to start-target 

centre amplitude (A‟/A) (Table 3-5 and Fig. 3.3). The statistical analysis was as follows:  

I. The mean and standard deviation of 20 trials for each metric were calculated for each 

target size and each participant (four IDs, 29 motion-impaired participants = 4 × 29 = 116; 

TD = 4 × 12 = 48). 

II. Multi-variate analysis based on each of the metrics as dependent variables and the 

independent variables of MACS level, ID, and target size were then conducted for rapidity 

and accuracy measures. 

III. Tukey‟s HSD (honest significant difference) post-hoc analyses based on MT, AS, and RT 

as dependent variables and independent variables of MACS level and ID were then 

conducted. 

IV. Ratio of start-end position amplitude to start-target centre amplitude (A‟/A) was calculated 

to better understand whether the participant targeted the centre of the target or, rather, an 

edge (inner or outer). 

V. Correlations between the new proposed LI as compared to the CI (from previous studies) 

with respect to the features that are important when evaluating participants with CP. 
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3.4.1. Rapidity and accuracy features  

The performance evaluation parameters of point-and-click interface design are mainly 

composed of target width, movement amplitude, movement time towards target (speed 

feature) and error rate (accuracy feature). This study investigated the correlation of rapidity 

and accuracy measures to impairment level of the user (MACS level) and ID (target width 

and movement amplitude).  

The correlations of the path measures relative to both the MACS level and the ID for TD 

and CP participants are shown in Tables 3-2 and 3-4. The effect of MACS levels is also 

shown.  

Rapidity features 

Multi-variate analysis using JMP with a Pearson parametric correlation showed that for TD 

participants, the largest rapidity measures correlated with the ID are average speed, with 

movement time and zero accelerations also correlated (Table 3-2). For individuals with 

movement difficulties, the same accuracy measures were contributors to the ID, but these 

correlations were not as strong. Additionally, MT, AS, and ADC are indicators of MACS 

levels, although the correlations were not very strong.  

The results for each of the movement time and the AS are graphed in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4, 

respectively. At each ID, there were significant differences within each of the MACS levels. 

The breakdown of these differences for movement time and AS are presented in Table 3-3. 
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Table 3-2 Correlation (P-value) of rapidity measures against independent variables, ID, and 
MACS levels and dependent variables, MT, ADC, ZA, AS (asterisk indicates P-value 

significance) 

 

Movement time (MT): TD participants displayed an increase in movement time as the ID 

became higher, but within each of the MACS levels, this was not observed (Fig. 3.3 and 

Table 3-3). The movement time increased at indices greater than 2 for MACS I and II, and 

generally increased for MACS III, but there were no differences in movement time observed 

for MACS IV.  

Average speed (AS): Within all levels except MACS IV, the AS decreased significantly as 

ID increased from 1.6 to 1.9 and again from 1.9 to 2.2 but remained unchanged at ID 2.5 

(Fig. 3.3 and Table 3-3).  

 

 

 

 Typically Developed Motion-Impaired 

Path 
Measures 

ID ID MACS 

MT 0.764 (<0.01
*
) 0.196 (0.045

*
) 0.314 (0.001

*
) 

ADC 0.263 (0.0710) 0.183 (0.066) 0.187 (0.044*) 

ZA 0.571 (<0.01
*
) 0.194 (0.05*) 0.126 (0.18) 

AS - 0.873 (<0.01
*
) - 0.434 (<0.01

*
) - 0.225 (0.017

*
) 
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Figure 3.2 Movement time across each of the MACS levels at each ID 
 

 
Figure 3.3 Average speed across each of the MACS levels at each ID 
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Table 3-3 Comparative results of ID within each impairment level (read down the chart — TD 
and MACS levels not connected by the same letter are significantly different at p = 0.05) 

using Tukey‟s-HSD 

Index of Difficulty TD I II III IV 

Movement Time 

1.6 a a a a a 

1.9 b a a b a 

2.2 c a-b b b a 

2.5 d b b c a 

Average Speed 

1.6 a a a a a 

1.9 b b b b a 

2.2 c c c c b 

2.5 c c c c b 

 

Accuracy features 

The TRD was the most highly correlated to ID for TD youths, but all accuracy measures 

were also loosely correlated (LI, IVC, IHC, IDC, and CI). For individuals with motion 

impairments, only TRD and IHC were affected by ID. MACS levels were not correlated with 

any of the accuracy measures tested (Table 3-4).  

Table 3-4 Correlation of accuracy measures using Pearson‟s correlation coefficients (P-
value) against ID, MACS levels 

 
 

Typically Developed 
 

Motion-Impaired 

Path 
Measures 

ID ID MACS 

TRD - 0.786 (<0.01
*
) - 0.373 (<0.01

*
) 0.0452 (0.53) 

LI 0.420 (0.003*) 0.144 (0.016*) - 0.0374 (0.89) 
IVC 0.380 (0.008*) 0.307 (0.001*) - 0.0217 (0.99) 
IHC 0.430 (0.003*) 0.206 (0.0005*) 0.122 (0.16) 
IDC 0.473 (0.0007*) 0.102 (0.09) 0.297 (0.09) 
CI 0.41 (0.004*) - 0.007 (0.91) - 0.0549 (0.76) 
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3.4.2. Path measures based on impairment level 

According to a study [18], the movement time and error rate during point-and-click tasks 

conducted by motion-impaired users are generally higher than for TD users. However, the 

impairment level varies from one participant to another. This study investigated the 

influence of MACS level-based impairment on the following path measures: movement 

time, reaction time, and error rate. 

Movement time (MT): Among the TD participants and each of the MACS levels I, II, and 

III, there were significant differences at each of the IDs such that the movement time 

increased with greater impairment (Table 3-5 and Fig. 3.3). MACS level IV participants 

displayed high variability with no significant difference relative to MACS III (or in the case of 

ID = 2.5, no difference from MACS II).  

Average speed (AS): All participants with CP had lower ASs than the control participants. 

MACS levels I and II were similar, with MACS III and IV even slower (Table 3-5 and Fig. 

3.4). 

Reaction time (RT): As the impairment level increased, there was a general trend towards 

increasing RT independent of the ID (Table 3-5). 
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Table 3-5 Comparative results of ID across impairment levels (read down the chart – levels 
not connected by the same letter are significantly different at p = 0.05) using Tukey‟s-HSD 

 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.5 

Movement Time 

TD A A A A 

I B B B B 

II C C C C 

III D D D D 

IV D D D C 

Average Speed 

TD A A A A 

I B B B B 

II B B B B-C 

III C C C D 

IV C B C C-D 

Reaction Time 

TD A A A A 

I B A-B B A 

II C B C B 

III D C D C 

IV D B-C C-D B-C 

 

Error rate: As the impairment level increased, the average ER increased as shown in 

Table 3-6. 

Table 3-6 Average error rates across impairment levels 
 

MACS 
 

Error Rate (%) 

TD 11.7 

I 15.3 

II 22.9 

III 25.6 

IV 41.3 
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3.4.3. Correlations of LI and CI with rapidity and accuracy measures 

Impairment influences cursor control during point-and-click computer tasks. This study 

introduced a LI path measure similar to a CI to investigate the speed and accuracy 

measures‟ correlations with the LI and CI. This part addresses the third question in this 

chapter.  

Keates et al. [19] found that motion-impaired users deviate widely from the intended path 

(larger values of CI) in comparison with TD users. They also found that the path deviation 

differs widely within the motion-impaired group (degree of impairment is not classified, only 

the type of impairment). 

A comparison of the LI and CI relative to rapidity and accuracy features is presented in 

Table 3-7 and Table 3-8. The correlation was based on averages of measures and was not 

grouped by ID. 
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Table 3-7 New measures versus previously reported measures with respect to rapidity 
measures 

 Typically Developed Motion-Impaired 

Path 
Measures 

LI CI LI CI 

 
ADC 

 
- 0.143 (0.333) 0.371 (0.03

*
) 0.169 (0.07) 0.214 (0.021

*
) 

 
ZA 

 
0.813 (<0.0001

*
) 0.108 (0.467) 0.744 (<0.0001

*
) 0.092 (0.328) 

 
AS 

 
- 0.554 (<0.0001

*
) - 0.318 (0.028

*
) - 0.484 (<0.0001

*
) - 0.092 (0.327) 

 
MT 

 
0.436 (<0.0001

*
) 0.576 (<0.0001

*
) 0.342 (0.0002*) 0.262 (0.045*) 

 

 

Table 3-8 New measures versus previously reported measures with respect to LI and CI 
measures 

 Typically Developed Motion-Impaired 

Path 
Measures 

LI CI LI CI 

 
TRD 

 

- 0.545 
(<0.0001*) 

0.155 (<0.0001*) 
- 0.447 

(<0.0001*) 
0.336 (<0.0001*) 

 
IVC 

 
0.727 (<0.0001*) - 0.042 (0.054) 

0.752 
(<0.0001*) 

0.120 (<0.0001*) 

 
IHC 

 
0.417 (<0.0001*) 0.136 (<0.0001*) 0.757 (<0.0001*) 

- 0.154 
(<0.0001*) 

 
IDC 

 

- 0.208 
(<0.0001*) 

0.689 (<0.0001*) 
- 0.424 

(<0.0001*) 
0.377 (<0.0001*) 
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3.4.4. Targeted positions  

Youths with CP experience uncontrollable cursor movement leading to more movement 

deviation and overshooting. Therefore, the scattering of end points clicked within targets by 

youths with CP is expected to be located farther from the home than the scattering of end 

points clicked within targets by TD people.  

The concept of the effective width (the adjustment of end points) is based on a normal 

distribution of end points on the target centre (error clicks are converted into end points). 

The idea of effective width is to adjust the size of the target during the analysis phase to 

account for the fact that only a portion of the target is used in the point and click trials. If the 

ER is higher than 4%, the size of the target effectively increases for analysis purposes 

because the position of the end point is beyond the target However, the movement 

amplitude does not change. 

Ratio of start-end position amplitude to start-target centre amplitude (A’/A) 

The target size presents a strong negative correlation with A‟/A (motion-impaired: -0.753, 

able-bodied: -0.714). Fig. 3.4 shows the relationship between the target size and A‟/A for 

youths with CP and TD youths. Both groups as shown in Fig. 3.4 tend to click on the first 

half as the target size increases. 
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Figure 3.4 A‟/A mean versus target size: top: youths with CP, bottom: TD 

 

 

3.5. DISCUSSION  

We are seeking to better understand the movement of individuals with motor control 

difficulties to enable us to develop an algorithm that meets the needs of the users. In this 
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study, data was collected from individuals who are TD as well as those with impairment 

levels ranging from mildly affected (MACS I) to more severely affected (MACS IV). This 

provides us with information about the differing needs of users with progressively greater 

impairment levels.  

Revisiting the proposed questions and answering with a detailed discussion in three 

subsections: 1) Rapidity and accuracy measures; 2) Correlations between the new 

proposed LI and CI relative to the accuracy and rapidity features; and 3) Ratio of start-end 

position amplitude to start-target centre amplitude.  

 

3.5.1. Rapidity and accuracy measures 

Question 3.1. When developing a model of human-computer motion, which rapidity 

and accuracy features correlate best with the index of difficulty (ID) of a point-and-

click task and MACS level? 

Hypothesis 3.1.1: Movement time (MT) is the only rapidity measure correlated with ID and 

MACS level for both typically developed (TD) users and youths with CP. With respect to 

accuracy, the trajectory distance (TRD) best correlates with both the ID and MACS level.  

Smits-Englesman et al. [18] found that MT for both individuals with congenital spastic 

hemiplegia (CSH) and TD youths is correlated with the ID. They also explained the delay in 

MT due to the deficiency in force control causing high variability in the force output signals 

with CSH. Therefore, an involuntary movement causes a high TRD towards the target.  

 

Hypothesis 3.1.1 was supported because the rapidity measures (movement time, 

acceleration-to-deceleration cycles, and average speed) are good correlated measures 

with the ID and are also affected by impairment level (MACS), but accuracy measures are 

not.  
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Rapidity measures 

Movement time (good correlation with ID for TD, poor correlation with ID for 

CP, reasonable correlation with MACS level) 

The movement time of TD youths relative to the ID is affected by all the accuracy measures 

and three (of four) of the rapidity measures. The strong correlations with movement time 

are indicators that these youths adhere to Fitts‟s law and that any deviation from a linear 

path greatly affects the result.  

The movement time is also significantly correlated with ID for individuals with motion 

impairment, although the correlations are not as strong and are also affected by the AS and 

ADC. Although Fitts‟s law can be used as a model for individuals with CP, these results 

suggest that the relationship between movement time and ID is not as strong as for 

individuals who are TD.  

Smits-Englesman et al. [18] have argued that Fitts‟s law applies to arm movements for 

youth with congenital spastic hemiplegia when conducting physical reach tasks. In its 

primitive form, this was not evident for bilateral participants conducting computer tasks. 

Soukoreff and Mackenzie [29] argued that Fitts‟s law is applied to movement where pauses 

mid-trial do not exist (pauses violate the requirement that movements be rapid) and the ER 

should be 4% (this percentage indicates that the effective width is equal to the original 

width). The movement time data have to be normally distributed (by removing distance or 

time outliers beyond three standard deviations from the average) [29]. Users with motion 

impairments experience instability of movement; therefore, the existence of pauses is 

expected, thus violating Fitts‟s law. This is a reasonable explanation for the poor 

correlations observed. The results shown in Table 3-6 (greater than 4%) indicate an 

increase in ERs across impairment levels.  
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The MACS levels in this study range from mild impairment (level I) to severe impairment 

(level IV). The movement time (MT) correlates weakly with MACS level (0.314). It is 

hypothesized that impairment levels have a strong influence on evaluation measures. For 

example, a higher impairment level is associated with greater movement difficulties; thus, 

movement time is expected to be larger. There is a partial positive relationship between 

movement time and MACS levels. The MT-MACS level partial positive linear relationship 

points to the possibility of embedded sub-movement (pauses) components within the 

movement time (the MTE program does not acquire sub-movement components, so future 

studies will examine this in greater detail). Furthermore, it is expected that greater 

impairment results in decreased speed measures. Participants with lower MACS levels 

show continuous increases in movement speed towards the target (fewer acceleration-

deceleration cycles; ADC correlates positively with MACS), but those with greater 

impairment tend to perform slow constant-speed movements (higher ADC to keep the 

speed constant). This is also supported by the decrease in AS as the impairment level gets 

higher.  

Number of acceleration-to-deceleration and deceleration-to-acceleration 

cycles (ADC: significant correlation with MACS level, but not strong) 

A high frequency of acceleration/deceleration changes (ADC) results in a decrease of 

movement speed as the individual creates a series of sub-movements to reach the final 

destination. ADC frequency is a significantly correlated with MACS level, but is only loosely 

correlated (0.187) with MACS level. It was not a significantly affected by the ID for the 

motion of either set of participants. This suggests that the number of sub-movements does 

not depend on the complexity of the task but is only affected by increasing impairment.  
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Zero-acceleration count (ZA: significant correlation with ID for both TD and 

CP)  

ZA count is a count of the number of constant speed components over fixed time intervals. 

Higher ZA indicates higher steadiness of speed (zero acceleration is a result of zero 

difference between two speed samples). The analyses show that ZA correlates better with 

ID for TD youths (0.571) than for youths with CP (0.194). However, ZA does not 

significantly correlate with MACS level. This suggests that youths with CP experience 

fluctuating speeds as compared with TD users, but that these fluctuations do not relate 

directly to the level of impairment (ZA does not significantly correlate with MACS level).  

Average speed (AS: good correlation with ID for TD, reasonable correlation 

with ID for CP, mild correlation with MACS level) 

TD users show a high correlation between AS and ID. The movement time is inversely 

proportional to the AS, with the corresponding coefficient of 0.725. The AS for TD users 

across all IDs is significantly higher in comparison with motion-impaired users. The AS of 

cursor movement in a point-and-click task was related to MACS levels and correlated with 

ID (coefficient of -0.434, Table 3.2). As expected, increasing speed decreases the time 

required to accomplish the task (the movement time is inversely proportional to the AS with 

the corresponding coefficient of 0.671). 

Accuracy measures 

Accuracy measures were all significant for the control participants as the ID increased, but 

for the individuals with motion impairment, only TRD, IVC (index of vertical component), 

and IHC (index of horizontal component) were affected by the ID.  
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Trajectory distance (TRD: significant correlation with ID for TD, reasonable 

correlation for CP) 

The TRD is the total sum of Euclidian distances between two subsequent points. The 

analysis showed that TRD correlates better with ID for TD youths (-0.786) than youths with 

CP (-0.373). This indicates a linear trend between ID and TRD. However, youths with CP 

travel greater distances for lower IDs with greater variability among the levels (in this 

experiment the amplitude is fixed and the target size varies).  

IVC and IHC (index of vertical component and index of horizontal component: 

both correlate moderately with the ID for both TD and CP) 

The IVC and IHC correlated moderately with the ID because the targets are placed on 

vertical and horizontal directions (0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°). However, for TD participants, 

the IDC shows a slightly higher correlation, suggesting that a large portion of the cursor 

movement travels diagonally. 
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Question 3.2 How much of a role does the degree of impairment affect the path 

measures? 

Hypothesis 3.2.1 As the impairment level increases, the movement time will increase, 

while the average speed decreases. This will also result in a greater number of 

acceleration-to-deceleration cycles. 

Hypothesis 3.2.1 is supported: It was found that movement time increases as the 

impairment level increases, although MACS IV shows high variability. 

 

Hypothesis 3.2.2 As impairment level increases, the reaction time increases.  

Hypothesis 3.2.2 is supported: as the impairment level increased, there was a general 

trend towards increasing RT independent of the ID. 

The RT was similar for IDs less than 2 for all participants. After ID = 2, as the ID increased, 

the RT increased for those participants who were TD, whereas those at MACS levels I and 

II had similar RTs at ID = 2.2 and 2.5, and the RT was unchanged for MACS levels III and 

IV. According to Card et al. (1986), the RT is composed of three brain-delay processors: 

perceptive, cognitive, and motor (Card et al. [78] “The model human processor: An 

engineering model of human performance”). Thus, perceptive and cognitive processing, 

while integrating the information from proprioception of the hand and visual movement on 

the screen, may contribute to the delayed RT.  

 

Hypothesis 3.2.3 As the impairment level increases, the average error rate increases. 

Hypothesis 3.2.3 is supported: As the degree of impairment increases, the involuntary 

movement becomes more pronounced, causing target misclicks. As shown in Table 3-6, 

the average ER increases with the degree of impairment to reach around 41.3% with 

MACS IV.  
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3.5.2. Correlations between the new proposed Linearity Index (LI) 

and Curvature Index (CI) relative to the accuracy and rapidity 

features 

Question 3.3. Does the new proposed linearity index (LI) correlate with rapidity and 

accuracy path measures better than the curvature index (CI)?  

Hypothesis 3.3.1: LI will be better correlated with the MACS level and ID than CI for both 

TD users and users with CP. 

 

Hypothesis 3.3.1 was supported because the LI shows better correlation with the ID than 

the CI for TD youths, but as expected, the CI is more useful for evaluating trajectories of 

participants with CP. 

 

Explanation  

LI and CI are measures of movement deviations, but LI provides more information by 

measuring angular differences between two subsequent points, which is not provided by 

CI. 

The LI and TRD show an inversely proportional relationship (motion-impaired: -0.447, TD: -

0.545). However, LI and movement time show a proportional relationship (motion-impaired: 

0.342, TD: 0.436). There is also a significant positive correlation between LI and vertical 

component and horizontal component indices (motion-impaired: 0.752, 0.757; TD: 0.727, 

0.417). It is shown that the LI is negatively correlated with diagonal component analysis.  

The LI has a strong inverse correlation to AS (motion-impaired: -0.484, TD: -0.554) as well 

as a strong positive correlation with ZA (motion-impaired: 0.744, TD: 0813). The strong 
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correlations between LI and AS and LI and ZA suggest smoothness of movement with TD 

people, but to a lesser degree with participants with CP. 

The CI explains the deviation of trajectory from the start-end line. One would expect that 

the curvature indices should have a strong positive correlation with the TRD. The 

correlation coefficient is only 0.336 (motion-impaired) and 0.155 (TD). On the other hand, 

CI and IDC correlation (motion-impaired: 0.377, TD: 0.689) indicates that the cursor 

movement is mainly based on diagonal movement, although the targets are placed on 

horizontal and vertical components. 

For motion-impaired users, the positive correlations between LI and IVC and IHC (0.752, 

0.757), along with the negative correlation between LI and IDC (−0.424), show that the 

diagonal movement is more vulnerable to angle change than vertical and horizontal 

movements. In addition, the CI and IDC correlate better than CI and IVC, IHC. Thus, a 

diagonal movement is definitely more susceptible to a curved movement. From the 

definition of CI, CI increases with any increase in distance, and CI is partially correlated 

with IDC. Therefore, the cursor movement is mainly based on diagonal movement, 

although the targets are placed on horizontal and vertical axes from the home block. 

For participants with impairment, the CI is only correlated with ADC, while for TD 

participants, it is correlated with ADC, AS, and MT. For both TD participants and 

participants with impairment, the LI is correlated with ZA, AS, and MT.  

For both TD participants and participants with impairment, LI correlates with TRD, IVC, 

IHC, and IDC higher than CI, suggesting the use of LI to provide sufficient information 

about the movement.  

The implication of these findings help in developing a dynamic adjustment of C-D to 

enhance the performance of “point-and-click” tasks based on the LI and CI (such as lower 

LI – negatively correlated with AS – indicates an unstable movement so C-D gain should be 

reduced). 
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3.5.3. Ratio of start-end position amplitude to start-target centre 

amplitude (A’/A) 

Question 3.4. Do participants with CP target the same position as TD participants?  

Hypothesis 3.4.1: Individuals with CP will target the inside edge of the second half, away 

from the centre, while TD participants tend to target the inside edge of the first half, away 

from the centre.  

 

Hypothesis 3.4.1 was not supported because the inverse relationship between target size 

and A‟/A ratio suggests that participants with both CP and TD participants tend to click 

within the same position, closer to the walls of the first half of the target, away from the 

target centre. Both groups target the same position. 

 

Explanation  

The A‟/A ratio corresponds negatively to the increase of target size (motion-impaired: -

0.753, able-bodied: -0.714). This finding reveals that, in most cases, the clicking point is 

positioned closer to the walls of the first half of the target (away from the target centre) as 

the target size is enlarged. The first half denotes the half closer to the home block. 

However, there is some variability in the possible scenarios in which a person may 

overshoot and click the second half [27]. This result supports the notion that experimental 

data of end points might not follow a normal distribution around the target centre as 

proposed by Mackenzie [29] and doubted by Ren [79]. 

The strong correlation among path measures assists in prioritizing the evaluation measures 

in algorithm development. The new path evaluation measures only showed partial 

correlations with other trajectory features. These new measures will be improved and 
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retested to find out the possibility of implementing them in algorithm development. A 

summary of main results is listed in Table 3-9. 

 

Table 3-9 A summary of path evaluation measures across motion-impaired users 
 Features 

 
Correlated variables 

 
Rapidity Accuracy 

Typically developed 
index of difficulty 

Movement time 
Zero acceleration 
Average speed 

 
TRD 

Linearity index 
Index of vertical component 

Index of horizontal component 
Index of diagonal component 

Curvature index 
 

Cerebral palsy 
index of difficulty 

 
Movement time 

Zero acceleration 
Average speed 

 

 
TRD 

Index of vertical component 
Index of horizontal component 

 
 

Cerebral palsy 
MACS level 

 
Movement time 
Acceleration-to-

deceleration cycles 
Average speed 

 

 
NONE 

 

3.6. CONTRIBUTION 

(1) For both TD youth and participants with motion impairment, the measures that 

correlated best with the ID include: rapidity – movement time, AS, and ZA crossings 

and accuracy – TRD, LI, IVC, and IHC (in addition to IDC and CI for TD youths). 

However, accuracy measures, including new proposed measures and CI, are weakly 

correlated with the MACS level.  
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(2) MACS levels are affected by rapidity measures; therefore, a customizable algorithm 

will be developed to enhance movement time, ZA, and AS for each MACS level. A 

similar approach can be followed in developing an algorithm to enhance performance 

for different IDs. 

(3) New proposed measures have the potential to be well correlated with the ID for both 

TD and youths with CP by including a range of angular deviations and sample bins to 

enhance performance.  

(4) The distribution of end points might not be normal in reference to the target centre; 

therefore, further investigation is needed on the adherence of children with CP to 

Fitts‟s law. 
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4. SOFTWARE DESIGN 

The aim of collecting path evaluation measures is to understand and reveal the difficulties 

encountered by motion-impaired users during “point-and-click” tasks. The previous test 

showed the inability of MTE program to define the sub-movement. Therefore, the analysis 

(chapter 3) was based on a limited number of path evaluation measures. A review of the 

possible software used to evaluate the point-and-click was undertaken. While these were 

not found to meet the needs of this research, the Cursor Trajectory Analyser (CTA) was 

developed. The CTA has the ability to display and investigate kinematic results (path 

evaluation measures) of each trial with an A*W combination. Although many different 

versions of software exist, this was developed to allow individuals who are not familiar with 

programming skills access to different measures to allow the observer to evaluate point and 

click performance. This chapter discusses the development, configuration and use of the 

CTA. 

4.1. REVIEW OF COMMON TOOLS 

Some existing data collection tools are WinFitts [80], GFLMB [81, 82], IDTest [83], 

FittsTaskTwo [84], FittsStudy [85], and MTE (discussed earlier in chapter 3) [77].  

WinFitts is a C++-based platform that runs on Windows. WinFitts has a limited ability for 

interactive data analysis and the researcher has to modify the C++ code to change 

experimental parameters. GFLMB is an interactively configurable C++-based platform that 

runs on Macintosh. IDTest is a Java-based platform that is limited to the basic Fitts‟s law. It 

does not have interactive visualization of collected data. The collected data are stored in a 

fixed-field file that requires re-loading to a customized Java platform for further analysis. 

FittsTaskTwo is a Java-based platform that is interactively configurable. It calculates the 

http://www.yorku.ca/mack/HCIbook/FittsTaskTwo.zip
http://www.yorku.ca/mack/HCIbook/FittsTaskTwo.zip
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regression of Fitts‟s law with the effective width. The collected data are stored in a fixed-

field file, called “summary data (sd)”, that requires re-loading to a customized Java platform 

for further analysis. There are three „sd‟ files: sd1, sd2, sd3. Sd1 contains the summary 

data for each point-and-click trial. Sd2 contains the summary data for each block of point-

and-click trials. Sd3 contains the timestamps and X & Y coordination for each cursor 

movement for each point-and-click trial.  

WinFitts, GFLMB, and FittsTaskTwo are limited to the regression calculation of Fitts‟s law. 

FittsStudy is C#-based software. It exports all “point-and-click” trials to XML files. It is 

feature-rich software that provides browsing and zooming, sub-movement graphs, end 

point scattering adjustments, TP calculations, and accuracy measures proposed by 

Mackenzie et al. [42]. In addition, it has a metronome for time-matching temporal-precision 

studies [24]. The FittsStudy software implements the concept of Fitts's law developed by 

Mackenzie, which is the calculation of effective width (the point-and-click task trial ends 

with a click either on the target or an erroneous click), but the CTA records the time and 

trajectory coordination of every erroneous click towards the target.  

The current tools focus mainly on Fitts‟s law calculation except for FittsStudy, which 

includes accuracy measures proposed by Mackenzie.  

The CTA has an advantage over MTE, FittsStudy, and FittsTaskTwo (FittsStudy and 

FittsTaskTwo have been tested in a pilot study) by recording the erroneous click time and 

trajectory points rather than considering the task completed from the first click, whether 

erroneous or not. Thus, it is possible to find the impact of erroneous clicks on a user‟s 

performance during “point and click” tasks [86]. MTE software records the erroneous clicks 

before the accurate target click, while FittsStudy does not (trials ends with one click). The 

CTA records the coordination and time of every click (either erroneous or in-target click) to 

find the effect of off-target clicking on movement re-planning towards the target, especially 

as users with motion-impairment experience higher numbers of erroneous clicks than TD 
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users. Therefore, it provides a wide range of methods to analyse point-and-click tasks, 

including Fitts‟s law based on effective width. It also provides most of the literature‟s path 

evaluation measures. In general, the developed software has a wider range of feature 

extractions than MTE and FittsStudy, which helps to understand the cursor movements of 

youths with CP. 

The CTA exports experiment data to Excel and XML files for further investigation and 

statistical analysis. The open-source CTA platform is developed in C#. This chapter is 

composed of a review of existing tools and software models with sub-sections on 

experiment configuration and data analysis. 

The CTA platform takes into account the collected path evaluation measures and new 

proposed accuracy measures (detailed discussion in chapter 4). It also excludes the 

implementation of accuracy proposed by Mackenzie (the implemented measures are based 

on obtaining information about sub-movement changes) and trajectory dispersion (CI and 

LI can explain and provide information about trajectory deviation). A summary of strengths 

and limitations for each data collection tool is presented in Table 4-1. 
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Table 4-1 A summary of strengths and limitations of data collection tools 

Tools Strengths limitations 
WinFitts C++-based platform (Windows). Limited ability for interactive data analysis 

and the researcher has to modify the C++ 
code to change experimental parameters. 
The regression calculation of Fitts‟s law. 

GFLMB C++-based platform (Macintosh). 
Interactively configurable. 

The regression calculation of Fitts‟s law. 

IDTest Java-based platform. Limited to the basic Fitts‟s law. 
No interactive visualization of collected 
data. 
Collected data are stored in a fixed-field 
file that requires re-loading to a 
customized Java platform for further 
analysis. 

FittsTaskTwo Java-based platform. 
Interactively configurable. 
Accuracy measures proposed by 
Mackenzie. 

Limited to the regression calculation of 
Fitts‟s law with effective width. 
Collected data are stored in a fixed-field 
file, called “summary data (sd)” that 
requires re-loading to a customized Java 
platform for further analysis. There are 
three „sd‟ files: sd1, sd2, sd3. 

FittsStudy C#-based software. 
Interactively configurable. 
Collected data are stored in XML 
files. 
Browsing, zooming and sub-
movements graphs. 
End points scattering adjustments, 
throughput calculations. 
Accuracy measures proposed by 
Mackenzie. 
A metronome for time-matching 
temporal-precision studies. 

Limited to the regression calculation of 
Fitts‟s law with effective width. The point-
and-click trial ends with a click either on 
the target or an erroneous click. 

MTE Java-based platform. 
Interactively configurable. 
Collected data are stored in XML 
and Excel files. 
Experiment conduction by distance 
through internet. 
Data visualization of single and 
multiple data trials and spatial 
variability of cursor selection of end 
points. 

No sub-movement analysis. 

 

 

 

http://www.yorku.ca/mack/HCIbook/FittsTaskTwo.zip
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4.2. PLATFORM CAPABILITIES 

The platform presented in this chapter provides a display and analysis of each trial using 

more than 40 path evaluation measures [25, 27, 38, 42-44, 47-50, 52, 53] that are 

discussed in the literature review. Some of the path measures are excluded (discussed in 

the critical evaluation of path measures in chapter 2). The sample interval is 15 

milliseconds due to an operating system limitation that restricts the resolution to a 

maximum of 15 milliseconds. The structure of the platform is shown in Fig. 4.1. The main 

platform components are experiment input, experiment execution, and data analysis.  
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Figure 4.1 Platform structure 

4.3. EXPERIMENT INPUT AND EXPERIMENTAL 

PROTOCOL 

The user configures the experiment with the following main variables and supplementary 

independent variables (see Table 4-2). Fig. 4.2 shows the user-configured experiment 

interface.  
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Figure 4.2 User-configured experiment interface 

 

Table 4-2 Independent variables for experiment configuration 

Main 

 

Supplement 

Experiment type 
(ribbons, multi-directional square target, survey) 

Visibility of target 
(with/without prior knowledge of 
target location and dimension) 

Target direction 
(0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, 315°) 

Visibility/non-visibility of 
trajectory point 

Target width Home width (default: 50 pixels) 

Movement amplitude Number of distracters (default: 0) 

User ID and experiment number 
Pointer speed (C-D gain) 

(default: 10) in Windows mouse 
setting 

 

The user first has to select the experiment type (multi-directional square target). Then, they 

design the A*W combination based on three independent variables: target direction: target 
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width; and movement amplitude. The user has to name and number the experiment in the 

user ID and experiment section. The timer interval is set to be 1 millisecond (restricted 

resolution is 15 milliseconds). This means the samples are collected every 15 milliseconds. 

The resolution changes to 30 milliseconds if the timer interval value is set to a value 

between 15 and 30 milliseconds, and a similar process is applicable for a resolution of 45 

milliseconds and so on.  

The experiment protocol has a supplement to design the point-and-click tasks. The user 

can decide to make the task with/without the prior knowledge of the target location and 

dimensions. “Without prior knowledge of target location and dimensions” is defined as the 

participant not knowing the target location and dimension prior to the start click on a home 

object, and the opposite for “with prior knowledge of target location and dimension.” Next, 

the user can set the cursor travelling trajectory to be visible during the point-and-click 

computer tasks (the default setting is non-visible). Thirdly, the user can adjust the width of 

the home object to match the width of the target. Furthermore, the user can add N − 1 

distracters (recommended N: 2, 4, or 8). The N − 1 distracters are red-coloured and the 

target is black-coloured. The user can adjust the C-D gain to undertake experiments with 

different C-D gains; the default setting is 10. Finally, the user can select from different 

pointing facilitation techniques that dynamically adjust the C-D gains and allow for faster 

travel of the cursor (as discussed in chapter 2). Some of these techniques are undergoing 

testing, such as the CI-based one (discussed later in chapter 6). 

Once the user finishes setting up the experiment, they can start it based on the experiment 

parameters. They conduct a block of point-and-click trials. The trial is defined as the cursor 

travelling from a home square located at the centre of the screen to a target square located 

somewhere within a prespecified movement amplitude and width. The trial starts once the 

participant clicks on the home object and ends when the user clicks on the target object. 

The user then returns to the home square and a new trial is initiated.  
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4.4.  DATA ANALYSIS 

After the participant completes the point-and-click computer tasks, the software 

automatically analyzes the data. They can plot trajectory points, start-end point line, error 

clicks (the coordinates and time of error clicks are recorded), sub-movement points (pauses 

are defined as speed of zero to mark the end of a sub-movement), and end points for each 

trial. The researcher can also navigate through the kinematic results of each trial. 

Furthermore, simple interactive features to explore and visualize basic statistical linear 

regression (based on either averages or all raw data) and distribution have been 

incorporated into the platform. 

4.4.1. Path evaluation measures  

The path evaluation measures are categorized by measures of rapidity, speed, sub-

movement, and accuracy. More details of path evaluation measures are provided in the 

literature review. In this section, the measures are briefly mentioned while supported by a 

visual explanation. A sample speed is calculated as the ratio of the Euclidian distance to 

the time difference between two subsequent trajectory points.  

Rapidity measures 

The measures of rapidity are as follows: movement time (MT) (         in Fig. 4.3), 

reaction time (RT) (         in Fig. 4.3), verification time (VT) (      in Fig. 4.3), 

total pause time (TPT) (          in Fig. 4.3), mean pause duration (the average 

duration of the pauses within a trial), percentage of pause time within a trial (the ratio of 

total pause time to the total movement time). Fig. 4.3 shows the definition of rapidity 

measures MT, RT, VT, and TPT. 
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Figure 4.3 Rapidity measures 

 
T0 refers to the time at which the individual clicks on the home object. 

T1 refers to the time when the individual starts to move. The RT is a subtraction of T1 

from T0. 

T2 refers to the time at which the individual clicks on the target object. The MT is a 

subtraction of T2 from T0. 

D0 refers to the total curvilinear distance travelled to the point where the individual clicks 

on the home object, which by default is 0.  

D1 refers to the total curvilinear distance travelled to the point where the individual clicks 

on the target object.  

Px refers to the pausing time during cursor travel from home object click to target object 

click; x refers to the pause index. In Fig. 4.3, the third pause is the verification pause, 

which is the last stop before the target click.  

 

Speed measures 

The measures of speed are as follows: average speed (AS) (the average value of 

sample speeds within a given trial.), peak speed (PS) (      in Fig. 4.4), threshold speed 

(TS)(       in Fig. 4.4), time-to-peak speed (TPS) (          in Fig. 4.4), rising time 

to threshold speed (RTTS) (           in Fig. 4.4), falling time from threshold speed 
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(FTTS)(           in Fig. 4.4), number of zero-acceleration (ZA) phases, number of 

acceleration -to-deceleration and deceleration-to-acceleration cycles (ADC), minimum jerk. 

Fig. 4.4 shows the definition of speed measures PS, TPS, TS, RTTS, and FTTS. Threshold 

speed (TS) is given by: 

           
  

√ 
   

(4.1) 

where AS is average speed, SD is standard deviation of speed, and N is the number of 

speed samples. The value of 1.96 indicates two standard deviations (around 96% 

confidence interval). 

These measures are based on the assumption that there is only one single rapid primary 

sub-movements and the rest are slower corrective secondary sub-movements. If there are 

multiple bell-shaped velocities profiles, these measures might provide false information.  
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Fig. 4.4 Speed versus time 
 

T0 refers to the time at which the individual clicks on the home object. T refers to the time 

at which the individual clicks on the target object.  

TR refers to the time at which the cursor speed rises to the threshold speed. The rising 

time to threshold speed is subtraction of TR from T0. TP refers to the time at which the 

cursor speed reaches the peak speed. The time-to-peak speed (TPS) is the subtraction 

of Tp from T0.  

TF refers to the time at which the cursor speed falls lower than the threshold speed. The 

falling time from threshold speed (FTTS) is the subtraction of TF from T. 

Sp refers to the peak speed. 

ST refers to the threshold speed.  

 

Sub-movement evaluation 

The measures of sub-movement are as follows: number of sub-movements, number of 

sub-movements following final target entry (SMFFTE), number of slip-offs (target re-entry), 

sub-movement with a maximum peak speed, number of counter-productive sub-

movements, and number of sub-movements (threshold speed is 0.5 pixels/millisecond).  
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Accuracy measures 

The measures of accuracy are as follows: trajectory distance (TRD) (Equation 4.2), 

overshoot distance (OS) (Equation 4.2), opposite direction (OD) (Equation 4.2), start-end 

click point amplitude (A‟) (Equation 4.2), curvature index (CI) (Equation 4.2), linearity index 

(LI) (Equation 4.3), start-end point angle (SEA) (Equation 4.3), angular deviation (AD) 

(Equation 4.3), average angular deviation, the index of vertical component (IVC), the index 

of horizontal component (IHC), and the index of diagonal component (IDC). Fig. 4.5 shows 

a visual definition of the accuracy measures (Equation 4.2 and Equation 4.3). 
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Figure 4.5 Accuracy measures 

 

 Fig. 4.5 is used to exemplify a trial that has most of the accuracy measures. It does 

not necessarily mean that it always has to occur. 

(X0, Y0) refers to the trajectory start point at which the user clicks on the home object. 

(XN, YN) refers to the trajectory start point at which the user clicks on the target object. 

 (Xkm, Ykm) refers to the travelled trajectory point at which the user travels between (X0, 

Y0) and a chosen point (Xkm, Ykm) where m is any trajectory point index between 0 and N 

(0 < m < N).  

Di refers to the algebraic distance between two points. TRD is the sum of Di. CI refers to 

curvature index (discussed in more detail in the literature review).  

 refers to the angle between two points. AD refers to the average angular deviation, 

which is the average of all absolute angular differences between two subsequent 

trajectory points. LI refers to linearity index (discussed in more detail in the literature 

review). 

SEA (start-end angle) refers to the algebraic angle between the movement start clicking 

point on the home object and the movement end clicking point on the target object.  

The target is positioned at 0°. Therefore, the TRD travelled in the opposite direction 

(180°) is OD. The OD is between points (X0, Y0) and (Xk1, Yk1). The opposite direction 
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distance is calculated when the cursor travel further than a perpendicular line to the start 

point of the movement opposite relatively to the target location.  

The OS is the curvilinear distance from the far edge of the target to the furthest point 

from home block that is reached. The OS is between points (Xk2, Yk2) and (Xk3, Yk3). The 

overshoot distance is calculated when the cursor travels further than a perpendicular line 

to the far side of the target within the same direction relative to the target location.  

Interactive visualization of path evaluation measures  

The user has the ability to examine the measures of each trial. They also have the ability to 

navigate each value given from the experiment (see Fig. 4.6). Also, graphs of travel 

distance, speed, and acceleration of each trial are provided in the kinematic display form 

(see Fig. 4.7). 

 
Figure 4.6 Kinematic data display (the user and researcher has the ability to visualize raw 

data and kinematic information of each trial) 
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Figure 4.7 Graphical display of distance cursor travelled (top), speed (middle), and 
acceleration (bottom) of a particular trial; Distance sub-graph contains cumulative travelled 
distance (red) and remaining distance to target (black); Speed sub-graph contains speed 
(blue), x-axis velocity (red), y-axis velocity (green), and smoothed speed (black); Acceleration 
sub-graph contains acceleration (blue), x-axis acceleration (red), and y-axis acceleration 
(green) 

Regression plot 

A simple regression feature of path evaluation measures is provided. The linear regression 

is calculated based on least squares estimates (the source code is provided as an 

appendix). The simple linear regression model is given by the following equation:  

           

(4.4) 

where Y is the dependent variable, X is the independent variable, B0 is the intercept, and B1 

is the slope. 

 B1 and B0 are calculated by the following:  
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∑      ̅   
 

 

    ̅       ̅̅ ̅ 

 (4.5) 

where   ̅ and  ̅  are averages. 

Fig. 4.8 shows the regression plot of Fitts‟s law (where MT is the dependent variable (Y-

axis) and ID is the independent variable (X-axis)).  

 
Figure 4.8 Regression of Fitts‟s law 

Data export 

The platform automatically stores the experiment set-up, raw data, and kinematic 

information of experiment trials in Excel and XML files under a file name composed of the 

user ID and experiment number (pre-determined during experiment configuration). CTA 

has the ability to reload an XML file for further data visualization. Additional path evaluation 

measures can be easily calculated by Excel or any other statistical software, such as the 

percentage of pauses within an A*W combination.  
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4.5. AVAILABILITY  

CTA is available under GNU Public License (GPL) as open-source software. The 

executable file, source code, and documentation of path evaluation measures are available 

at the following link:  

https://sites.google.com/site/amuralmanji/software 

4.6. CONCLUSION  

CTA has advantages as compared to previous platforms as it provides sub-movement 

analysis for more than 40 path evaluation measures. The main goal of CTA design is to 

allow people who have no programming skills (such as physiotherapists) to conduct 

pointing evaluation tasks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://sites.google.com/site/amuralmanji/software
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5. A NON-LINEAR MODEL FOR POINTING TASK 

EVALUATION BASED ON BOTH SYSTEM AND 

HUMAN EFFECTS  

The work within this chapter can also be found in the following paper:  

―A nonlinear model for mouse pointing task movement time analysis based on both system 

and human effects‖. IEEE Transactions on Neural Systems and Rehabilitation Engineering  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

According to Soukoreff and Mackenzie [31], Fitts‟s law depends on adjustments of end 

point deviation (error clicks are converted to end points) to find the effective width. The 

theory is based on the normal distribution of end points. The idea of effective width is to 

adjust the size of the target during the analysis phase to account for the fact that only a 

portion of the target is used in the point and click trials. If the ER is higher than 4%, the size 

of the target effectively increases for analysis purposes because the position of the end 

point is beyond the target. However, the movement amplitude does not change. Ren et al. 

[79] indicated that it is still uncertain if the experimental data of end points will follow a 

normal distribution around the target centre. Ren et al. [79] developed the SH-model to 

overcome this obstacle in Fitts‟s law. The SH-model theory is based on a parametric 

inclusion of probability of success alongside the ID.  

We found that youths with CP and TD participants tend to click within the same position 

closer to the walls of first half away from the target centre (question 4, chapter 3). This 

suggests that the effective target width is located within the first half of a target and the re-

adjustments of end points around the target centre might not improve the adherence of 
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both TD youths and those with CP to Fitts's law based on effective width. The SH-model by 

including new effective human factors in this model is expanded.  

The rest of this chapter is composed of six sections: question and hypothesis, the proposed 

model, empirical validation of proposed algorithm, results and analysis, discussion, and 

conclusion. 

5.1. QUESTION AND HYPOTHESIS  

Question 5.1. Does the incorporation of the human effect with the system effect 

(either ID or movement amplitude) provide a more robust model of predicting 

movement time? A similar concept to the SH-model development is used.  

Hypothesis 5.1.1: The proposed model explains the movement time variability and 

provides a better prediction of movement time than the traditional Fitts’s law and SH-model.  

5.2. THE PROPOSED MODEL 

The fundamental idea behind this proposed model was to join the Shannon formulation of 

ID (Equation 2.4) of Fitts‟s law with the most important path evaluation measures to 

formulate an equation to predict movement time (MT). This model is based on the inclusion 

of both system influence and human influences, similar to the SH-model [30]. System 

influence is evaluated by the pointing task condition (the amplitude between targets and the 

target width), while the number of erroneous clicks is an example of human behaviour 

affecting task performance. In previous research [27, 38, 42-44, 48-50, 52-54], 40 different 

path evaluation measures were identified as possible contributors to movement and sub-

movement times.  
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The most important path evaluation measures that relate to movement time were 

determined using an automatic linear modelling technique. It was found that the best 

features of human error that significantly affect movement time were the number of 

erroneous clicks (EC), the number of sub-movements (NS), the curvature index (CI), the 

number of slip-offs (NSO), and average speed (AS). These were used in the development 

of the new model.  

These measures were used in the development of a general new model (the unit of 

movement time is milliseconds): 

                                      

(5.1) 

Where SE is the system effect: ID (for Fitts-based models), or A (for ballistic-based 

models), and a, b, c, d, e, f, and g are time factor constants, and SE is system effects. 

Note that most of these variables can only be obtained regression. Also note that multi-

collinearity is analyzed later under the Results and Analysis section. 

5.3. EMPIRICAL VALIDATION OF PROPOSED 

MODEL 

It was important to validate the model by carrying out a controlled experiment using 

standard discrete pointing tasks. This section covers three aspects of the experiments, 

including participants, apparatus, and experimental design. 

5.3.1. Participants 

Twelve TD participants (eight males and four females, aged 18–32, all right-handed) took 

part in the experiment.  
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Eleven participants (aged 13–22) with cerebral palsy (CP) (eight MACS I and three MACS 

II) [87] took part in the point-and-click tasks. Inclusion criteria: able to use the mouse. 

Mouse experience: The participant uses the computer during computer teaching sessions 

in rehabilitation centres. 

5.3.2. Apparatus 

TD participants: Participants were seated comfortably on a desk chair in a normally lit 

room whilst they completed computer mouse pointing tasks at a desk. The experiment was 

conducted on a Dell desktop machine with a 2.4 GHz Intel® Core™ 2 Quad CPU with 2 GB 

of RAM running 64-bit Windows 7 Enterprise. The pointer speed (C-D gain) was set to 10 

as normal. The screen used was at a resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels (51 x 33 

centimetres) with a refresh rate of 60 Hz. The pointing device type was a standard USB 

optical mouse. The resolution of the screen was 96 pixels per inch (DPI). The average 

horizontal distance between the screen and a participant‟s face ranged between 50 and 60 

centimetres. 

Individuals with CP: Participants sat at a desk (some of them in a wheelchair) and 

completed pointing tasks with a computer mouse under normal lighting conditions. The 

experiment was conducted on an HP laptop machine with a 2.2 GHz AMD Turion™ X2 

Ultra Dual-Core Mobile ZM-82 with 3 GB of RAM running 32-bit Windows 7 Enterprise. The 

pointer speed (control and display gain) was set to 10 as normal. The screen used was at a 

resolution of 1280 × 800 pixels (35 x 24 centimetres) with a refresh rate of 60 Hz. The 

pointing device type was a standard USB optical mouse (manufactured by Dell). The 

resolution of the screen was 96 pixels per inch (DPI). The average distance between the 

screen and participants ranged between 50 and 60 centimetres. 

The TD youths participated in the experiment at the university campus; they used the 

desktop computer provided by the university to carry out the experiment. However, it was 

http://www.intel.com/products/processor/core2duo/index.htm
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more practical for most of the youths with CP to participate at rehabilitation centres; 

therefore, I travelled to them with a laptop to conduct the experiments. In all experiments 

both TD and youths with CP used the same mouse and operating system (Windows 7 

Enterprise).  

5.3.3. Experimental design 

A multi-directional discrete pointing task was undertaken by each participant to evaluate the 

cursor movement between two targets with different sizes and centre-to-centre amplitudes. 

The software (described in chapter 4) was developed in C# with a sampling interval of 15 

milliseconds. A single trial was defined as the cursor travelling from a home square, located 

at the centre of the screen, to a target square, which was visible prior to trial start. A trial 

started (and movement time is counted) from when the user clicked on the home square 

and ended when the user clicked on the target square. Next, the user returned the cursor to 

the home square to initiate a new trial. Trials were conducted in blocks of 40 with roughly 

one minute breaks in between. In each block, the amplitude and width was consistent 

whilst the target direction was varied quasi-randomly between eight compass directions. 

The eight combinations of amplitude and width are summarized in Table 5-1 along with the 

possible target directions. 
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Table 5-1 Summary of experiment configuration 

Quasi-random target 

directions 
Eight directions (0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, and 315°) 

Number of trials per A*W 

combination 
40 trials (five in each direction) 

A* W combinations 

Eight combinations (six amplitudes [100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 

350 pixels] with a target size of 50 pixels and two amplitudes 

[200 and 300 pixels] with a target size of 100 pixels) 

 

The TD participants undertook two sets of the eight blocks of combinations, while the 

youths with CP did only one set to diminish issues with fatigue. The total number of trials 

for each set of the experiment was 320 (8 × 40). Participants were instructed to take breaks 

whenever they wanted (not mid-trial -– they can stop whenever they click on the target 

object). The total number of trials across the 12 TD participants was 7680, and the 11 

participants with CP completed a combined total of 3,520 trials. 

5.4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

To develop a more efficient model for point-and-click computer tasks, it was necessary to 

investigate the effect of impairment on pause time (the time interval when the cursor travels 

at zero speed), since Fitts‟s law depends on there being none, or at least very little. Fig. 5.1 

shows the average pause time grouped by successful trials (with no erroneous clicks) and 

unsuccessful trials (with erroneous clicks) across TD, MACS I, and MACS II participants. 

Fig. 5.1 shows that the average pause time during point-and-click computer tasks 

conducted by youths with CP (MACS I [575 milliseconds successful, 1409 milliseconds 

unsuccessful] and MACS II [501 milliseconds successful, 1032 illisecondsunsuccessful]) is 
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more than double the average pause time of TD users (195 milliseconds successful, 380 

milliseconds unsuccessful).  

 
Figure 5.1 Average pause time 

 

While Fitts‟s law is based on a selective normal distribution of data, the analysis of 

experimental data for movement times in the point-and-click tasks showed a non-normal 

distribution (positively skewed). The best-fitting distribution (as required for statistical 

analysis) was found to be a log distribution (natural log, Fig. 5.2). Thus, a more universal 

model must represent the components based on the natural log. For example, the EC can 

be represented as:  

         

 (5.2) 

If the EC is 0, the result of Equation 5.2 is zero, the EC would only contribute to the model 

if, in fact, EC actually occurred. The same applies to NSO and NS. Therefore, the log-

transformed model is given by: 

                                           
                             

 

(5.3) 
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Equation 5.3 can be transformed non-linearly (natural exponentiation) as in the following 

equation:  

                                                    

(5.4)  

The proposed model without the human effect is given by: 

                   
             

 

(5.5)  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.2 (a) Log distribution of movement time (TD) participant 1, A: 100 pixels, W: 50 
pixels (ms); (b) log distribution of overall movement time for TD participants 

 
 

5.4.1. Validation of models 

To further validate the model, it was formulated with Fitts-like and ballistic-like system 

effects, and with (Equation 5.3) and without (Equation 5.5) human effects. It was also 

tested against Fitts‟s model (Equation 2.4) (with original and effective width), and the SH- 

model (  = 0, Equation 2.6) (see Table 5-2 for list of the compared models). The effective 
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width is calculated based on Mackenzie‟s equation for the ER [29]. Outliers of movement 

time or movement amplitude beyond three standard deviations were removed from analysis 

based on Fitts‟s law. The movement time and amplitude used for Fitts‟s law (effective 

width) is recorded from start to the first click (either target or erroneous click to compensate 

for end point scattering).  

Table 5-2 List of compared models 

Model Equation 

Fitts‟s law               (
 

 
  ) 

SH 

         
     

 

        (
 

 
    )

        (
 

  
)

   
   

   

 

Fitts-like(+) 
               

 

 
                          

                   

Fitts-like(−)                
 

 
       

Ballistic-like(+)                                                    

Ballistic-like(−)              
 

The analysis of collected data was conducted using multiple linear regressions (note that 

the linearization of a non-linear equation allows linear regression; linearization of Equation 

5.4 to Equation 5.3). Seven different models – Fitts‟s law (with original width and effective 

width), SH, Fitts-like (with and without the human effect), and ballistic-like (with and without 

the human effect) – were compared. The positive sign indicates inclusion of human factors, 

while the negative represents only the system contribution. Using analysis of variance on 

movement times (A & W Combination × Direction) direction was not found to be significant 

(p>0.05) nor to interact significantly (p>0.05) with the A & W combination for either TD 
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individuals or youths with CP. As such, it was not used as a factor in regression modelling. 

Participants and blocks were considered as random effects in regression modelling.  

Three criteria were used to validate the model: the AIC; multi-collinearity of independent 

variables; and homoscedasticity. The AIC allowed the selection of the best model among 

the seven models. After that, the best selected model was diagnosed by the multi-

collinearity of independent variables to ensure that each variable did make an independent 

contribution to the movement time and, finally, homoscedasticity. The homoscedasticity test 

is to ensure constant variance of the dependent variable for all data.  

5.4.2. The Akaike information criterion (AIC) 

The main goal of statistical modelling is to develop a model with robust prediction features 

given that the independent variables are accurately known. This allows us to compare the 

effectiveness of different models. The traditional method (coefficient of determination, R2) 

of model comparison and evaluation is not sufficiently powerful as it cannot represent the 

model‟s prediction ability and is limited only to linear models. One of the shortcomings of R2 

is that it does not become smaller as the number of independent variables increases; 

therefore, adjusted R2 compensates for the increase of independent variables (adjusted R2 

is less than or equal to R2). The AIC has gained a strong reputation in model selection as it 

can be applied to linear and non-linear models. Furthermore, it can characterize the 

prediction features of the model based on maximum log likelihood and the number of 

parameters. The selection of a robust predictive model of those compared is based on the 

lowest AIC value among the compared models. Furthermore, one of the conditions of AIC 

modelling is that the AIC difference must be at least 2 as compared to the second lowest 

AIC value within the same participants group [30, 88-93]. AIC is defined as follows:  
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  (5.6) 

where M is maximum log likelihood of the model, and k is the number of estimated 

parameters, including intercept and error terms in the model. 

5.4.3. Regression analysis 

The regression of the models is based on the original data of each A*W block rather than 

the average of each combination. The average of each combination removes the effect of 

variation in regression. In addition, according to statistical theory, estimation of results is 

more robust when using the original data to develop a model; therefore, model regression 

was implemented using the original data. For example, the regression of the SH model is 

conducted by calculating the ER of each A*W combination and reprinting the ER in each 

trial within each A*W combination. A similar method is conducted for the calculation of 

effective width. 

5.4.4. Statistical analysis to interpret the development of the final 

model 

Table 5-3 shows the AIC for each model. The lowest two AIC values for the experiment 

conducted by TD, MACS I, and MACS II, respectively, fits with the models that include 

human factors.  
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Table 5-3 AIC and R2 values for the seven models for TD, MACS I, and MACS II 

Model 

AIC R2 

TD MACS I MACS II TD MACS I MACS II 

Fitts‟s law (OW) 127494 39228 14065 0.56 0.43 0.55 

Fitts‟s law (EW) 129774 39377 14235 0.46 0.4 0.46 

SH −2698 1190 223 0.53 0.64 0.62 

Fitts-like(+) −12143 −2139 −790 0.81 0.9 0.87 

Fitts-like(−) −2685 1233 217 0.53 0.63 0.62 

Ballistic-like(+) −21109 −4806 −1420 0.92 0.97 0.93 

Ballistic-like(−) −82 1565 500 0.4 0.58 0.49 

OW: Original width, EW: Effective width 

(+): With human effect, Equation 5.3 

(−): Without human effect, Equation 5.5 

*the bold values indicate the model that has the lowest AIC value for each group. 

 
The evaluation of each independent variable‟s contribution to constructing the model is 

based on the F-ratio value. (A high value indicates higher contribution to the model; F-ratio 

value is used to add or remove an independent variable to/from the model, where a high 

value indicates it should be added and a low one indicates it could be deleted, and in this 

model NSO can be removed [94, 95].) Table 5-4 shows the contribution of each 

independent variable to the lowest AIC models: Fitts-like and ballistic-like + human effects. 
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Table 5-4 F-ratio values for each independent variable of lowest AIC model  

(all F-values are significant) 

 Fitts-like (ID) Ballistic-like (A) 

Independent 

Variable 
TD 

MACS 

I 

MACS 

II 
TD 

MACS 

I 

MACS 

II 

System effect 17770 2277 917 55704 11346 2715 

ln(1+EC) 1639 236 72 150 40 21 

ln(1+NS) 515 149 132 114 67 97 

ln(1+NSO) 90 62 8 8 7 10 

ln(CI) 3081 1702 528 17393 9501 2262 

ln(AS) 2228 873 205 32290 8600 1700 

*the bold value indicates the highest values of F-ratio in each participant‟s group for both 

Fitts-like and ballistic-like.  

Homoscedasticity (constant variance) 

To be valid, the regression model must have a constant variance over predicted values of 

the dependent variable. If it has a changing variance, it is called heteroscedastic. The 

presence of heteroscedasticity requires further correction of the model, such as applying a 

better mathematical transformation [93]. The examination can be made visually and 

numerically using the root-mean-square error (RMSE). The homoscedasticity can be 

visually examined by predicted plot versus actual plot and residual versus actual plot (see 

Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4). 

The homoscedasticity may not be related to human factors. To clarify this issue, the Fitts-

like and ballistic-like proposed models have been compared with (Fig. 5.3(a) and (b)) and 

without human effects (Fig. 5.4), respectively, in Table 5-5. 
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Table 5-5 Comparisons of homoscedasticity of the proposed model with/without human 
factors using RMSE 

 Fitts-like Ballistic-like 

 TD MACS I MACS II TD MACS I MACS II 

With human factor 0.14 0.16 0.15 0.09 0.09 0.11 

Without human factor 0.21 0.3 0.27 0.24 0.58 0.49 

 

(a) TD 

 
 

(b) TD 

 
 

(c) MACS I 

 

(d) MACS I 

 
 

(e) MACS II 

 

(f) MACS II 

 
 

Figure 5.3 (a), (c), and (e): Residual of predicted log-transformed movement time of the 
ballistic-like model with human effects; Figure 5.3 (b), (d), and (f): Distribution of actual versus 
predicted movement time of the ballistic-like model with human effects; Both (a) and (b) 
represent TD participants, (c) and (d) represent MACS I, and (e) and (f) represent MACS II 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 
Figure 5.4 (a): Residual of predicted log-transformed movement time of the ballistic-like 

model without human effects; Figure 5.4 (b): Distribution of actual versus predicted 
movement time of the ballistic-like model without human effects; Both (a) and (b) represent 
TD participants 

 

Multi-collinearity of independent variables 

A high correlation between independent variables is an indication of multi-collinearity. The 

existence of multi-collinearity increases the standard error of regression coefficients 

(underestimated or overestimated coefficients) [96]. Multi-collinearity is tested by the 

variance interactive factor (VIF). The threshold value of VIF is 10. A value greater than 10 

indicates the existence of multi-collinearity between one independent variable with another 

independent variable or a combination of other independent variables [93]. The VIF-values 

for both Fitts-like and ballistic-like models ranged from 1.1 to 3.5 (TD) and 1.1 to 2.3 

(MACS I & MACS II) indicating the absence of multi-collinearity.  

Model constants  

The ballistic-like model has a lower AIC value than the Fitts-like model. The values of 

constants (a, b, c, d, e, f) are obtained using linear regression option in JMP software 

(participants and blocks are added as random factors). Therefore, the reformatted model is 

given as the following: 
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Typically developed 

                                                                         
 

(5.7) 

MACS I 

                                                                         
 

(5.8) 

MACS II 

                                                                        
 

(5.9) 

5.5. DISCUSSION 

Question 5.1. Does the incorporation of the human effect with the system effect 

(either ID or movement amplitude) provide a more robust model of predicting 

movement time? A similar concept of SH-model development is used.  

Hypothesis 5.1.1: The proposed model explains the movement time variability and 

provides a better prediction of movement time than the traditional Fitts’s law and SH-model.  

 

The ballistic-like proposed model has the lowest AIC value of those compared within each 

participant group; therefore, it is the best model. However, further diagnosis of model 

validity was conducted, which involved homoscedasticity, R2, and VIF. 

A visual examination of homoscedasticity appears in the predicted plot versus actual plot 

for TD, MACS I, and MACS II (see Fig. 5.3). This suggests that the proposed model works 

effectively for predicting the movement time. Fig. 5.3 shows the homoscedasticity of the 
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log-transformed movement time model, which has horizontal residual ranges from -0.65 to 

0.70 for TD, -0.5 to 0.9 for MACS I, and -1.80 to 0.25 for MACS II (no tendencies to be 

positive or negative). Fig. 5.3 also shows that the predicted and actual movement time has 

a linear relationship with increasing variations at higher movement times. According to the 

diagnosis of a prototypical residuals plot, the model is homoscedastic. Therefore, the model 

does not require additional correction and transformation of independent variables. 

Table 5-4 shows that the F-value of the SE (ID) is higher than the F-values of the human 

effects (EC, NS, NSO, CI, and AS). A comparison of the proposed model with human 

effects (Equation 5.3) and without human effects (Equation 5.5) shows that the proposed 

model with human effects has a lower AIC and higher R2 than without human effects (see 

Table 5-3). Also, Table 5-5 shows that the addition of the human factors homogenates the 

variance, thereby reducing the RMSE. Fig. 5.4 (b) shows that there is no linear relationship 

between predicted and actual movement time for TD users in comparison to the linear 

trend presented in Fig. 5.3 (b). 

R2 is a measure of the independent variables‟ contribution to the linear model, and the 

model variations are explained by 1 − R2. Of the TD-based, MACS I-based, and MACS II-

based models, 92%, 97%, and 93% of the respective variations are explained by the given 

independent variables, which are EC, NS, NSO, CI, and AS. Compared to previous studies 

[29], R2 values were found that were poor in comparison (OW:0.55 , EW:0.46). This is 

because the regression included all data rather than the average of each A*W 

combinations. This was based on consultation with a statistician who insisted that the data 

not be averaged as variation, especially evident for youths with cerebral palsy, is eliminated 

by doing so.  

The VIF-values for experiments of TD, MACS I, and MACS II range from 1 to 2 and indicate 

the absence of multi-collinearity. 
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Table 5-4 shows the SE contributors to the task performance for all TD, MACS I, and 

MACS II groups. The CI and AS were found to be the biggest contributor of human effects 

on the task performance for all TD, MACS I, and MACS II groups. A previous research 

study with a different population of individuals with CP (29 individuals range from MACS I to 

MACS IV) showed that AS was significantly correlated with both ID (SE) and MACS level 

[97] (chapter 3). That study (which did not include sub-movement analysis) also showed 

the CI was significantly correlated with ID (SE) and had a good correlation with MT for TD 

individuals. In this chapter, the SE (ID or A) was combined with human effect to model the 

movement time, and it was found that AS and CI are not only the main human effects, but 

also significant predictors of MT in both the Fitts-like and ballistic-like models. The NSO is 

the lowest contributor of human effects on the performance task for all TD, MACS I, and 

MACS II groups of the five chosen human effects.  

Equation 5.7, Equation 5.8, and Equation 5.9 show that all independent variables correlate 

positively with movement time except AS (negative power, -0.86 and -0.86 and -0.75, 

respectively). Simply, a higher NS, erroneous clicks, and slip-offs and a larger CI increase 

the movement time and vice versa for higher AS.  

Previous studies have compared task performance discretely based on path evaluation 

measures. Hwang et al. [25, 26, 53] compared the task performance for each subject and 

each path evaluation measure independently, but a model representing all participants and 

measures was not developed. Thus, Hwang et al. [26] failed to account for the effect of 

human factors to more universally evaluate task performance. This type of non-linear 

modelling can potentially augment Fitts‟s law or the ballistic movement model to predict the 

movement time or to evaluate pointing devices because it better includes the human 

influence. Connelly [98] concluded that non-linear or higher-order-control models account 

for varying coefficients along the trajectory can be developed to describe task performance. 
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This study has provided a non-linear model that accounts for trajectory variables such as 

sub-movements.  

In an ideal case, when the user moves in a straight line from target-to-target (CI becomes 

1) and produces no erroneous clicks, sub-movements, or slip-offs, the movement time 

model is reduced to two independent variables, which are reciprocal average speed 

(negative power) and system effect (ID or movement amplitude).  

Fitts‟s law itself cannot apply to participants with motion control issues because the 

movement time distribution must be normal, with no mid-trial pauses [36, 37], which only 

occurs in environmentally controlled experiments. Chapuis et al. [46] argued against the 

success of Fitts‟s law in the real world as users are not forced to move rapidly. Their 

analysis indicated the collapse of Fitts‟s law beyond a specific range of movement time 

data [46]. They augmented Fitts‟s law by adding a mathematically transformed CI (called 

the length-distance index) as an independent variable. The results support Chapuis‟s 

model in terms of using CI as an independent contributor to movement time.  

A potential application of this model is to compare different pointing input devices and 

algorithms by varying one independent variable and fixing others, similar to the SH-model 

theory. This may result in a more detailed evaluation process of the user friendliness of 

devices. For example, the contribution of erroneous clicks to the total movement time may 

be lower for a certain device, possibly indicating that it is easier to correct. 

Furthermore, since this model indicates that AS and CI significantly affect movement time, 

it suggests that adjusting C-D gain and potentially the cursor‟s resistance to change in 

direction based on the CI and AS (calculated in sets of trajectory samples) could enhance 

the performance of point-and-click tasks for motion-impaired users. 

It should be reiterated that the immediate purpose of this model is not for predicting 

movement times. To achieve this, statistical information about the probability of events 

occurring, such as slip-offs, would be required. 
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The hypothesis has been found true and the model explains the movement time 

variability. 

5.6. CONTRIBUTION  

Development of a model that can be generally applied to TD, MACS I, and MACS II. 

However, further tests should be done to prove that this model is effective and 

reproducible. 

5.7. CONCLUSION 

The proposed model in this research has been validated against the conventional Fitts‟s 

model and ballistic movement model. It shows better prediction of movement time 

compared to Fitts‟s law (assuming that the appropriate independent variables are known).  

The model proposed in this research is non-linear, including the system and human 

influences together. Unlike Hwang et al.‟s approach, this model expresses task 

performance with a single equation. The CI was found to be the biggest contributor of 

human effects to task performance.  

Future work will include a validation of the proposed model with different types of point-and-

click tasks, such as one without prior knowledge of target locations for both TD individuals 

and individuals with motion impairment.  
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6. A DYNAMIC ADJUSTMENTS OF CONTROL- 

DISPLAY GAIN BASED ON CURVATURE INDEX  

The work within this chapter can be found in the following paper:  

―A dynamic adjustment of control-display gain based on curvature index‖. Multimedia Human 

Computer Interaction Conference, 14-15 August 2014, Czech Republic. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

As mentioned in the literature review, different algorithms of pointing facilitating techniques 

have been developed to enhance the performance of “point-and-click” computer tasks 

conducted by youths with motion-impairment. The first observation was the failure of 

adherence to Fitts‟s law by youths with CP (chapter three). Then a model to predict the 

movement time based on system and human effects (chapter five) was developed. It was 

found that CI is the best correlated human effect with movement time; a higher degree of 

movement deviation caused longer movement time to reach a target. In this chapter CI is 

used as the building block for the algorithm to reduce the movement time towards the 

target.  

This chapter examines the performance efficiency of the dynamic adjustments of C-D gain 

based on the CI measure against the default system mode (static C-D gain).  

6.1. QUESTION AND HYPOTHESIS  

Question 6.1. Does the proposed algorithm enhance the performance of point-and-

click task conducted by youths with CP? The conventional speed performance is 
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evaluated by movement time and the conventional accuracy performance is 

evaluated by error rate.  

Hypothesis 6.1.1: The proposed algorithm will increase the average speed and decrease 

the movement time and average error rate.  

6.2. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM  

To enhance the performance of point-and-click computer tasks there are two categorical 

algorithms: target-aware and target-agnostic. The advantage of target-agnostic over target-

aware algorithm is that target locations and dimensions can be neglected. Although there 

are many examples of target-agnostic algorithms the following two were selected for this 

research: Angle Mouse and PointAssist.  

Angle Mouse uses the angular deviation formula (Equation 2.10) to dynamically adjust C-D 

gain to enhance point-and-click tasks. In a study of 16 participants, including eight motion-

impaired users, the Angle Mouse improved the TP (Equation 2.3) of “point-and-click” tasks 

by 10.3% over the Windows default (C-D gain is static and was set to 10) for motion-

impaired users. However, the Angle Mouse algorithm did not improve the TP over the 

Windows default for TD users [52].  

PointAssist uses C-D gain to control the precision (accuracy) of point-and-click computer 

tasks. PointAssist enhances the accuracy measures by analyzing the features of sub-

movements to detect when the user experiences pointing difficulty. PointAssist triggers a 

precision mode that slows the speed of the cursor to enhance the accuracy measures [39]. 

It also runs as a background process in conjunction with the operating software. 

In the previous chapter, the largest human effect contributor to movement time (dependent 

variable) is CI; the higher value CI indicates increases in movement time, and vice versa.  
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Our proposed algorithm is based on differential CI value (CI-1), as a CI value of “1” means 

there is no deviation from the start-end movement line (see Fig. 6.1). The proposed formula 

of C-D gain is: 

{
       (        )     

          
}   

(6.1) 

 
Figure 6.1 CI and C-D gain relationship 

 
The lowest value is set to 6 because the CI becoming high could result in a negative value 

of C-D (C-D must be greater than or equal 1). The C-D gain is calculated based on a 

sequential set of five and 10 samples with a minimum conditional distance of 16 pixels.  

The basis of the C-D vs. CI selected formula is simplicity (only a linear equation is 

required). The concept of negative slope between C-D and CI is that high C-D gains 

provide faster travel (conceptually less time to reach the intended target) but lower C-D 

gain provide accurate positioning [71].  

The algorithm is implemented in C# by computing the sum of Euclidian TRD of a 

predetermined set of samples and the line Euclidian distance between the first and last 

trajectory sample in the set. The CI is the ratio of the total TRD to the line distance between 

the first and the last trajectory samples. The computation of CI is based on dividing the 

trajectory samples into a pre-determined length (for example five or 10 samples) segments. 

If the total distance of trajectory samples is greater than 16 pixels, then the CI is inserted to 
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the C-D function, otherwise the algorithm computes another set of trajectory samples. The 

C-D function output is used to adjust the current C-D gain (pointer speed under the 

Windows mouse setting).  

 

6.3. EMPIRICAL VALIDATION AND 

EXAMINATION OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

It was important to examine and validate the algorithm by carrying out a controlled 

experiment using standard discrete pointing tasks. This section covers three sub-sections 

of the experiments including: participants, apparatus and experimental design. 

6.3.1. Participants 

Nine TD participants (eight males, four females, aged from 18 to 32, all right-handed) took 

part in the experiment.  

Six participants (aged from 13 to 22) with cerebral palsy (CP) ( five MACS I and one MACS 

II) conducted the “point-and-click” tasks. Inclusion criteria: able to use the mouse. Mouse 

experience: the participants use the computer during computer teaching sessions in 

rehabilitation centres. 

6.3.2. Apparatus 

The experiment was conducted on a HP laptop machine with 2.2 GHz AMD Turion™ X2 

Ultra Dual-Core Mobile ZM-82 and with a 3GB of RAM running 32-bit Windows 7 

Enterprise. The pointer speed (C-D gain) was set to 10 as normal. The screen size used 

was at a resolution of 1280 x 800 pixels (35 x 24 centimetres) at a refresh rate of 60Hz. 
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The pointing device type was a standard USB Optical Mouse (manufactured by DELL).The 

resolution of screen was at 96 pixels per inch (DPI). 

6.3.3. Experimental design 

A multi-directional discrete pointing task was undertaken to evaluate the cursor movement 

between two targets with different sizes and centre-to-centre amplitudes. The software 

(described in chapter 4) was developed in C# with a sampling interval of 15 milliseconds. 

The trial is defined as the cursor travelling from a home square located at the centre of the 

screen to a target square located somewhere with a prespecified movement amplitude and 

width. The trial starts once the user clicks on the home square and ends when the user 

clicks on the target square. Then the user returns to the home square to initiate a new trial. 

The experiment type is “with prior knowledge” of the target, which means that the target is 

visible to the participant before the trial begins. The order of trial presentation was 

randomized. Table 6-1 summarizes the experiment set-up. 

Table 6-1 Summary of experiment configuration 

 
Target direction 

 
Four directions 

(0°, 90°, 180° and 270°) 
 

 
Number of trials 16 trials (four in each direction) 

 
 

A*W combinations 

 
Nine combinations (three amplitudes (120, 
240, 360 pixels) with target size of 20, 30 

and 40 pixels 

Experiment type 

 

Default (C-D:10) 

CI-based algorithm (two windows sizes: 

five samples and 10 samples) 
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6.4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  

The primary speed and accuracy performance measures are movement time and error 

rate. In addition, the performance of algorithms based on average speed, maximum speed, 

movement time of primary sub-movement and secondary sub-movement was compared. 

Post-hoc analysis of the above-mentioned measures across groups: experiment type (ET), 

width (W), amplitude (A).  

6.4.1. Statistical analysis  

The fixed factors are experiment type (ET; default, CI-based (five samples) [CI-based(5)] 

and CI-based (10 samples) [CI-based(10)], amplitude (A; 120, 240, and 360 pixels), and 

width (W; 20, 30, and 40 pixels). Therefore, there are six interactions of fixed factors, which 

are ET, A, W, ET*A, ET*W, A*W, and ET*A*W. Participants are selected as random 

factors. The statistical analysis included ANOVA (one per metric) and Tukey HSD post-hoc 

analysis. The interactions test is conducted for the following dependent variables: 

movement time (MT), average speed (AS), maximum speed (MS), primary sub-movement 

time (PST), primary sub-movement distance (PSD), secondary sub-movement time (SST), 

secondary sub-movement distance (SSD), error rate (ER), number of sub-movements (NS) 

and overshoot rate (OSR). 

The selected path evaluation measures provide clear insights and information on cursor 

movement and performance of point-and-click tasks by the CI-based algorithm and the 

Windows default. 

An ANOVA was conducted with the previously mentioned performance measures. For 

youths with CP, the three-way interaction effect of ET*A*W was not significant. The two-

way A*W was significant for AS (F4,2410 =6.3, P < 0.001), SSD (F4,2410 =2.3, P < 0.05) and 

OSR (F4,2410 =2.6, P < 0.04). The two-way ET*W was significant for MS (F4,2410 =4.8, P < 
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0.001), SSD (F4,2410 =2.8, P < 0.03), ER (F4,2410 =4.9, P < 0.00). The two-way ET*A was only 

significant for MS (F4,2410 =2.5, P < 0.04). All main effects were significant for ET, A, and W 

levels respectively, except OSR for A level and MS & PST for W level.  

 For TD youths, the three-way interaction effect of ET*A*W was not significant except MS 

(F8,3853 = 2.4, P < 0.02). The two-way A*W was significant for AS (F4,3853 = 14.6, P < 0.00), 

MS (F4,3853 = 2.8, P<0.03), PST (F4,3853 = 4.8, P<0.00), PSD (F4,3853 = 2.4, P<0.05), SST 

(F4,3853 = 2.9, P<0.02) and SSD (F4,3853 = 2.6, P < 0.03). The two-way ET*W was significant 

for AS (P < 0.00), MS (F4,3853 = 6.9, P<0.00), PST (F4,3853 = 3.4, P<0.01), PSD (F4,3853 = 3.9, 

P<0.00), SST (F4,3853 = 2.4, P<0.05), SSD (F4,3853 = 5.1, P < 0.00), NS (F4,3853 = 3.3, P<0.01) 

and OSR (F4,3853 = 10.8, P<0.00). The two-way ET*A was only significant for PST (F4,3853 = 

3.2, P < 0.01) and OSR (F4,3853 = 6.6, P<0.00). All main effects were significant for ET, A, 

and W levels, respectively, except OSR and ER for A level. 
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Table 6-2 Fixed factor interaction (youths with CP and TD youths) 

 Youths with CP 

 MT AS MS PST PSD SST SSD ER NS OSR 

ET 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 NS 

W 0.00 0.00 NS NS 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ET*A NS NS 0.04 NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 

ET*W NS NS 0.00 NS NS NS 0.03 0.00 NS NS 

A*W NS 0.00 NS NS NS NS 0.05 NS NS 0.04 

ET*A*W NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 

 Typically developed 

ET 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 NS 0.00 NS 

W 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 

ET*A NS NS NS 0.01 NS NS NS NS NS 0.00 

ET*W NS 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.05 0.00 NS 0.01 0.00 

A*W NS 0.00 0.03 0.00 
 

0.05 
 

0.02 0.03 NS NS NS 

ET*A*W NS NS 0.02 NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 

 

The results in Table 6-2 are summarized as follows:  

1. Experiment type (Default, CI-based (5) and CI-based (10)): MT, AS, MS, PST, 

PSD, SST, SSD, ER, NS and OSR are significantly different for both TD and youths 

with CP. 

2. Amplitude (120, 240 and 360 pixels): MT, AS, MS, PST, PSD, SST, SSD, and NS 

are significantly different for both TD and youths with CP. ER is significant for 
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youths with CP but not TD youths. TD youths and youths with CP show no 

significant differences for OSR.  

3.  Width (20, 30, and 40 pixels): MT, AS, MS, PST, PSD, SST, SSD, ER, NS and 

OSR are significantly different except MS and PST for youths with CP. 

4. Interaction between experiment type and amplitude: Youths with CP show only 

significant differences for MS. TD youths show significant differences for PST and 

OSR.  

5. Interaction between experiment type and width: Youths with CP show significant 

differences for MS, SSD, and ER and TD youths show significant differences for 

AS, MS, PST, PSD, SST, SSD, NS and OSR. 

6. Interaction between amplitude and width: Youths with CP show significant 

differences for AS, SSD, OSR and TD youths show significant differences for AS, 

MS, PST, PSD, SST and SSD. 

7. Interaction between experiment type, amplitude and width: TD youths show only 

significant differences for MS.  

 

6.4.2. Variables means across ET, A, W (youths with CP) 

Movement time (MT) 

 Average movement times for each experiment type for both youths with CP and TD youths 

are shown in Fig. 6.2 and Table 6-3. Youths with CP and TD youths displayed a significant 

increase in average MT with the proposed algorithm over the Windows default regardless 

of different target widths and movement amplitudes. There is no significant difference 

between performances of CI-based (5) and CI-based (10), although CI-based (5) produces 

lower average movement time (2531 milliseconds) for youths with CP.  
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The MT increased by 15.5% (TD) and 18.5% (youths with CP) using CI-based (10) and 

21% (TD) and 14.8% (youths with CP) using CI-based (5).  

The performance TP (Eq 2.3) has been lowered by 11.3% (TD) and 16.2% (youths with 

CP) using CI-based (10) and 15.2% (TD) and 13.4% (youths with CP) using CI-based (5). 
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Note: In all figures, * indicates significant difference between the two closest points 
vertically while + indicates significant difference between the two furthest points vertically. 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 6.2 Movement time across different experiment types: (a) youths with CP, (b) TD 
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Table 6-3 Average movement times (youths with CP and TD youths) 

Experiment type Amplitude Width 
Youths with CP 

 
Typically developed 

 

Average (SE) TP (IDs/MT) Average(SE) TP 

Default 

120 

20 2540 (161) 1.11 790(20) 3.55 

30 1721 (68) 1.35 603 (13) 3.85 

40 1566 (66) 1.28 538 (13) 3.72 

240 

20 2879 (160) 1.29 927 (20) 3.99 

30 2139 (95) 1.48 740 (22) 4.28 

40 1793 (64) 1.57 637 (13) 4.41 

360 

20 2967 (176) 1.43 1020 (27) 4.16 

30 2225 (77) 1.66 842 (19) 4.39 

40 2011 (74) 1.65 761 (25) 4.37 

All 2205 1.42 741 4.08 

CI-based (10) 

120 

20 2556 (144) 1.1 827 (21) 3.39 

30 2582 (289) 0.9 699 (20) 3.32 

40 2201 (158) 0.91 634 (22) 3.15 

240 

20 3233 (203) 1.14 1032 (25) 3.59 

30 2482 (152) 1.28 860 (25) 3.69 

40 2169 (115) 1.29 753 (17) 3.73 

360 

20 3267 (198) 1.3 1111 (28) 3.82 

30 2596 (120) 1.43 966 (26) 3.83 

40 2427 (164) 1.37 820 (17) 4.05 

All 2613 1.19 856 3.62 

CI-based (5) 

120 

20 2715 (150) 1.03 920 (23) 3.05 

30 2236 (135) 1.04 792 (25) 2.93 

40 1804 (99) 1.11 639 (18) 3.13 

240 

20 3180 (170) 1.16 1096 (27) 3.38 

30 2404 (119) 1.32 870 (22) 3.64 

40 2302 (148) 1.22 787 (21) 3.57 

360 

20 3387 (170) 1.25 1163 (27) 3.65 

30 2410 (104) 1.54 954 (24) 3.88 

40 2340 (109) 1.42 852 (23) 3.9 

All 2531 1.23 897 3.46 
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Erroneous clicks and error rate (ER)  

Average error rate and maximum number of erroneous clicks within each trial per A*W 

combination for both TD youths and youths with CP are shown in Table 6-4.  

The TD youths score the lowest ER using Windows default (6%), whereas their 

performance got worse using the CI-based algorithms (16.13% for windows size of five 

samples and 18.36% for windows size of 10 samples). For youths with CP, the ER is lower 

using Windows default (9.4%) and higher using the CI-based algorithm (13.21% and 

10.38%, respectively). Within each trial, the youths with CP produce erroneous clicks up to 

five, six, and six times using Windows default, CI-based (10), and CI-based (5), 

respectively, whereas the TD youths produce erroneous clicks up to three times using 

either Windows default or the CI-based algorithm.  

For youths with CP, the interaction between experiment type and width has a significant 

effect on ER. The Windows default and CI-based (5) sample window size produce 

significantly lower ERs at widths of 30 and 40 pixels in comparison with a width of 20 

pixels. 
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Table 6-4 Average error rate and maximum erroneous clicks (youths with CP and TD 
youths) 

Experiment type Amplitude Width 
Youths with CP Typically developed 

ER Average (%) Max EC ER Average (%) Max EC 

Default 

120 

20 13.5(3.5) 5 4.2(1.67) 2 

30 0(0) 0 6.9(2.13) 2 

40 3.1(1.8) 1 4.2(1.7) 2 

240 

20 17.9(4) 3 7.6(2.2) 2 

30 8.3(2.8) 2 6.3(2.0) 3 

40 5.2(2.3) 1 4.9(1.8) 1 

360 

20 20.8(4.2) 4 8.3(2.3) 1 

30 7.3(2.8) 2 6.9(2.1) 3 

40 8.3(2.8) 1 4.9(1.8) 2 

All 9.4 2 6 2 

CI-based (10) 

120 

20 6.3(2.7) 2 18.8(3.3) 2 

30 7.5(3) 2 14.6(3) 2 

40 12.5(3.7) 1 11.8(2.7) 3 

240 

20 13.8(3.9) 2 18.8(3.3) 2 

30 18.8(4.4) 6 19.4(3.3) 2 

40 17.5(4.3) 2 13.2(2.8) 2 

360 

20 17.5(4.3) 2 15.3(3.0) 1 

30 8.9(3.2) 3 20.1(3.4) 3 

40 16.3(4.2) 5 13.2(2.8) 2 

All 13.2 3 16.1 2 

CI-based (5) 

120 

20 9.5(3.) 3 21.5(3.4) 2 

30 8.3(2.8) 1 20.1(3.4) 2 

40 8.3(2.8) 2 23.6(3.6) 3 

240 

20 19.8(4.1) 3 22.2(3.5) 2 

30 6.3(2.5) 2 20.1(3.4) 2 

40 6.3(2.5) 1 12.5(2.8) 2 

360 

20 19.4(4.) 6 16.7(3.1) 3 

30 10.4(3.) 3 14.6(3) 2 

40 5.2(2.3) 2 13.9(2.9) 2 

All 10.4 3 18.4 2 
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Average speed (AS) and maximum speed (MS) 

Means of average speed and maximum speed for each experiment for both youths with CP 

and TD youths are shown in Fig. 6.3, Fig. 6.4 and Table 6-5.  

Youths with CP move the cursor with a significantly faster AS with the proposed algorithm 

(0.18 pixels/millisecond) than the Windows default (0.16 pixels/millisecond) regardless of 

different target widths and movement amplitudes (the proposed algorithm increased AS by 

a rate of 12.5%). In addition, the interaction between amplitude and width (p<0.05) has 

significant effects on AS, resulting in a range from maximum AS of 0.24 pixels/millisecond 

at 360 pixels amplitude and a 40 pixels width to a minimum AS of 0.11 pixels/millisecond at 

a 120 pixels amplitude and a 20 pixels width (Fig. 6.3 a (iv or vi)). 

TD youths move the cursor slightly faster with the CI-based (5) algorithm (0.37 

pixels/millisecond) than the Windows default (0.35 pixels/millisecond) and the CI-based 

(10) algorithm (0.35 pixels/millisecond, AS increased by a rate of 5.7%). In addition, the 

interaction between amplitude and either experiment type or width (p<0.05) has a 

significant effect on AS (Fig. 6.3 b). 

Youths with CP have a significantly faster speed with the proposed algorithm over the 

Windows default (1.1 pixels/millisecond) regardless of different target widths and 

movement amplitudes. There is a significant difference between performances of CI-based 

(5) and CI-based (10) algorithms (Fig. 6.4 a). The average value of MS by TD youths at the 

Windows default mode is equal to the average MS by youths with CP using the CI-based 

algorithm. For youths with CP, there is a significant interaction effect between the 

experiment type and amplitude with respect to MS (Fig. 6.4 a (iii)). CI-based algorithms 

result in a significantly higher MS at 240 and 360 pixel amplitudes than the Windows 

default. In addition, the MS is significantly higher as the amplitude increases within each 
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experiment type. The interaction of experiment type and width shows that the CI-based 

algorithms produce higher MS than the Windows default across different widths. For TD 

youths, MS is affected by the interaction of experiment type, amplitude, and width. The CI-

based algorithms were significantly faster than Windows default at each amplitude level 

and each width level, respectively. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 6.3 Average speeds across different experiment types: (a) youths with CP, (b) TD 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 6.4 Average maximum speeds across different experiment types: (a) youths with 

CP, (b) TD 
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Table 6-5 Average of average speeds (youths with CP and TD youths) 

Experiment type Amplitude Width 

Youths with CP Typically developed 

AS MS AS MS 

Average (SE) 

*10
-2 

Average (SE) 

*10
-2

 

Average (SE) 

*10
-2

 

Average (SE) 

*10
-2

 

Default 

120 

20 9 (0.3) 82 (4) 18 (0.3) 86 (3) 

30 11 (0.3) 80 (4) 23 (0.3) 103 (3) 

40 12 (0.4) 81 (4) 26 (0.5) 120 (4) 

240 

20 14 (0.4) 123 (5) 29 (0.4) 144 (3) 

30 16 (0.4) 108 (5) 36 (0.5) 166 (4) 

40 17 (0.4) 114 (6) 40 (0.5) 170 (4) 

360 

20 18 (0.6) 134 (6) 40 (0.5) 215 (5) 

30 21 (0.4) 135 (5) 47 (0.7) 215 (5) 

40 23 (0.6) 133 (5) 52 (0.7) 218 (4) 

All 16 110 35 160 

CI-based (10) 

120 

20 12 (0.4) 104 (6) 20 (0.4) 115 (3) 

30 13 (0.7) 122 (7) 24 (0.5) 120 (4) 

40 14 (0.7) 130 (9) 26 (0.6) 128 (6) 

240 

20 15 (0.6) 147 (9) 30 (0.6) 168 (4) 

30 18 (0.8) 142 (10) 37 (0.7) 201 (8) 

40 19 (0.7) 148 (9) 40 (0.8) 189 (7) 

360 

20 19 (0.6) 159 (8) 41 (0.8) 233 (7) 

30 23 (0.9) 177 (12) 47 (0.8) 239 (6) 

40 25 (0.8) 193 (13) 51 (0.8) 233 (6) 

All 18 147 35 181 

CI-based (5) 

120 

20 12(0.6) 126 (7) 25 (0.7) 145 (5) 

30 13(0.5) 121(6) 25 (0.5) 137 (4) 

40 13(0.5) 113 (6) 27 (0.5) 135 (4) 

240 

20 16(0.6) 174 (9) 35 (0.8) 207 (7) 

30 18(0.7) 163 (10) 36 (0.7) 197 (7) 

40 20(0.6) 156 (9) 41 (0.7) 209 (6) 

360 

20 19(0.7) 206 (11) 44 (0.9) 263 (8) 

30 24(0.9) 179 (9) 48 (0.8) 248 (7) 

40 25(0.6) 198 (11) 53 (0.8) 269 (8) 

All 18 160 37 201 

 

Primary sub-movement time (PST) and secondary sub-movement time (SST) 

The average time of primary sub-movement and secondary sub-movements are shown in 

Fig. 6.5, Fig. 6.6 and Table 6-6.  

The proposed algorithm significantly assisted youths with CP and TD youths in travelling 

faster toward the target before the first pause (less PST) regardless of different target 

widths and movement amplitudes. There is no significant difference between performance 
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of CI-based (5) and CI-based (10). In addition, the width has no significant effect on PST 

(Fig. 6.5).  

For TD youths, the PST using the Windows default is significantly higher than the CI-based 

algorithm at each amplitude and width (there is a significant interaction between experiment 

type and either amplitude or width) (Fig. 6.5 b).  

Youths with CP require significantly more time with additional sub-movements to reach the 

target using the proposed algorithm compared with the Windows default regardless of 

different target widths and movement amplitudes, but there is no significant difference 

between the performance of CI-based (5) and CI-based (10) algorithms. The SST using the 

Windows default across different amplitudes and widths is generally less than that of the 

proposed CI-based algorithm, but this is not significant (Fig. 6.6). When the target width is 

20 and the movement amplitudes are 120, 240 and 360 pixels, there is no significant 

difference of SST between the CI-based (5) and CI-based (10) algorithms. 

The PST has been decreased by the CI-based algorithm, but the travel time of secondary 

sub-movements negates the effect when compared with the Windows default system. It 

decreased the PST by 10.8% (youths with CP) and 12.4% (TD) using the CI-based 

algorithm with CI-based (10), and 14.7% (youths with CP) and 15.2% (TD) using CI-based 

(5). The SST increased by 27.9% (youths with CP) and 36.7% (TD) using CI-based (10), 

while with CI-based (5), the SST increased by 22.3% (youths with CP) and 50.1% (TD). 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 6.5 Average primary sub-movement times across different experiment types: (a) youths with 

CP, (b) TD 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 6.6 Average secondary sub-movements times across different experiment types: (a) youths 

with CP, (b) TD 
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Table 6-6 A summary of time and distance averages of primary and secondary sub-
movements (youths with CP and TD youths) 

Experiment type Amplitude Width 

Youths with CP Typically developed 

PST SST PST SST 

Average(SE) Average(SE) Average(SE) Average(SE) 

Default 

120 

20 475 (22) 2065 (162) 340 (13) 450 (23) 

30 417 (22) 1304 (65) 288 (9) 315 (16) 

40 418 (21) 1148 (65) 263 (8) 276 (14) 

240 

20 518 (32) 2361 (161) 406 (16) 521 (25) 

30 549 (29) 1591 (93) 382 (14) 358 (24) 

40 526 (30) 1268 (66) 371 (11) 266 (17) 

360 

20 614 (42) 2353 (177) 433 (17) 586 (33) 

30 690 (35) 1535 (82) 467 (16) 374 (23) 

40 647 (33) 1365 (75) 449 (12) 312 (27) 

All 526 1666 378 384 

CI-based (10) 

120 

20 361 (21) 2195 (141) 266 (8) 561 (23) 

30 390 (26) 2192 (178) 258 (8) 441 (22) 

40 413 (67) 1788 (144) 249 (7) 385 (24) 

240 

20 474 (32) 2759 (206) 371 (13) 661 (28) 

30 447 (30) 2035 (157) 315 (11) 545 (27) 

40 443 (25) 1725 (117) 354 (13) 399 (19) 

360 

20 576 (41) 2692 (193) 381 (17) 730 (32) 

30 543 (35) 2053 (124) 381 (14) 586 (30) 

40 510 (35) 1917 (166) 406 (14) 414 (22) 

All 469 2151 331 525 

CI-based (5) 

120 

20 347 (17) 2369 (147) 264(10) 656 (22) 

30 386 (21) 1850 (134) 263 (8) 529 (26) 

40 328 (17) 1476 (98) 255 (7) 383 (19) 

240 

20 440 (24) 2740 (169) 341 (12) 756 (29) 

30 434 (23) 1969 (121) 347 (12) 523 (25) 

40 468 (22) 1834 (149) 315 (11) 472 (23) 

360 

20 536 (32) 2851 (169) 357 (14) 806 (33) 

30 534 (32) 1876 (105) 382 (13) 572 (28) 

40 563 (36) 1777 (105) 359 (13) 494 (26) 

All 448 2082 320 577 
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Primary sub-movement distance (PSD) and secondary sub-movement 

distance (SSD) 

Average travelled distance of primary sub-movement and secondary sub-movements are 

shown in Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8.  

Youths with CP move the cursor further in the primary sub-movement to reach the target 

using the proposed algorithm with CI-based (5) compared with Windows default and CI-

based (10) regardless of different target widths and movement amplitudes (Fig. 6.7.a.i and 

6.7.a.ii). 

TD youths move the cursor further in the primary sub-movement to reach the target using 

CI-based (5) than when using CI-based (10) and Windows default. The significant 

interaction between experiment type and width on the primary sub-movement indicates the 

significant difference of PSD between the CI-based (5) and the other two types at each 

width level. 

Youths with CP significantly travels further in secondary sub-movements to reach the target 

using the proposed algorithm compared to the Windows default regardless of different 

target widths and movement amplitudes. There is no significant difference between 

performances of window size (five versus 10 samples), although the CI-based (5) algorithm 

results in less distance being travelled in the secondary sub-movements than the CI-based 

(10) algorithm. 

For youths with CP and TD youths, the interaction between width and either experiment 

type or amplitude had an effect on the SSD. The SSD travelled using the windows default 

across different widths is generally less than by the proposed CI-based algorithm. 

However, there is no significant difference when the target width is 20 and the movement 

amplitude varies between 240 and 360 pixels. There is no significant difference of SSD 

between the CI-based (5) and CI-based (10) algorithms.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 6.7 Average primary sub-movement distances across different experiment types: (a) youths 

with CP, (b) TD 
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(a) 

 
(b)

 
Figure 6.8 Average secondary sub-movement distances across different experiment types: 

(a) youths with CP, (b) TD 
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Number of sub-movements (NS) and overshoot rate (OSR)  

The average NS and OSR for both TD youths and youths with CP are shown in Table 6-7.  

For youths with CP, the NS (including the primary sub-movement) is significantly increased 

by using a CI-based (10) (12 sub-movements) and CI-based (5) (11 sub-movements) 

algorithm compared to the Windows default (eight sub-movements). However, for TD 

youths, there is a slight increase in the NS using the CI-based algorithm with an average of 

four sub-movements for both CI-based (5) and CI-based (10) compared to the Windows 

default (three sub-movements). In addition, for TD youths, the interaction between 

experiment type and width had a significant effect on NS. 

The Windows default produces significantly lower sub-movement corrections than the CI-

based algorithm at each width level; the NS at the 20 pixel width for each experiment level 

is significantly higher than at the 30 and 40 pixel widths. The CI-based (5) algorithm at the 

20 pixel width level produces the highest NS corrections from five to six.  

Youths with CP tend to overshoot during point-and-click computer tasks more than TD 

youths. The OSR of youths with CP using the Windows default mode is 40% compared 

with 15% for TD youths. In addition, the percentage rose considerably especially for TD 

youths, and while the OSR also significantly rose for youths with CP, it did so at a lower 

rate. For TD youths, there is significant interaction between experiment type and amplitude, 

which affects the OSR. An interpretation is that the impact of the experiment type depends 

on the amplitude and vice versa. Across different amplitudes, the OSR for each experiment 

type is significantly different. For example, the results for an amplitude of 120 pixels are 

17% for the Windows default, 41% for the CI-based (10), and 66% for the CI-based (5), but 

there is no significant difference between OSRs across amplitudes within each experiment 

type (p = 1.06). A similar scenario was presented for the interaction effect on the overshoot 

between experiment type and width. 
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Table 6-7 Average number of sub-movements and overshoot rate (youths with CP and TD 
youths) 

Experiment type Amplitude Width 

Youths with CP Typically developed 

NS OSR (%) NS OSR (%) 

Average(SE) Average(SE) Average(SE) Average(SE) 

Default 

120 

20 9(0.61) 53(5) 3(0.16) 20(3) 
30 7(0.45) 34(5) 3(0.13) 13(3) 
40 7(0.44) 30(5) 2(0.12) 19(3) 

240 

20 12(0.82) 57(5) 4(0.17) 21(3) 
30 7(0.42) 36(5) 3(0.16) 7(2) 
40 6(0.43) 22(4) 2(0.11) 6(2) 

360 

20 11(0.78) 51(5) 4(0.22) 25(4) 
30 8(0.45) 43(5) 3(0.15) 14(3) 
40 6(0.42) 31(5) 2(0.16) 12(3) 

All 8 40 3 15 

CI-based (10) 

120 

20 14(0.87) 65(5) 5(0.2) 52(4) 
30 13(0.98) 68(5) 4(0.17) 38(4) 
40 10(0.7) 55(6) 3(0.16) 33(4) 

240 

20 15(0.84) 71(5) 5(0.21) 67(4) 
30 13(0.89) 54(6) 4(0.2) 54(4) 
40 10(0.57) 48(6) 3(0.15) 39(4) 

360 

20 15(1.07) 70(5) 5(0.2) 66(4) 
30 12(0.78) 68(5) 4(0.18) 57(4) 
40 10(0.78) 55(6) 3(0.16) 40(4) 

All 12 62 4 50 

CI-based (5) 

120 

20 12(0.68) 80(4) 5(0.19) 85(3) 
30 9(0.62) 60(5) 4(0.23) 65(4) 
40 8(0.5) 54(5) 3(0.16) 48(4) 

240 

20 13(0.76) 89(3) 6(0.23) 83(3) 
30 11(0.64) 57(5) 4(0.19) 62(4) 
40 10(0.77) 54(5) 3(0.16) 52(4) 

360 

20 14(0.77) 78(4) 6(0.25) 85(3) 
30 10(0.68) 68(5) 4(0.2) 61(4) 
40 9(0.54) 49(5) 4(0.18) 45(4) 

All 11 65 4 65 
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6.5. DISCUSSION 

Question 6.1. Does the proposed algorithm enhance the performance of point-and-

click task conducted by youths with CP? The conventional speed performance is 

evaluated by movement time and the conventional accuracy performance is 

evaluated by error rate.  

Hypothesis 6.1.1: The proposed algorithm will increase the average speed and decrease 

the movement time and average error rate. 

 

In the performance evaluation of the CI-based algorithm by conventional measures, MT, 

ER and TP show the inefficiency of the proposed algorithm overall compared with the 

Windows default system (higher MT, ER and TP produced by the proposed algorithm). 

However, the CI-based algorithm exhibited benefits in terms of AS, MS, and the primary 

sub-movement phase. 

For both TD youths and youths with CP, the AS per point-and-click trial and the average 

MS increased by using the CI-based algorithm compared with Windows default. 

The algorithm did not improve the pointing task for youths with CP; the ER and maximum 

number of erroneous clicks within each trial are slightly higher than Windows default. 

However, the algorithm enhanced the performance of the primary sub-movement (less time 

and nearly equal distance compared with Windows default). It had the opposite effect on 

secondary sub-movements. It made the user lose control when the cursor speeds reached 

higher levels, resulting in overshoot movements, requiring more sub-movements to correct 

the movement toward the target. 

The significant interaction between experiment type and amplitude affected OSR for TD 

youths (higher OSR by the CI-based algorithm) and the insignificant difference of OS 

across amplitudes for TD youths and youths with CP suggest that the CI-based algorithm 
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deteriorates the cursor control, especially for TD youths, who have more control and 

stability of movement than youths with CP. This can be viewed as the rapid increase of 

sub-movement corrections and SSD when using the CI-based algorithm compared with the 

Windows default. 

The CI increases using the CI-based algorithms compared with the Windows default mode. 

The CI is the ratio of the total distance travelled and the start-end movement amplitude. 

The travelled distance is the sum of PSD and SSD. The PSD did not show any difference 

across different experiment types within each amplitude level, but SSD did significantly 

increase using CI-based algorithms compared to the Windows default mode across each 

movement amplitude. Therefore, the CI increased using a CI-based algorithm compared 

with the Windows default mode (CI and MT are positively correlated as found in the non-

linear model).  

The PST significantly decreased by CI-based algorithms compared with the Windows 

default mode. In addition, the PSD did not show any difference between the CI-based 

algorithms and the default mode (for both TD and CP). Both SST and SSD increased using 

CI-based algorithms compared to the default mode for both TD and CP. These two findings 

suggest the control is lost after the primary sub-movement.  

The AS for both TD and youths with CP is faster using the CI-based algorithm but this 

increase did not reduce the movement time compared to the default mode. This is 

explained by the fact that the user starts with a straight movement which leads to an 

increase in C-D gain and causes the user to overshoot. At this point, the user makes 

another sub-movement to correct the prior movement. The CI starts to increase causing the 

C-D gain to go down during the sub-movement correction. The user might move straight 

again during the sub-movement, which increases the C-D gain and likely travels further 

than the target while attempting to return after overshoot. This behaviour is explained by an 

increase in SSD, CI and OSR, AS (the user continues to travel at higher speed until target 
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acquisition) and erroneous clicks (the user attempts to click on the target when he/she gets 

closer but the control is lost during the fluctuation of C-D gain changes) (see Fig 6.9).   

 

 
Figure 6.9 Cursor movement by youths with CP: CI-based (10), W: 20 pixels, A: 120 pixels, 

Target location: 1800, blue and red circles are sub-movements. Blue-shaded circle is the 
end-point click 

 

The Angle Mouse [52] study was used to dynamically adjust the pointer speed between 3 

and 10 based on angular deviations for motion-impaired users. It aimed to decrease the 

movement time during the secondary sub-movements. It improved the performance of 

pointing by motion-impaired users and significantly decreased the NS. However, the results 

of this research were the opposite. 

The PointAssist study on elderly people [39, 40] whose motor control lacks sophistication 

showed no significant advantages on MT, NS and NSO (target re-entry). The results are 

similar to PointAssist, although it aimed to enhance accuracy and this research aimed to 

enhance speed according to the finding in chapter 3. The DMS algorithm improved the 

performance (MT) at longer amplitudes, but the algorithm did indicate the need to improve 

the performance of secondary sub-movements. The window size had a variable influence 
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on path measures; the five-sample window size produced faster modification in C-D gain 

than the 10-sample window size. For youths with CP, the five-sample window size allows 

the user to quickly reach an MS and the target compared with the 10-sample window size. 

This can be seen by reduced PST and SST when using the five-sample windows size. This 

is because the 10-sample window size takes longer to modify the C-D gain, especially 

during the corrective sub-movements, whereas the user needs robust control of the cursor. 

The five-sample window size provides better accuracy pointing than the 10-sample window 

size. 

The 20 pixel width required more sub-movement correction and SSD, suggesting that when 

designing small icons, incorporating a pointing accuracy algorithm similar to PointAssist 

would help during sub-movement corrections. PointAssist found that the algorithm had a 

significant effect on an 16 pixel width for children [40]. 

 

The hypothesis has been found true for average speed, but not for the movement time and 

error rate, due to the increase of average time during secondary sub-movements and loss 

of control during corrective sub-movements.  

6.6. STUDY LIMITATION 

The study is limited by a lack of training. People are used to using the Windows default 

settings. Some people may adapt to better control the cursor after practice and the 

algorithm may then improve the performance. In addition, the number of participants with 

CP is not large due to the difficulty of finding youths who fit the experiment criteria. 
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6.7. CONCLUSION 

The overall performance of the CI-based algorithm, for both TD and youths with cerebral 

palsy, is less than the Windows default system, but there is a possibility to enhance this 

performance by decreasing the secondary sub-movements time. The primary sub-

movement is faster with the algorithm than with the Windows default mode.  

6.8. CONTRIBUTION 

A potential dynamic C-D adjustments algorithm has been developed which needs 

enhancement in secondary sub-movements to assist youths with CP to access computers 

through point-and-click tasks.  

6.9. FUTURE WORK 

Future work will include performance enhancements in the secondary sub-movements 

phase, such as limiting extreme speeds to provide users with more control of the cursor 

during secondary sub-movements, or triggering a control mode once the NS goes over a 

threshold, to provide more robust control during sub-movement corrections. Clamping 

extreme speeds and control mode triggering can be implemented by dynamic adjustments 

of C-D gain. Another recommendation is a switch from the CI-based algorithm mode to 

Windows default mode once the cursor speed reaches an upper threshold speed and a 

switch from Windows default to the CI-based algorithm mode once the speed crosses a 

lower threshold speed. 
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7. GENERAL DISCUSSION 

This research investigated the adaptive C-D gain for target acquisition using point-and-click 

by youths with CP. The main three target acquisition components are: interaction methods 

(point-and-click computer tasks); interaction devices (standard mouse); and interface 

design (Fitts‟s law). For youths with CP, point-and-click is the most common interaction 

methods, a standard mouse is the most widely used input device, but the interface design 

varies a lot. Fitts‟s law is a common model used to evaluate the performance of computer 

user interfaces. Hwang et al. [25] found high variability of movement times of point-and-

click computer tasks for youths with upper limb impairment, suggesting that Fitts‟s law 

model did not agree with movements by youths with CP using a point-and-click interface. 

To investigate this, they applied sub-movement analysis (the optimized initial impulse 

model). The sub-movement analysis is based on path evaluation measures, which provide 

numerical representation of cursor movement. It is used to understand the differences 

between TD and youths with CP across many experiment factors such as movement 

amplitude, target width, algorithm type and impairment degree (MACS level).  

 Chapter 3 shows that the movement time does not correlate strongly with the ID, 

suggesting the existence of pauses; MACS level IV participants showed high variability. 

Therefore, a new model of movement time, the optimized initial impulse model, was 

developed (chapter 5). The model was conceptually derived from the inclusion of human 

factors as independent variables to constrain the causes of movement time variability 

(similar to the SH-model concept). The ballistic-like form of the model with human effects 

was selected using AIC. The options were: SH-model; Fitts‟s law with original width; Fitts‟s 

law with effective width; ballistic-like without human effects; and Fitts-like with/without 

human effects models. This model reflects the movement as described by the optimized 
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initial impulse model. In an ideal case, when the user moves in a straight line from target-

to-target (CI becomes 1) and produces no erroneous clicks, corrective sub-movements, or 

slip-offs, the movement time model is reduced to two independent variables; human effect 

(reciprocal AS); and system effect (ID or movement amplitude).  

In addition, the rapidity measures correlate better with the degree of impairment (MACS) 

than accuracy measures (chapter 3), suggesting the need to develop a rapidity 

enhancement algorithm in the motor space. The selection of developing an algorithm-

based on C-D gain in motor space is due to the fact that youths with CP are primarily motor 

process disabled, although previous research considers the main damaged process is 

motor (spastic, unbalanced and involuntary movement) [1]. 

 The CI-based algorithm is based on the non-linear ballistic-like model with human effects 

developed in chapter 5 and aims to enhance the rapidity performance of youths with CP 

during point-and-click tasks.  

This chapter discusses the six research questions in detail. It is followed by a discussion of 

the limitations of this work and provides some possible directions for future research. 

7.1. ANSWERING THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

This part addresses the six research questions in three sections. 

 

7.1.1. Investigation of point-and-click tasks conducted by youths 

with CP 

 

Question 3.1. When developing a model of human-computer motion, which rapidity 

and accuracy features correlate best with the index of difficulty (ID) of a point-and-

click task and MACS level? 
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The conventional rapidity and accuracy measures of point-and-click computer tasks are 

movement time and error rate. The results of rapidity measures show that movement time, 

acceleration to deceleration cycles and average speed are good correlated measures with 

the ID and are also affected by MACS levels. However, the accuracy measures are not 

affected by MACS levels. As a result, a customizable algorithm was developed to enhance 

movement time, zero acceleration and average speed for each MACS level. A similar 

approach can be followed in developing an algorithm to enhance performance for different 

indices of difficulty. This motivated the modelling of movement time (chapter 5) prior to the 

developments of a CI-based algorithm to enhance performance during point-and-click 

computer tasks (chapter 6).  

 

Question 3.2. How much of a role does the degree of impairment affect the path 

measures? 

The degree of impairment based on MACS level had effects on movement time, reaction 

time (response time) and error rate; higher MACS level causes an increase in movement 

and reaction times and as well as a higher error rate. The relationship between MACS level 

and reaction time is unknown and interestingly requires further investigation. Results show 

that MACS level IV participants show high variability in movement time and reaction time, 

limiting the application of these data to the development of a usable algorithm. Similar 

variability in movement time was found by Hwang et al. [25]. As a result, youths with MACS 

III and MACS IV impairment level were excluded in the experiments conducted in chapters 

5 and 6. 

 

Question 3.3. Does the new proposed linearity index (LI) correlate with rapidity and 

accuracy path measures better than the curvature index (CI)? 
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For both TD youth and youths with CP, The ID is significantly correlated with the following 

measures: rapidity – movement time, average speed and zero acceleration crossings; and 

accuracy – trajectory distance, LI, index of vertical component and index of horizontal 

component. Models for those who are TD should also include index of diagonal component 

and CI. The new proposed measures have the potential to be good correlated measures 

with the ID for both TD and youths with CP by including a range of angular deviations. The 

LI can be used to dynamically change the cursor speed to achieve higher point-and-click 

performance. 

 

 Question 3.4. Do participants with CP target the same position as TD participants? 

TD youths and youths with CP tend to click on the first half of target. As the width gets 

larger the end points are clicked closer to the outer wall of the first half of the target (ratio of 

A‟/A decreases as width increases. The readjustment of end points means that the effective 

width starts from the centre of the original target rather than centre of the first half, 

suggesting the readjustment should involve the movement amplitude. The uncertainty of 

end points distribution and high variability of movement time produced by youths with CP 

were the motivation to re-model the movement time as discussed in chapter 5 (point-and-

click computer tasks modelling). 

The impairment does not have impact of end-point distribution due to insignificant 

difference compared to TD youths.  

 

7.1.2. Modelling of point-and-click computer tasks  

Question 5.1. Does the incorporation of the human effect with the system effect 

(either ID or movement amplitude) provide a more robust model of predicting 

movement time? 
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The previous four questions indicated the need to design a rapidity algorithm to enhance 

the performance for point-and-click computer tasks. Movement time is a conventional 

rapidity measure, but cursor movement by youths with CP is not fully explained by Fitts‟s 

law (movement time and ID did not correlate strongly). Therefore, a robust model of 

movement time prediction was required prior to rapidity algorithm design.  

The concept of a more developed model for movement time prediction is derived from the 

SH-model which includes human factors. The developed model predicts the movement 

time better than Fitts's law based on effective width and the SH-model which predicts the 

movement time better than Fitts's law based on effective width. The exponents show that 

the amplitude (A), CI and AS have a greater effect for TD and MACS I than MACS II, NS, 

ES and NSO affects MACS II by a greater amount compared to TD and MACS II. The 

movement time by the non-linear developed model is given by: 

TD 

                                                                         
 

(7.1) 

MACS I 

                                                                         
 

(7.2) 

MACS II 

                                                                        

(7.3) 

The inclusion of human factors, EC, NS, CI, NSO and AS, improved the prediction of 

movement time per point-and-click task trial. The model is a reflection of performance rate 

per trial. The model generally characterizes the sub-movement such as NS and average 

time constant of each sub-movement added to the total movement time. The ideal scenario 
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of the optimized initial impulse model is one primary sub-movement with a CI value of one, 

no erroneous click and slip-offs. It therefore results in a model that is affected only by the 

two independent variables: SE (amplitude); and human effect (AS).  

One of the obstacles encountered during the development of a usable interface is the high 

variability of point-and-click task movement time [25]. Therefore, it was required to apply 

different path measures to reveal a better understanding of cursor movements to develop a 

usable interface. However, this research constrained the independent variables that cause 

the high variability of movement time in this model.  

The model has a potential use in comparing various pointing input devices and algorithms 

by changing one independent variable and fixing others, similar to the SH-model. This may 

provide a more detailed evaluation mechanism of the usable devices and algorithms. A 

good example is the influence of an erroneous click or CI to the total movement time may 

be lower for a certain device, suggesting a possible indication that it is easier to correct or 

travel smoothly.  

The model selection has been based on AIC which is a better method for non-linear 

modelling than R2. The model has the potential to be enhanced, such as combining the 

effect of numbers of slip-offs and sub-movements. However, no interaction between the 

two variables was found (VIF is less than 10).  

7.1.3. Conclusion: can the CI-based algorithm be used for point-

and-click computers rather than the default system mode?  

Question 6.1. Does the proposed algorithm enhance the performance of point-and-

click tasks conducted by youths with CP? 

The CI is affected by C-D gain. To address the differences in the model as a result of CI 

(see model), an algorithm based on C-D gain was developed. The inclusion of artificial 

intelligence to dynamically adjust the C-D gain to enhance the performance of point-and-
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click computer tasks for people who require special assistance (elderly, youths with upper 

limb impairment) has a short history of development and needs more focus to provide 

sophisticated self-learning and self-adjusting algorithms. This includes algorithms that 

adapt to provide appropriate window size for better performance during cursor movements.  

The algorithm showed advantages over the default system mode in terms of AS and MS. 

However, it showed poorer results than the default system mode in terms of movement 

time, TP, secondary sub-movements, time and distance, erroneous clicks, ER, NS and 

OSR. In general, there is no difference for PSD between a CI-based algorithm and the 

default system mode at each movement amplitude and target width, respectively.  

The development of a CI-based algorithm followed a structured research study finding that 

the CI is the largest contributor to the movement time. The conceptual idea is to use 

differential CI (CI-1) to speed up or slower the cursor. The CI-based algorithm is negated 

by diminished speed and accuracy during secondary sub-movements. The next iteration of 

the algorithm enhancement should include contributions from the other effects that were 

evident in the models. For example, changes to AS and NS should be better incorporated 

to enable better performance of both primary and secondary sub-movements to achieve a 

performance that allow youths with CP to use the point-and-click in daily life computer tasks 

such as web-browsing. As well as algorithm enhancement, it is important to allow 

participants to conduct training on algorithms. 

7.2. LIMITATIONS  

There are number of limitations, which are set out below in order of importance:  

7.2.1. Difficulty of recruiting youths with CP 

The number of participants with CP for chapters 3, 5 and 6 were 29, 11 and 6 respectively. 

It became difficult to find participants for the study who had not previously participated. As 
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the study progressed (2010-2014), an increase in tablet access was observed. This limited 

the participants‟ number of the study using a standard mouse at later stages. The inclusion 

of additional participants would have made the model and the algorithm more robust. 

However, it is also important to integrate the information observed from these participants 

in the improvement of the new algorithm. Neilsen‟s rule of five [99, 100] suggests that 

iterative changes should be made and tested with only five users during each iteration. 

Continuous iterative improvement to this model using five new users at each step until no 

more changes to the algorithm are required would allow for the development of a more 

robust and usable model. 

7.2.2. Number of testing iterations versus time availability 

Time plays a vital factor in algorithm development. It takes long time to improve, re-debug 

and integrate new features to the software. The major contributions of this thesis included a 

better understanding of how the user uses a mouse to access a computer (defining user 

needs from an engineering perspective) by collecting data and then modelling the 

movement. The first step in the algorithm development is also presented. However, 

significant additional research will be needed to take this algorithm to a fully implementable 

algorithm through an iterative process. It was hoped through this research that the 

algorithm would show increased efficiency of target acquisition by the user after the initial 

development, but have found like any engineering design that iterative development will be 

required entailing algorithm testing, analysing and re-designing. Although this research will 

be undertaken, it lies beyond the scope of this doctoral work.  

7.2.3. Software development  

The developed software has overcome some of the problems encountered by the previous 

software platforms including FittsStudy and MTE which are restricted in the definition of 

sub-movements. In the software, the sub-movement pause is defined at zero 
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pixel/millisecond. In the future, it will be beneficial if the software is provided with a panel to 

define the sub-movement in terms of TRD, speed, acceleration, and direction change. The 

user has the ability to define the sub-movement criterion that suits the experiment results 

and the ability to obtain detailed information about the cursor movement.  

The software is restricted in controlled experiment tapping tasks which might not reflect real 

world pointing tasks. In future experiment, the tapping tasks will be reflective of the real 

world in a format like surveys or web-browsing.  

The software is restricted in terms of statistical analysis such as ANOVA and post-hoc. 

These analyses could provide an informative summary of path evaluation measures among 

different A*W combinations. This will provide the experimenter a fast preview of how the 

participant performs. 

7.3. FUTURE RESEARCH 

This section discusses potential future work. First, the level of impairment should be 

researched in more depth to form a more comprehensive understanding of the three 

phases of information processing (motor, cognitive, and perception). Results of this 

research have shown that the RT has a linear trend with impairment level (MACS). Finding 

how cerebral palsy affects each information process (motor, cognition, and perception) at 

each MACS level will help us in further investigating the effect of impaired processes on 

cursor movement. Therefore, the proposed algorithm will be further developed in visual 

space as well as in motor space.  

Secondly, further development of the CTA software will allow the user to define sub-

movements in terms of distance, speed, and acceleration. Moreover, interactive plots of 

different formulas will be added. Examples of real-world experiments such as surveys will 

be included to mimic, simulate, and understand user behaviour in an uncontrolled 
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experiment. To minimise the CTA software limitation, the source code is placed online, so 

people can improve the code and use the software for their experiments.  

Thirdly, as discussed in chapter 6, the proposed algorithm has the potential for 

development, especially in secondary sub-movements. The addition of a new enhancement 

mode (such as threshold speed which triggers a function to drop the C-D gain similar to 

PointAssist) or path evaluation measures (such NS and movement direction changes) 

could assist us in upgrading the overall performance of the point-and-click tasks for youths 

diagnosed with cerebral palsy.  

7.4. CONTRIBUTIONS 

The major contributions of this thesis to the field of HCI for people with CP are as follows:  

1. An evaluation of how efficiently users acquire targets using “point-and-click” has 

been taken. It was determined that the simple Fitts‟s model does not apply to youths 

with CP as movement time has high variability across MACS levels. 

2. A non-linear model was developed to better explain the movement time variability 

and understand the point-and-click computer tasks for both TD youths and youths 

with CP. The non-linear developed model allows combining the system effect with 

human effect to explain the variability in movement time of point-and-click tasks. 

3. It was determined that the rapidity measures are affected by MACS levels. A 

potential dynamic C-D adjustments algorithm was developed to enhance movement 

time and average speed. This is the first in a series of iterations that will allow for a 

better target acquisition algorithm via point-and-click tasks. 
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Appendix  

Linear regression code 

 

public void correlation plot(Regression R, List<double> X, List<double> Y, string 
legend, double range , string dependent , string indpendent) 
        { 
             
             
             
           
            double correlation = Math.Round(corr.GetPearson(X.ToArray(), 
Y.ToArray()), 2); 
            double a = 0, b = 0; 
            corr.slope(X.ToArray(), Y.ToArray(), ref a, ref b); 
            a = Math.Round(a, 2); 
            b = Math.Round(b, 2); 
            R.scatter.Series[0].LegendText = legend + " (R): " + 
correlation.ToString() ; 
 
            double p1 = a + b * X.Min(); 
            double p2 = a + b *X.Max(); 
 
            R.scatter.ChartAreas[0].AxisX.Minimum = Math.Round(X.Min() - range, 2); 
            R.scatter.ChartAreas[0].AxisX.Maximum = Math.Round(X.Max() + range, 2); 
 
            for (int i = 0; i < Y.Count; i++) 
            { 
                // Add series. 
 
                R.scatter.Series[0].Points.AddXY(Math.Round(X[i], 2), Y[i]); 
 
            } 
 
            R.scatter.Series[1].Points.AddXY(Math.Round(X.Min(), 2), p1); 
            R.scatter.Series[1].Points.AddXY(Math.Round(X.Max(), 2), p2); 
           R.scatter.Series[1].Color = Color.Red; 
           if (b >= 0) 
           { 
               R.scatter.Series[1].LegendText = "\n" + dependent + "= " + a + "+" + b 
+ indpendent; 
           } 
           else 
           { 
 
               R.scatter.Series[1].LegendText = "\n" + dependent + "= " + a + "-" + 
Math.Abs(b) + indpendent; 
 
           } 
            R.Visible = true; 
            R.Show(); 
 
        } 
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//class------------------------------------------------------- 

class correlation 
    { 
        public  double GetPearson(double[] x, double[] y) 
        { 
            //will regularize the unusual case of complete correlation 
            const double TINY = 1.0e-20; 
            int j, n = x.Length; 
            Double yt, xt; 
            Double syy = 0.0, sxy = 0.0, sxx = 0.0, ay = 0.0, ax = 0.0; 
 
            ax = x.Average(); 
            ay = y.Average(); 
 
            for (j = 0; j < n; j++) 
            { 
                // compute correlation coefficient 
                xt = x[j] - ax; 
                yt = y[j] - ay; 
                sxx += xt * xt; 
                syy += yt * yt; 
                sxy += xt * yt; 
            } 
            double r = sxy / (Math.Sqrt(sxx * syy) + TINY); 
 
            return r; 
        } 
        public void slope(double[] x, double[] y , ref double a, ref double b) 
        { 
 
            double xAvg = 0; 
 
            double yAvg = 0; 
 
 
 
            xAvg = x.Average(); 
 
            yAvg = y.Average(); 
 
 
 
            double v1 = 0; 
 
            double v2 = 0; 
 
 
 
            for (int i = 0; i <x.Length ; i++) 
            { 
 
                v1 += (x[i] - xAvg) * (y[i] - yAvg); 
 
                v2 += Math.Pow(x[i] - xAvg, 2); 
 
            } 
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             b = v1 / v2; 
 
             a = yAvg - b* xAvg; 
 
           
 
        } 
 
    } 

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Project title: Understanding features of computer cursor movement when using a mouse 
Name(s) of Researcher(s): Amur Almanji (PhD student) 
Name(s) of Supervisors: Dr Claire Davies 
Contact Email: aalm759@auckland.ac.nz 
 
Researcher introduction  
My name is Amur Almanji. I am a doctoral student in the Department of Mechanical 
Engineering/ Faculty of Engineering at the University of Auckland. My research area is 
human machine interaction via pointing devices.  My current project is to understand 
computer mouse movement of motion-impaired users.  
  
Project description and invitation  
This research is being carried out to develop better user interfaces for individuals with 
motion impairment which results from cerebral palsy (CP). Individuals with motion-
impairment encounter difficulties when communicating and accessing education tools when 
using computers.   Understanding how the information from visual stimulus enables target 
selection via hand movement when conducting computer tasks will assist us in designing a 
friendly user interface.  
 
This particular part of the study involves the evaluation of purpose-developed software to 
measure movement time, reaction time and cursor movement patterns. The software 
measures the trajectory paths and evaluates features of these trajectories.  Once we better 
understand the features of mouse trajectories, we can develop models to make it easier to 
conduct point-and-click tasks.   
 
You will use a mouse as a pointing device in “Point-and-click” tasks. The screen cursor 
movement will be acquired by software developed by the primary researcher (Amur 
Almanji).   
 
The project will include videotaping of upper arm movement excluding the participant face 
to preserve the anonymity of participant. The participation is entirely voluntary.    
 
Project Procedures 
If, after reading this information sheet, you choose to participate, you must also read and 
sign the consent form before commencing the experiment. The consent form will be kept at 

Participant Information Sheet 

Old Choral Hall 

2nd Floor, Room 104.125, 5-7 Symonds Street 

Auckland 1142, New Zealand 

Telephone 64 9 373 7599 ext.88674 

Email: aalm759@aucklanduni.ac.nz  

www.mech.auckland.ac.nz/uoa/ 
 

The University of Auckland 

Private Bag 92019 

Auckland 1142 

New Zealand 
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the University premises in a locked cabinet by supervisor of the primary researcher, Dr. 
Claire Davies.  
 
The computer task testing is expected to take approximately 2 hours. There are no risks of 
involvement other than minor hand irritation if you do not typically use a mouse for 
computer access.   
 
The study is composed of two phases. The goal of the first phase is to find the cycle times 
of perception; cognitive and motor processes. This involves mouse clicking on the screen. 
The second phase is divided into sub-stages to investigate the effect of perception, 
cognitive and motor processes with a variey of target sizes and distances. The second 
phase requires movement toward a target and then clicking.  
 
Inclusion criteria:   
All individuals with cerebral palsy over sixteen years of age will be eligible to participate in 
the study. 
 
Data collected:  
Age, gender, MACS level and GMFCS (gross motor function classification) will be 
collected. For the task evaluation, arm movement will be videotaped and movement time 
toward targets on a screen will also be collected (no faces will be filmed). This information 
can be obtained without access to the healthcare records. 
 
Methods:  
We will collect data from up to 40 adolescents with cerebral palsy attending outpatient 
clinics or therapy sessions as well as advertising for subjects on the website of the Cerebral 
Palsy Society of New Zealand and local newspapers.  
 
Analysis:  
Descriptive analysis of computer access of the group of youth with cerebral palsy will be 
undertaken.  Whilst not a random sample it should give an indication of the current state of 
computer access by youth with cerebral palsy in New Zealand. During the computer testing 
phase, sub-movement analysis such as movement time and reaction time etc for specific 
tasks will be recorded. 
 
Data storage/retention/destruction/future use 
Data will be collected in real time. This will be processed online and used as a control input, 
the result of which will be visual. Additionally, data may be stored electronically for future 
reference. As well as the electronic data, we will videotape upper arm movement. The data, 
both video-tapes and electronic data, will be stored in password protected university 
computers hard drives at The University of Auckland accessed only by myself and my 
supervisors.  If after six years the data is not still in use or required, the data will be 
destroyed via deletion. 
 
If you wish to receive a summary of the findings, please ask the primary researcher. 
 
Right to Withdraw from Participation: You have the right to withdraw from participation at 
any time and have two weeks following your data collection to inform us if you would like 
your data deleted and not used in the study. 
 
Anonymity and Confidentiality  
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The names of the participants will be kept anonymous.  Only the consent form will link the 
name of the individual to the participant number given on the day of the experiment.  
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Contact details  
 
Primary researcher(s) 

1. Amur Almanji 
Address: 5-7 Symonds Street, Old Choral Hall, Room 104.125, Desk 20 
Email: aalm759@auckland.ac.nz 

 
Supervisors: 

1. Dr Claire Davies 
Address: Room 1.916, City Campus, 20 Symonds Street 
Auckland 
Phone: +64 9 373 7599 ext 88178 
Email: c.davies@auckland.ac.nz  
 

2. Prof  Rob Amor 
 Address: Computer Science Building, Room 487, Department of Computer Science 
 University of Auckland 
 Private Bag 92019 
 Auckland 1142 
 New Zealand 
 Phone: +64-9-373 7599 ext 83068 

 Email: trebor@cs.auckland.ac.nz 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:aalm759@auckland.ac.nz
mailto:c.davies@auckland.ac.nz
mailto:trebor@cs.auckland.ac.nz
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CONSENT FORM  

THIS FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF 6 YEARS 

 

Project title: Understanding features of computer cursor movement when using a 

mouse 

Name(s) of Researcher(s): Amur Almanji 

 

I have read the Participant Information Sheet; have understood the nature of the research and why I have been 

selected. I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have them answered to my satisfaction.  

 • I agree to take part in this research.      Yes  / No 

  

 • I understand that I am free to withdraw my participation at any time, and to withdraw any data 

traceable to me up to two weeks following my participation.      

          Yes  / No 

  

 • I agree to take experiment which will take 2 hours.      

          Yes  / No 

  

 • I understand that the signal acquisition device is safe (mouse).   Yes  / No 

 

 • I consent for my motions to be videotaped (excluding the face)  Yes  / No 

 

 • I wish to have the opportunity to review my tapes.    Yes  / No 

 

 • I wish to receive a summary of findings.      Yes  / No 

Old Choral Hall 

2nd Floor, Room 104.125, 5-7 Symonds Street 

Auckland 1142, New Zealand 

Telephone 64 9 373 7599 ext.88674 

Email: aalm759@aucklanduni.ac.nz  

www.mech.auckland.ac.nz/uoa/ 

 

The University of Auckland 

Private Bag 92019 
Auckland 1142 

New Zealand 
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• I understand that if after six years the data is not still in use or required, the    data will be destroyed 

via deletion.        Yes / No 

  

 • I understand that my name will not be in any publication or report and that only  

 the consent form links my participant number to my name.     Yes  / No 

  

Name: …………………………………………………………………… 

Date: ………………………………………………………………… 

Signature: ……………………………………………………………… 

Email address (ONLY if you wish to receive the results) ………………………………………………… 

 

Contact Details  

Primary Researcher(s) 

2. Amur Almanji 

Address: 5-7 Symonds street, Old Choral Hall, Room 104.125, Desk 20 

Email: aalm759@auckland.ac.nz 

 

Supervisors: 

3. Dr Claire Davies 

Address: room 1.916 , City Campus, 20 Symonds Street 

Auckland 

Phone: +64 9 373 7599 ext 88178 

Email: c.davies@auckland.ac.nz  

 

4. Prof  Rob Amor 

Address: Computer Science Building, Room 487, Department of Computer 

Science 

 University of Auckland 

 Private Bag 92019 

 Auckland 1142 

 New Zealand 

 Phone: +64-9-373 7599 ext 83068 

 Email: trebor@cs.auckland.ac.nz 
 

“APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS 

COMMITTEE ON ………… for (3) years, Reference Number …../……” 

 

mailto:aalm759@auckland.ac.nz
mailto:c.davies@auckland.ac.nz
mailto:trebor@cs.auckland.ac.nz

